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Abstract

This dissertation proposes a model supporting the creation of trustable privacies in

public online spaces, with the model demonstrating the potential for supporting

trustable data handling in the qualitative domain. Privacy and trust, from the pivotal

perspective of the individual were identified as crucial intangibles in the qualitative

research and personal trust domains. That both privacy and trust depend heavily upon

credible mechanisms for privacy became clear during the literature review and

interview processes.

Privacy, in its many forms, is a concept requiring greatly varying degrees of

anonymity, confidentiality and control (Rotenberg, 2001; Lessig, 1998) and this was

position was validated by literature and by qualitative comments by academic

interviewees.

Facilitation of secondary users including academics, public and private organisations,

communities, casual information browsers is a goal of this research. This goal of

facilitation is supported by the model proposed, and is discussed in Chapter 6, where

future work is discussed. The core requirement to address confidentiality, ethics,

privacy, ownership and control of data (Corti, 2000) is satisfied by the model as

proposed and discussed.

Expected outcomes of this research project are summarised as:

• Proposed model for the creation of trustable privacies in public spaces.
[Primary outcome]

• Promotion of collaboration amongst domains and disciplines through
improved universal access to archived data [Secondary outcome]

• Identification of application domains outside of the initially identified domain
set [Secondary outcome]

Self-Contained ReposItory ProcesSIng Template (SCRIPSIT) describes a model

supporting a decentralised, trustable set of structures and mechanisms. SCRIPSIT has

its eponymous origin in the Latin word scripsit, meaning "he or she wrote".
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Glossary

Action Research

Applied research that join up practitioners with researchers in a research partnership.

Emphasis here is on ongoing improvement of practice by the practitioners themselves.

Rose (2000) provides applied examples of action research in information systems.

AGENT

A piece of software that runs without direct human control or constant supervision to

accomplish goals provided by a user.

Applied Research

Research done with the intent of applying results to a specific problem. Evaluation is

a form of applied research. This can be conducted as part of an action research

approach.

Base64

7-bit encoded data, consisting only of printable characters. Less efficient that 8-bit

encoding when used for binary objects. Preferred for use in SCRIPSIT for reasons of

portability. See UTF-7.

Blogs

Online personal logs of absolutely anything. Usually for public consumption

(abbreviated form of 'Web Log').

Browser

Program used to look at (or browse) WWW/lnternet resources
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CAQDAS

Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software. A class of software tools

facilitating the marking up/annotation of rich qualitative data sources (primarily

textual) so as to support their use in qualitative research applications.

CGI

Common Gateway Interface. A standard means of extending Web functionality

through execution of scripts on a Web server, in response to browser requests.

DCMI

Dublin Core Metadata Initiative. A range of networked metadata entities.

Digital certificate

DTD

Document Type Definition. Describes content and structure of a class of XML

documents.

Encryption

Securely concealing the contents of a message in such a manner that the message is

useless if intercepted by a party without the means (the key) to decrypt or decode the

message. Encryption is fundamental to secure storage and transmission of data on the

WWW.

ENGINE

The embedded script engine key to SCRIPSIT's peer-centric model

Fragment identifier

The part of a URI that allows identification of a secondary resource.
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Grounded Theory

Grounded theory is a research method that seeks to develop theory that is grounded in

data systematically gathered and analyzed.

Hashing algorithm

Checksum calculated on a private key, used to confirm that a piece of data has

remained unaltered.

HIVAN

The HIV AIDS Network, based at University of KwaZulu-Natal (Howard College)

HTML

HyperText Markup Language. The language used to encode formatting, links and

other features on Web pages.

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol. Internet protocol used to manage communication

between Web browsers (clients) and web servers.

HTTPS

HTTP Secure. An encrypted HTTP link.

Internet, The

Global computer network of connected server computers.

ICT

Information and Communications Technology

IVR

Interactive Voice Response system
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Java

Platform independent programming language created by Sun Microsystems. Java can

be used to create Java 'applets' or small applications on the Web. Java has achieved

near-ubiquitous presence across many computing platforms.

JavaScript

Scripting language useful for handling interactive features in HTML. Scripts are

executed from the browser on the client machine

KMS

Knowledge Management System. A codified means of making (usually) domain

specific structured information available to requestors. Usually requiring domain

expert at one or more of the stages of encoding, requesting and interpreting content.

Link

A relationship between two resources where one resource refers to the other by means

ofa UR!.

Metadata

Metadata (or "data about data") may be used to label and categorise data for searching

and processing. A formal alternative is "structured descriptions of resources".

Metadata form the matrix enabling large collections of data to function as organised

libraries, which seldom exist as single instances.

Metastructures

Structures describing structures, usually in the abstract. Key to loosely associated

collections of metalinked data on the WWW. Metastructure refers to the overarching

framework supplying rules defining relationships amongst meanings within a domain

or infonnation category.
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[XML] Namespaces

An XML namespace is a collection of names, identified by a URI reference, used in

XML documents to specify element types and attribute names. XML namespaces are

distinguished from namespaces used elsewhere computing disciplines by the fact that

the XML versions have internal structure and are not sets in mathematical terms.

Navigation

The process of moving from place to place, particularly in a hyperlinked environment.

Online Public Spaces

Derived from the civil society domain, online public spaces refers to an individual's

engagement with common or shared spaces in the digital world, viz. chat rooms,

email, file servers and any other digital resource linked via the Internet.

Ontology

Set of concepts (things, events, and relations) specified in some way (such as specific

natural language) in order to create an agreed-upon vocabulary for exchanging

information.

OWL

Web Ontology Language (http://www.w3.org/200l/sw/WebOnt). See Semantic Web

and The House at Pooh Corner by A.A.Milne (1926).

P2P

Peer-to-Peer

P3P

Platform for Privacy Protection.
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Peer-centric

A term coined during the development of the conceptual base of SCRIPSIT. Peer

centricity describes the processing of data and assertion of control by the data

consumer at a local level only. In a peer-centric data collection, processing occurs

only after a data-bearing entity has reached the requester.

Peer-local

Peer-local refers to the fact that decrypted data only ever exists in a transient form on

the requesting client.

PETs

Privacy enhancing technologies. Protocols, tools and processes which enhance

individual privacy through measures which counter unauthorised attempts to intercept

or otherwise abuse access to private data.

POTS

Plain Old Telephone System. Term for old-fashioned landline telephone systems

Protocol

Formally defined set of rules and formats. Computers use protocols to regulate

communications

Privacies

Abstract area or domain where data remains intact and unrevealed except with the

consent and permission of the nominated data owner.

Proxy server

Internet server acting as a firewall, mediating traffic between a protected network and

the Internet.
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Public key encryption

Encryption mechanism using complementary public and private keys to encrypt and

decrypt data

Qualitative Research

The approach advocated by the interpretive school as a means to understanding social

phenomena. Generally viewed as any kind of research that produces findings not

arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means of quantification, and

includes in-depth interviews, observations and participant observation.

Quantitative Research

The approach advocated by the Positivist School. This approach measures social

phenomena and obtains numerical values which can be analyzed statistically. Surveys

using structured questionnaires and IQ tests are both examples of quantitative

research.

QRD

Qualitative Research Data.

RDDL

Resource Directory Description Language (http://www.tbray.org/tag/rddl/rdd13 .html)

RDF, RDF triples

Resource Description Framework (RDF) data consists of nodes and property/value

pairs describing nodes. A node is any object that can be pointed to by a URI.

Properties are attributes of nodes; values are either atomic values for the attribute or

other nodes. Information about a research topic (a node), may include the property

"Owner". The value for the Owner property may be a string of text, a URI pointing to

another document or a persona definition. RDF defines metadata processing

frameworks and data models based on triples (subject/resource, predicate/property,

object/property value). Data graphs with unique identifiers may be formed with these
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data triples. RDF forms the basis of tools able to link, classify and extend data and

add subjective value. An example is the aggregation of a collection of XML

documents into an RDF model. Document collections may be complete and fully

formed, they may be data fragments and they may also be networks of multiply linked

XML documents. This forms the essential basis ofRDFIXML used as dynamic and

extensible repositories. Semantically dependent queries against knowledge encoded in

ontology are available via RDFIXML document networks.

Reification

Recasting of a statement. An example is found in recasting the statement that "John is

a boy" as "John's mother believes that he is a boy".

Resource

A resource is anything that has identity. Examples include documents, images,

services (news reports, weather information). Not all resources are retrievable

(people, institutions and printed papers) across the WWW. The resource is the

conceptual mapping to an entity or set of entities, and not necessarily the entity

corresponding to the mapping at a specific time. A resource can therefore remain

constant whether or not the entities to which it corresponds change over time. This is

predicated on conceptual mapping of the resource remaining constant.

Resource Discovery

Process by means of which a specific resource or class of resources are discovered on

theWWW.

Sandbox

A limited (software) environment which prevents programs from reading or writing

files, initiating or accepting network connections with any system other than the

originating server, running local programs, overwriting or emulating local program

content and so forth.
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Schema

A description of the structure of a database or other data source. In the context of

XML, the schema refers to a definition of the structure of a class of XML documents.

SCRlPSIT

Self-Contained ReposItory ProcesSIng Template. SCRlPSIT describes a model

intended to support trustable, resilient, persistent, peer-centric and serverless meshes

or networks of encapsulated nodes.

Script

Code which may be directly executed by a program (or engine) that understands the

language in which the script is written.

Semantic Web

The representation of data on the World Wide Web. A collaborative effort led by

W3C with participation from researchers and industrial partners. Based on the

Resource Description Framework (RDF), which integrates a variety of applications

using XML for syntax and URIs for naming

Service discovery

The process oflocating an agent or automated Web-based service that will perform a

required function. Semantics will enable agents to describe to one another precisely

what function they carry out and what input data are needed.

SGML

An ISO (International Standards Organisation) markup language for representing

documents on computers. HTML is based on SGML.

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol (http://www.w3.org/tr/soapl)
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SSL

Secure Socket Layer

Survey

A method of collecting information from a usually large sample of the population of

interest. This is usually a quantitative method which allows statistical inferences to be

drawn from the sample about the population.

Triangulation

Using multiple methods and/or data sources to study the same phenomenon. The idea

here is for the weaknesses in anyone method to be compensated for by the strengths

of another. The researcher addresses the issue from different methodological

positions, rather like taking photographs of the same subject from different angles to

reveal a more valid picture of what the object actually looks like.

Trustable

Able to promote and/or inspire confidence in third parties that the service/resource

will act to preserve confidentiality and privacy with respect to deposited data.

UDDI

Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (http://www.uddi.org)

URI

Universal Resource Identifier. URLs are the most familiar type ofURI. A URI

defines or specifies an entity, not necessarily by naming its location on the Web.

URI aliases

Two or more different URIs that that identify the same resource.
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URI ownership

A relationship between a URI and a social entity, such as a person, organisation, or

specification.

URI reference

An operational shorthand for a URI.

URL

Uniform Resource Locator. The familiar codes (such as

http://www.sciam.comlindex.html) that are used in hyperlinks.

UTF-7

7-bit character representation (printable characters only) - see Base64. UTF-8 and

UTF-16 are 8- and 16-bit character set representations.

W3C

Worldwide Web Consortium (http://www.w3c.org)

Well-formed

Describing a document conforming to the syntax rules ofXML.

WWW

World Wide Web. A large-scale, interlinked, global system of distributed hypermedia

resources with a graphical interface that can be accessed and from which information

can be selected for retrieval to a local computer.

VM

Virtual Machine - a self-contained environment in which applications (usually in a

scripting language) may execute in a controlled manner. Java implementations are

usually realised as VM environments allowing identical execution of scripts on a

variety of computing platforms.
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XML

eXtensible Markup Language. A markup language allowing definition and use of

customised document tags. Goldfarb (2000) succinctly defines XML as "... smart

data HTML tells how the data should look, but XML tells you what it means but

XML data isn't just smart data, it's also a smart document and you don't have to

decide whether your information is data or documents; in XML, it is always both at

once. You can do data processing or document processing or both at the same time"

Xpath

XML Path Language. Intended for addressing parts of XML documents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to dissertation, background, problem statement and rationale

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

[f]
Note possible/required

changes in model

[e]
Situate conceptual models

from [d] with problem
statements in [a].

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [cl.

"Real World"

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

... thinking about the real world

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems
by practitioners and

researchers, review of
literature

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed solution

Documentation and
reflection to produce

design principles

i The figures on this chapter preface page are repeated for each chapter in this dissertation. These refer
to research methodologies described in Chapter 3. Please refer ahead for full discussion on
methodologies.
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1.1 Background and purpose

This dissertation presents the results of research that aimed to propose mechanisms,

methods and models for the preservation of privacy, ownership, trust and anonymity,

along with context and intended meaning, in published qualitative data. The initial

scope of the research was defined by broadly perceived requirements of, and solutions

to, issues surrounding secondary reuse of qualitative research data. A wider set of

potential applications became apparent on reflection and research, hence the

development of a working title of:

SCRIPSIT: A model for establishing trustable privacies in online public spaces

To describe privacy and trust, a common understanding must first be established.

Brunk (2002) comments that privacy, in its many forms, is a concept embracing

greatly varying degrees of anonymity, confidentiality and control.

Context and meaning in the minds of the original researchers (and/or users) and

research subjects is largely inaccessible by secondary users. Secondary users include

academic, public and private organisations, communities, casual browsers and data

reusers. Corti (2000) refers to users of historical data repositories. Medical users,

including doctors, nurses, midwives and health administrators are identified as an

additional group of non-traditional secondary qualitative data users (Williams, 2000:

cited in Fielding, 2000).

Adequate addressing of confidentiality, ownership, trust, ethics, privacy and

management of data is of overriding importance. Barber (1983) asserts that trust is

made up of a set of social expectations about self, institutions, nations and societal

orders.

Considerations of privacy, of trust and the mechanisms which might support these

will pivot on the central question asked in this dissertation, derived from Bromseth's
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(2002) posing of the question of who ought to be responsible for the protection of an

individual's privacy.

The central question asked, therefore, is who has the right and responsibility of

protecting the privacy of the individual. Following on from this question are those

which arise from investigations into mechanisms and models which might support

such user-centric rights and responsibilities. These questions will guide the selection f

much of the supporting literature to be reviewed.

1.2 Rationale for this research

The rationale and motivation for this research is based simply and primarily on the

following considerations:

1. Secondary access to qualitative research data, especially in the social sciences,

presents challenging situations with respect to data access and reuse (Corti,

Day and Backhouse; 2000). Collaborative access to and use of qualitative

research data includes a broad mix of producers and users. The nett result is a

requirement for a self-contained and robust means of mediating, controlling

and managing access to online and archived qualitative data (Walkerdine,

Melville and Sommerville, 2002). Inadequate support for non-commercial

applications (academic use and cradle-to-grave personal data, amongst others)

prompted the initial investigations.

2. Successful applications of Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) tend to

occur in vertical, domain-limited arenas (Eberhart, 2004). Users in these cases

are either domain experts or use such experts as intermediaries. There is a shift

in priorities and problems with research data users and reusers who are not

domain experts. Reliance on trusted third parties is a significant and

fundamental failing of existing mechanisms proposed and used for trustable

archival purposes (Fitzgibbon and Reiter, 2003).
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3. Relevance to the aims of regionally-Iocated interests, including Research

Africa and HIVAN, has been established in discussions with interested parties.

Responses to a poster presented at Idlelo - The First African Conference on

the Digital Commons conference in January 2004 in Cape Town (Rodda,

2004), and to unpublished parts of the research suggested that applications

exist for the expected research products of this project. This poster was a

follow-on to an earlier poster presented at the 5th Annual World Wide Web

Applications conference at the University of Durban-Westville (Rodda, 2003).

An exploratory review of literature suggested a lack of models for user-centric

privacy and trust which did not rely on third-party support and services.

1.3 Statement of problem

The practical problem attributed with catalysing the research presented here is that of

determining a feasible and implementable model supporting the creation of private

and inviolate spaces within the boundaries of universally and publicly accessible

domains (or spaces).

The model to be developed is required to address the attributes argued as defining

universal (and general) concepts of privacy and trust. There exists a problem with

assertions and demands of trust, especially from self-appointed third parties.

Removing requirements for placing of trust or control in third parties permits higher

levels of real and perceived trust, and hence the birth of privacies which exist free of

the fetters of organisational and political self-interest.

Extending the argument to the qualitative research data reuse paradigm, questions

arise as to how to build, maintain and ensure levels of believable trust in security,

reliability, persistence and access to private spaces touched by the research activities.
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1.4 Research questions and objectives

Research objectives:

• Defining the extent of publicly accepted and understood privacy.

• Securing of privacy in a public arena

• Consider praxis in preservation and reuse of qualitative research data.

• Ethical considerations with respect to public access to private data.

• Assessment of gaps in praxis.

• Review of standards, testing suitability for use in model to be proposed.

• Preservation of context and meaning.

• Separation of data and storage mechanisms.

• Establishment of basis for proposing a model for trustable privacies.

Research questions

• Where is the most appropriate place for vesting of control over private data?

• Is it feasible to develop a model supporting creation of trustable privacies,

with application across multiple domains?

Dissertation Objectives

• Draft model for establishment of trustable privacies in public spaces.

• Outline of the basis of further appropriate research in this domain.

• Consideration of potential future work.
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1.5 Intended audiences and beneficiaries

Intended audiences for this research are listed in primary and secondary categories.

Primary audiences are those who are directly linked to the qualitative researchers and

research subjects originally identified. Secondary audiences are those secondarily or

indirectly associated with one or more of the primary audiences listed above.

• Primary audiences

o Academic communities

• Qualitative researchers

• Research subjects and communities

• Archivists

• Cross-disciplinary collaborations

o Sectoral research institutions

•

•

Non-governmental organisations (NGOs)

Policy-making governmental bodies

• Secondary audiences

o Displaced persons

o Diasporic communities

o Self-archivers

o Informal online communities
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1.6 Dissertation outline

Chapter 1 offers an overview of the problem statement and a brief exploration of the

rationale behind the problem statement in this dissertation; research questions posed

and intended audiences for this dissertation.

Chapter 2 reviews literature relevant to the domains touched upon by privacy, public

access, data security, confidentiality and consent, knowledge management systems

and public access to qualitative data. This literature review considers research

concerning representations of qualitative data and protection of privacy and

associated domains. A review of published standards for document structures,

representation of context and privacy is included in this chapter. The problem is also

situated within the domains of research, ethics, privacy and trust.

Chapter 3 discusses research methodologies employed. Discussion of theoretical

frameworks follows, including applications of qualitative data and support of personal

privacies in public spaces.

Aspects of theoretical frameworks:

• Research practices in qualitative data access and use.

• Extension of research paradigm for access and use of 'soft' data.

• Location of this research in the contemporary research arena.

• Key features of research models applied.

• Representation of meaning and context.

• Enquiry goals for this research.

• Framework for methodologies.

• Questionnaires and interviews.
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Chapter 4 considers tools used for access to and manipulation of qualitative research

data and mediation of public access to such data. Existing approaches to secondary

use and mediation of access to qualitative data are considered here. Linking of Web

Ontology Language (OWL), domain ontologies and the Semantic Web are considered

with respect to resource discovery considerations. Knowledge Management Systems

(KMS) are additionally challenged as appropriate models with respect to application

as bases for both the representation of intended meaning and for the creation of

trustable privacies. Other mechanisms available for access mediation and

management of qualitative data are considered, with the intention of distinguishing

fashion usage from fitness for purpose. Hendler (2003) offers a comprehensive

Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) reference on OWL.

Tools and considerations with respect to access and use of Qualitative Research Data

(QRD):

• Capabilities and restrictions in tools for QRD reuse.

• Capabilities and restrictions of Knowledge Management Systems.

• Contemporary and historical practice.

• Tools and reasons for their use.

• Gaps and the means to fill them.

• Ontological support in contemporary tools.

• Domain epistemology and representation thereof.

• Observations of contemporary initiatives and motivations.

Chapter 5 presents the results of the research in the form of a model for a peer

centric, decentralised means of publishing confidential data in public spaces. An

overview of structures and model elements proposed as theoretical guidelines /

solutions stated problems is included. A summary of arguments for and against

aspects of contemporary praxis is presented, leading into an outline model in both

theoretical and practical contexts. Expansion of the theoretical model is presented as

an application of the model with respect to real-world requirements.
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Describing the proposed peer-centric model:

• Model for combination of metastructures and metadata.

• Realisation of proposed model in a theoretical context.

• Realisation of proposed model in a practical context.

• Application of proposed model to a published requirement.

• Extension of proposed model paradigm.

Chapter 6 presents discussion of research and conclusions. The extent to which stated

research questions are answered is considered with reference to the initial

assumptions.

Practical implications and benefits coming out of this research are discussed. Notions

of open access and protection of privacy and intended meaning are revisited in the

context of the proposed model.

Summary of topics:

• Protection of Privacy and Trust.

• Metastructures for carriage and management of data.

• Discussion on research processes of this study.

• Limitations of this study.

• Implications of and future directions for this research.

Metastructures for carriage and management of data are presented as appropriate

mechanisms fulfilling the requirements of flexibility and robustness. There is

reflection on processes and paths in this study. Finally, future direction is discussed.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Consider current and past research with respect to representations of qualitative data

and protection of privacy. Place the problem (as scoped for this project) within the

domains of research, ethics and privacy, and related fields of endeavour.

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[f]
Note possible/required

changes in model

... thinking about the real world

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

re]
Situate conceptual

models from [d] with
problem statements in [a].

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [e].

"Real World"

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems
by practitioners and

researchers, review of
literature

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed solution

Documentation and
reflection to produce

design principles
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2.1 Introduction

This dissertation considers literature in the domains of privacy, trust, ethical use of

research data and derivation of privacy models.

Intangible currencies of privacy and trust underpin the requirements of mechanisms

and models for creation of trustable spaces. These conflict with the accessibility and

openness required of public data which ought to be in the public domain. Establishing

trust requires a credible and robust protection of privacy (Castelfranchi and Falcone,

2000), no matter what the domain or environment. Privacy and trust in the digital

world are perceptually and technically quite different from privacy and trust on a

face-to-face level. There is almost always very little or no substantiation of the

credentials of the so-called 'other party' in the digital world. Protection of individual

privacy is to be discussed in a community context, with trust as a construction based

on respect for and reliability of individual privacy.

Corti, Day and Backhouse (2000) discuss issues which impinge directly on privacy

and trust. These are confidentiality, informed consent and anonymisation of data. A

strong emphasis is placed on ethical actions around access to qualitative research data.

Qualitative data is that collected using qualitative methodologies (Corti, 200 I). Such

methodologies are usually characterised by an inclusive and accommodating nature.

The qualitative perspective uses multiple approaches and methods, giving data sets

which include diverse content, including structured and unstructured interviews,

observations, audio and video material, still images. Secondary users of qualitative

data engage in reappraisal and reanalysis of datasets. This may include reference to

one or more related or unrelated data sets. Simple referential secondary use of

qualitative data also occurs, with a wide number of user categories. Thompson (2000)

comments at length on the conflicting uses and intentions of secondary users of

qualitative research data.
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The literature review concentrates on perceptual, conceptual and technical aspects of

privacy, trust, resource discovery, ownership and related domains in individual and

societal contexts. This is essential to establish some of the parameters and

requirements for information representation and mapping at a technical level. All of

this is required to establish conditions conducive to allowing individuals to be able to

place a degree of trust in the model presented.

The flow through this chapter is listed here:

• Qualitative research and access to data in the public domain.

• Review of privacy and trust in qualitative data use.

• Review of privacy in the wider context.

• Review of qualitative data usage and issues arising.

• Information ownership and perceived control.

• Models and methods in privacy in public spaces.

• Abstraction of resource from underlying architecture.

• Standards supporting elements required in trustable privacies.

• Key themes identified in privacy in public spaces.

• Conclusions drawn from literature review.

2.1.1 Qualitative research and access to research data in the public domain

lames and S0rensen (2000) argue the case for archiving social and behavioural data in

a manner which allows other researchers relevant and appropriate reuse of archived

data to answer further research questions and to provide historic access for future

generations. A strong case is presented, with reference to the Murray Research

Centre (lames and S0rensen, 2000), for provision of reasonable protection of privacy

of such data. Amongst the arguments presented is one supporting new prospective

studies from old studies and archived data. It is argued that an important function of

longitudinal studies involves the re-examination of attitudes and events, instead of
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depending on retrospective commentary. It is further argued that longitudinal studies

used for secondary analysis enables the use of data collected for one problem set to be

used in the context of others, thus allowing the investigator to proceed without being

bound by incomplete studies. Use in follow-up studies is also presented as an

argument in favour of access to qualitative research data for reuse and reanalysis.

Corti, Day and Backhouse. (2000) provide similarly convincing arguments supporting

archival of qualitative research data, with specific reference to the Qualidata initiative

at Essex University.

Kuula (2000) comments on technical and information society issues and motivations

for the Finnish Social Science Data Archive, started as recently as 1999. All of these

initiatives are relatively young and not representative of the state of accessible

qualitative research data. It is not in the scope of this dissertation to fully expand the

arguments as to why qualitative researchers are notably reticent regarding publishing

of such data.

2.1.2 Rights and responsibilities attached to qualitative and personal data

Being able to honour guarantees of anonymity at any stage of the research process is

problematic for researchers. Initial publications arising out of analyses of qualitative

data may be the novel publication of facts or stories concerning subjects under study.

This can be a severely challenging time for researchers - the rich nature of

qualitative data lends itself to descriptions of the interviewees, their lives and their

surroundings, and as such, the dilemma presented to the researcher is primarily that of

how much detail to reveal.
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2.1.3 Primary and secondary qualitative data

Qualitative data exists in two broad forms - primary and secondary. Primary is that

gathered and assembled by the original researcher(s). Secondary is that research data

gathered by other researchers subsequent to the original research and used for further

work (not necessarily related to the original), and/or that gathered by other

researcher(s) for use by the original researcher(s).

A summary of some of the forms taken by data potentially useful on a secondary

research basis is presented below. For purposes of clarity, primary data is taken to be

that which is assembled by the original researcher. Secondary data is that assembled

by parties other than the original researcher for use in research.

A list of sources follows:

• Qualitative Sources

• Biographies - subjective interpretation involved.

• "Blogs" (online personal and publicly visible logs) and diaries.

• Photographs, video and audio.

• Recollections and communications (email, letters).

• Mass print media (newspapers, magazines).

• Period literature.

• Official publications.

• Quantitative Sources

• Demographics.

• Administrative reports.

• Surveys.

• Commercial.

• Market research.
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• Archives and repositories

• Finnish National Archives.

• Institutional and national academic archives.

• Qualidata at Essex University.

• McMurray Repository (Canada).

• Digital archives and closed-publication repositories.

• Reasons for use of secondary research data

• Exploratory.

• Supplementary.

• Primary sources not available (e.g. 19th century Afrikaans authors).

• Economic restrictions.

• Limitations

• Divergent aims of primary and secondary use.

• Divergence of intended meaning and definitions.

• Longitudinal incompleteness and error.

• Poor accommodation of bias.

• Integrity - have data been cleaned or massaged unacceptably.

• Validity of data.

• Awareness that documents can affect perceptions as well as report

on them.
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2.1.4 Personal data records in (public) digital realms

Researchers and research communities of practice (CoP) readily acknowledge the

critical role of ethical and sensitive attention to the rights of research subjects. Wenger

and Snyder (2000) define a community of practice as

a group ofpeople informally bound together by shared expertise and passion

for a joint enterprise.

(Wenger and Snyder, 2000)

There are numerous examples of guidelines and CoP attempts at self-regulation with

respect to ethical and sensitive handling of research data. References to some of these

are made by Corti, Day and Backhouse. (2000) where the British Sociological

Association and other bodies guideline and standards references are noted. Further

examples are listed below in Table 1:

fETable 1 - xamples of guidelines/codes 0 conduct

Organisation/research Reference to guidelines/codes of conduct
CoP

AIC http://aic.stanford.edu/pubs/ethics.html

SARPN http://www.sarpn.org.za/documents/dOOO0352/index.php

International
http://www.ucm.es/info/isa/about/isa code of ethics.htm

Sociological Association

Association of Social
http://www.asa.anthropology.ac.uk/ethics2.html

Anthropologists

All of the Codes of Ethics (CoE) investigated merely proposed guidelines. Limited

sanctions are available with some CoEs, but these are effective only within small and

peer-monitored communities of research practise. No such limited sanctions afford

the research subject(s) the luxury of granting additional rights, nor ofrescinding any

rights of access to their own data after the fact. This strongly indicates a need for a
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mechanism which affords research subjects such facilities in a near-universal manner.

Corti, Day and Backhouse. (2000) note that guidelines as published have many

common attributes and features. These guidelines have evolved over many years and

tend to reflect the prevailing societal norms relatively closely. Terminal responsibility

for decisions relating to research projects is still the province of the primary

researcher. This is arguably a significant factor in dissuading researchers from

making much more than interpretive presentations of qualitative research available in

any public sense.

2.1.5 Praxis with respect to secondary qualitative data analysis and use

Secondary analysis and reuse of quantitative data is de facto practice in the physical

sciences and much of the social science arena. Subsequent accessing and

reinterpretation of data is familiar and normal to most researchers (Corti, Day and

Backhouse. 2000; Fielding, 2000; lames and S0rensen, 2000; Kuula, 2000;

Thompson, 2000).

When considering qualitative data, there is a considerable body of resistance, on the

part of the original researchers (Brown, 2002; Fielding, 2000), to third-party

secondary reuse of the archived qualitative research data. There are three primary

reasons for secondary reuse of qualitative research data:

• Further or additional analysis.

• Cross-sectional or reduced data analysis.

• Analysis from alternative perspective(s).

Hammersley (1997) and Corti (2000) purpose reuse and reanalysis of qualitative

research data as being significant, supporting argument in favour of the cumulative

nature of qualitative research.
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2.1.6 Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS)

Lewins and Silver (2004) categorise CAQDAS tools as being those which take a

qualitative approach to qualitative data. This approach is considered to be one where

interpretation of data is through identification of themes, contexts and communities of

interest. Lewins and Silver propose a number of questions to be asked when selecting

CAQDAS tools.

Following is a distillation of these questions, attempting to generalise these as areas of

concern in the broader qualitative research context:

• Types of data and preferred ways of handling.

• Requirement for support for multiple methodologies.

• Requirement for thematic and quantitative access to data.

• Individual or collaborative approach to use of data.

It is the intention of this research to suggest that a model for trustable privacies has

the potential to provide a means of extending the functional and application reach of

any of the current crop ofCAQDAS tools. CAQDAS tools include QSR Nvivo (QSR

International, 2004a), Atlas.ti, MAXqda, Qualrus and Kwalitan. All of these tools

have data import and export facilities; with XML (eXtensible Markup Language)

being available on some. Simple support of XML and other generic data formats is

not adequate as a means of extending reach in terms of a wider range of data

resources accessible from a CAQDAS perspective. There is potential for future

research in this direction.
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2.2 Linking qualitative research data and questions of privacy and trust

This section of the literature review aims to demonstrate conceptual links between

archival and accessing of qualitative research data and topics of privacy,

confidentiality and, ultimately, trust.

2.2.1 Privacy, Confidentiality and Security

Privacy is taken to be the combination of the right of the individual to freedom from

outside interference or intrusive monitoring and positive retained control of access to

and use of personal data by that same individual. At no point does this definition of

privacy infer access by any other party to this personal data. Access by any other

party is by controlled and persistent consent. Privacy is moot without control

remaining in the hands of the data owner, the individual.

Allowing limited and/or conditional access to personal data dilutes the strength of the

privacy attribute. Simply formulating a confidentiality agreement negates much of the

sanctity of privacy - by virtue ofthe fact that there are now at least two parties who

have access to the personal data. At this point, the individual can but hope that

confidential agreements are upheld.

Privacy is linked with personal data, whereas security has relevance across all and any

data domains. It is a reasonable expectation that any data are secured. The

corresponding expectation that any such data are treated as private. This expectation

is not to be relied upon, as illustrated by the example of the Human Genome Project

(Human Genome Information Project, 2003). The general breakdown of the human

genetic code is not specific to an individual (although a researcher may wish to secure

work-in-progress). The genetic footprint of an individual, and any information on

genetic anomalies which that individual may have, are private data. These data, for

purposes of arguments presented in this dissertation, fall in that domain defined by the

individual's "right to be let alone" (Brandeis and Warren, 1890).
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Kang (1998) avers that privacy tells us "what to do", and that security tells us "how to

do it.". In the section following, data security is discussed with reference to retention

of control and preservation of attributes and aspects of privacy.

2.2.2 Background to privacy in public spaces

Privacy eludes specific and unambiguous definition. Definitions range from the

sociological, as postulated by Westin (1967), where privacy is argued to be the right

of the individual to control and alter information about themselves and to determine

the conditions under which any of this information is communicated to others, to

Brandeis and Warren's (1890) legally-charged assertion that privacy was

fundamentally the right of the individual to be left alone.

Margulis (1977) defines privacy as the partial or complete control of transactions

between parties, where the ultimate objective is the strengthening of autonomy with

reduction of the vulnerability of any party.

A new area of investigation is that of privacy in the domain of genetics being

regarded as the right of the individual to restrict access to his or her own genetic

information. Brief reference to this is found on the Human Genome Project

Information (2003) website.

Privacy is a relatively recent presumed right and legal concept. Brandeis and

Warren's (1890) definitions and scoping of privacy as a concept are perhaps the best

known and most commonly referenced benchmark for privacy. It is a concept which

challenges immediate, unambiguous specification. Privacy exists within the confines

of the mind, a home, a place of work or in the context of social community. It is

primarily a resistance to perceived or real invasion of that space which we

individually define as personally sacrosanct. The definition of public spaces has

extended from the merely physical shared spaces to those spaces defined only by
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shared interests. Users of public spaces range from individuals emailing, transacting

and "blogging", through research subjects and researchers and on to diasporic

communities and displaced individuals. Trust and privacy are inextricably interwoven

- and concerns of confidentiality are shared by the broad spectrum of users. It is in

this context that privacy and trust questions are considered in this dissertation.

2.2.3 Differentiating privacy and data security

An element of future perfection is evident in published works concerning user-centric

privacy. Graham (1999) refers to user-centric privacy as a future technology. It is

further stated state that a desirable state of affairs for online privacy is software

negotiation based on user preferences and machine-readable statements of privacy

policies. Suggestions that the Platform for Privacy Protection (P3P) alone might

achieve this are flawed. Cranor (1997) established an early position of criticism of

P3P, arguing that it was toothless guardian. This is addressed further in Chapters 5

and 6 in this dissertation.

Privacy and data security share a number of key attributes, amongst which are the

following:

• Boundary definition, management and assertion.

• Selective access and disclosure mechanisms.

• Strong affinity between owners and perceived need for control.

• Dilution of perceived trust where control and ownership are separated.
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2.3 Review of privacy

Privacy has emerged as a fundamental consideration with respect to access and the

secondary use of qualitative data, not limited to data which originate in the research

domain. As such, literature concerning privacy issues has grown to occupy a

considerable portion of this chapter.

2.3.1 Privacy considered in broad terms

Rubenfeld (1989) proposes a theory of privacy as means of preventing institutions

from becoming effectively totalitarian in nature. A limited definition of privacy by

Rubenfeld is presented as the ''freedom not to have one 's life too totally determined by

a progressively more normalizing state.". This convergent with Brandeis and

Warren's (1890) reference to privacy in legal terms. The same perspective underpins

the basis of this dissertation's anarchic philosophy - an anarchy in the pure sense,

where control is the right and province of the data owner, and not of any other third

party.

Public and private are colloquially understood to be separate and distinctly different in

their characters. This is directly supported by Altman (1977), who observes that there

is a fine and moving line separating privacy and publicity. Altman's theory of privacy

may be restated as that of a conscious and deliberate act of controlling access to that

which defines "self'. This is central to the preservation of identifiable and believable

privacy for the individual.

Privacy is therefore seen as a boundary or domain control problem. This view permits

degrees of access and denial of access to be varied according to context and authority.

While this is valid in a limited conceptual sense, the online world turns upside-down

established views which seek to distinguish the public from the private.
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The boundaries become indistinct and subject to capricious and arbitrary review by

the data owner. This is the right of the individual as asserted here.

The argument is extended into the online domain by Lessig (1998) and Rotenberg

(2001) through contextualised discourse on privacy. Both authors note the dynamic

and complex nature of privacy and the technological and legislative drivers which

help to shape privacy.

Privacy, while considered from the information security perspective, is fundamentally

a question of the individual in community (Lessig 1998, Kubiatowicz 2003, Corti

2000) and as such, this literature highlights aspects of privacy considered from the

reasonable person point of view.

2.3.2 A preferred definition of privacy

Selection of a preferred definition of privacy is required to establish the functional

requirements of any proposed privacy and trust model. This selection is prefaced by

considering literature on the concept of a right to privacy.

Common perceptions are that privacy, in all its forms, is a right granted at institutional

level (by governments, constitutions) or a natural right which "simply is" - the Tao of

Privacy. Clarke (1997) comments that privacy is better thought of as "one kind of

thing ... that people like to have lots of" This is perhaps far too loose a definition and

will therefore be expanded upon.
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The chosen method of describing privacy and trust is as follows:

• Describe basic principles of privacy. Survey views definitions of, privacy

over the past century to provide a set of basic principles of privacy.

• Generalise principles sufficiently to allow a general statement of privacy.

Discussion and survey of categories of privacy allowing distillation of

fundamental aspects of privacy, which are assembled to form general

statements of privacy. These form the conceptual basis of generic support

of privacy, from the perspective of the individual.

• Establish a technical and procedural basis for assertion of privacy thus

described. Taking the working definition of privacy established, technical

concerns, requirements and attributes are discussed and the technical

fundamentals required for creation of a privacy/trust model are laid down.

• Build a model supporting the concept of a trustable privacy. This is based

on the working definition of privacy, as presented, and on the technical and

procedural aspects addressed previously.

The steps outlined above have guided the development of both argument and model

throughout this dissertation.

2.3.3 Privacy in public spaces

It is appropriate to ask whether or not the concept of privacy in public spaces

constitutes a valid and persuasive privacy protection domain. This research began

with the assertion that the perceptions of, and the facilities for the individual to

voluntarily attribute trustability to a model constituted the essential basis of that

required to create trustable privacies in public spaces. The nature of the research

dictates a moderately restricted working definition of pubic spaces. Public Spaces are

taken, for purpose of this research, to be public digital spaces. Parallels are drawn

with physical public spaces in order to illustrate points.
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The digital public spaces referred to include the Internet, organisational and

institutional databases, personal data which is stored and/or extant in an online

context, governmental data archives and any form of online accessible archived

qualitative research data referring to individuals or communities.

Setting the focus, privacy as discussed and understood needs to be dissected. Privacy

means many things to many people - the meaning given greatest consideration in this

dissertation is that emerging from the needs and perceptions of the isolated individual.

Public policy is constructed from a whole society standpoint.

A frequently quoted phrase in public policy is that of "the greater good". The

Minnesota State legislature, along with the US Congress, is challenged in this regard

by Brase (1999) in one example of hidden agenda policymaking.

In public debate and in the drafting of legislation, the greater good is a frequently used

motivator for setting out overriding interests which are deemed to be appropriately

used to advance the interests of society as a whole.

Moving on from loose assertions of "greater good" as diluter of essential privacy,

Nissenbaum (2000) identifies three factors taken to effect dismissal of the perceived

force of privacy in public, detailed below in Table 2:
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Table 2 - Characterisation of prIvacy factors

Privacy
factor

Conceptual

Normative

Empirical

Characterisation of privacy factor

May be considered with reference to the terms "public" and "private"
as used in political and legal context. Generally used to indicate clear
delineation of that which is in the province of the individual or the
family and that which is in the province of government or greater
society.

Protection of privacy in public are targeted by objections based
largely upon the assertion of overriding, competing interests
challenging the appropriateness of maintaining agreeable levels of
privacy. An example might be government collection of personal data
for purposes of establishing spending habits (taxation) or
communications habits (political affiliations) or any other purpose
which requires assertion of alleged overriding interests.

We are seen daily by many and often noticed by no-one. Most make
the reasonable assumption that they are not noticed, or that an
observer can retain only so many bits of information (usually sparse
and fragmented). We do not worry about invasion of privacy during
the course of our usual public passage each day.

Considerations of privacy and trust in this dissertation are primarily from the naive

position of the individual. This is seen from the perspective ofNissenbaum's (2000)

empirical privacy and is moderated by the appreciation that arguments in favour of

assertion of normative privacy are considerable.

A few questions arising around privacy conflicts are listed:

• Is it reasonable to pry into the financial affairs of an alleged fraudster to

establish guilt or innocence?

• Are the contents of a paedophile's diary or hard drive considered available

for scrutiny?

• Are the bounds of fairness and decency overstepped when searching a

suspected shoplifter?
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• Does the state have a right to an overall view of the collective scattering of

data which define an individual's digital existence?

In all of the examples listed, the immediate tendency is to convict the individual

before establishing factual links. An unproven suspicion does not provide grounds for

negation, removal or abuse of assigned, attributed or natural rights. A datum or even a

piece of structured information appears in a public digital space does not carry with it

a transferable right of access by anyone other than the owner.

Article 19 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United

Nations, 1948) asserts that:

Everyone has the right to freedom ofopinion and expression; this right

includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive

and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of

frontiers.

(United Nations, 1948)

It is inferred from this that the owner of the data has a priori rights to grant or rescind

rights of access. Such rights reasonably lie with the owner. There are many more

strong circumstantial arguments in favour of dismissing deeper concerns around

privacy when viewed in parallel with a normative privacy mandate.

A fundamental concern which arises with the pursuit of normative privacy is that of

gradual and unnoticed erosion of the ability of individuals to control access to their

private domains. Lessig (1998) refers to this gradual loss when he notes that limits on

searching are eroded further and further as a consequence of growing options for

searching data without imposition of burden upon the targeted individual. Familiarity

with ubiquitous technology breeds a careless contempt for the dangers of the personal

data trail. Email, for example, is so much a part of life for many that the latent risks

are very seldom considered.
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Kang (1998) also refers to legislative history of the D.S. Electronic Communications

Privacy Act (ECPA), which comments that

Privacy cannot be left to depend solely on physical protection, or it will

gradually erode as technology advances. Congress must act to protect the

privacy ofour citizens. Ifwe do not, we will promote the gradual erosion of

this precious right

(Kang, 1998)

Taken in isolation, this is a commendable position for those custodians of the public

good, the state, to take. Stepping back and considering the double-edged sword of

state protection, that which is defined as a delineator of privacy is not infrequently

turned to instrument of normative privacy. This brings with it the application of

concerns which are used to override concerns of privacy of the individual.

There is much material presented by the Electronic Privacy Information Center

(EPIC, undated) on their website ii highlighting many legislative attempts to assert

normative privacy measures in the name of public safety and the "greater good".

Individual defence of own privacy is characterised by those aspects of life which, by

and for that individual, are taken as neither subject to nor open to public scrutiny and

criticism. Seen from the personal perspective, such private aspects of life are not

shored up by any guarantee of protection. Personally-created records of anything

deemed private, data captured and stored by researchers or any other agencies are all

subject to abuse of privacy concerns where normative privacy is applied in isolation.

Hoffman et al. (1997) provide a long list of privacy abuses prevalent in commercial

Web interactions, but remain unable to suggest effective remedies for these abuses.

ii http://www.epic.org - the Electronic Privacy Information Center
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2.3.4 Respecting privacy

There are as many variations in definitions of privacy as there are opinions and

people. We live in an increasingly connected world where the issues are less about

absolute and immediate intrusion in the physical world and far more about the trail of

persistent data which left behind after every online transaction. Transactions include

ordering goods online, online banking and the ubiquitous activity of emailing.

Ubiquitous connectivity is both enabling and restrictive.

The broad concept of privacy has moved on from the time when privacy was what

existed in our own heads (Lessig, 1998) and in our parents' bedrooms to one where

our life data trails require protection to avoid abuse by the unscrupulous and the

underhanded. Froomkin (2000) avers that individuals in society are inclined towards

a kind of "privacy myopia" where they undervalue information about themselves to

the extent that protecting such information is not perceived to be worth the effort of

doing so. Froomkin's position has relevance to an initiative aimed at returning control

over personal data to affected individuals is discussed in a wired. corn article by

Scheeres (2001). This initiative is described as a reaction to telemarketer abuse of

personal information and quotes the originator, Tracy Coyle as saying that" ... people

can control it better themselves than by giving it to every Tom, Dick and Harry

website that's out there.". Froomkin' s comments concern the passive converse of the

individual wishing to actively control his or her own data. This privacy myopia is

present usually only where individuals have not had reason to doubt the integrity,

privacy and trustworthiness of their interactions in the online world.

Every credit card transaction, every enquiry and reservation leaves a persistent trail.

This is not of itself a negative consequence. The problems to appear when the

individual is not accorded the right "to be let alone" (Brandeis and Warren, 1890).

Respect for privacy diminishes, and when governments and organisations fail to

distinguish the possibility of criminal intent or activity from the reasonable human
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right of individuals to create and maintain digital personae in public spaces, then

achieving Brandeis and Warren's state of being 'let alone' becomes unattainable. The

individual ceases to have or to exhibit privacy in any sense.

A complementary view is provided by Gavison (1980) who suggests that

... there are three elements in privacy: secrecy, anonymity and solitude. It is a

state which can be lost, whether through the choice ofthe person in that state

or through the action ofanother person.

(Gavison, 1980:421)

The essence of the concept of privacy in public spaces is to be afforded the

opportunity to live discreetly in public and to store personal private spaces in the same

public domain.

Trust is not automatic, nor may it be purchased - how do we trust third parties with

our personal and confidential data? Are we able to determine the degree and type of

access to our data? If there is no privacy, then trust is impossible.

We must attempt, at all times, to guarantee promises ofconfidentiality made to

research participants, where possible. ... Whilst not all data subjects may be

concerned about their anonymity, others are. For those subjects who wish to

remain anonymous, for archiving we must seek to anonymise identifYing

information about them.

(Corti, Day, Backhouse, Dec 2000)

There is some room for the argument that a job worth doing is worth doing yourself.

Bromseth (2002) questions who is responsible for protecting a user's privacy. This is

noted in Chapter 1 as being the key question and motivator for this research. This

dissertation suggests that the user is the appropriate candidate, with the proviso that

adequate tools and mechanisms for the purpose exist and are available for use.
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2.3.5 Privacy in the digital and online worlds

There is more than a passing relationship between the world experience in daily life,

the physical world, and that experience online. The tendency is to unconsciously and

seamlessly link experiences and perceptions of the online and physical worlds in

which we live. Rheingold (1993) comments extensively on the evolution of online

communities and on the blurring of perceived boundaries between the physical (or

real) world and the online (or virtual) world. Lessig (1998) comments that the real

and virtual worlds act as reciprocal modifiers.

2.3.6 Issues relating to privacy in the digital world

A number of aspects of data handling bear expansion, linked to issues of privacy in

the digital (public) world:

• Security. The blocking of passive and active attempts to gain access to a

datum or data available only with the explicit consent of the owner.

• Confidentiality. Wrapping up of a datum or data so that actual content is

only available to an authorised and authenticated party. References to

accreditation mechanisms are made in Chapter 5.

• Accessibility (or availability) is essentially self-explanatory. Confidence

that data will appear, when sought, is fundamental to a privacy model being

able to be trusted by users. There is an expectation that items deposited in a

safety deposit box will be available on demand. When the user experience

is counter to this, trust in the model (the bank safety deposit system) is

eroded or destroyed.

• Integrity. Preservation of data as originally laid down by the owner, is the

third trust-enabling aspect required of a feasible privacy/trust model.

• Anonymity, considered in two parts - complete anonymity and

pseudonymity. Complete anonymity is the absence of identifying attributes

linking data, or communications, to a specific entity (individual or system).
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Chaum's (1981) MIX model was created to attempt to allow dynamic concealment of

actual user identities in emails, chat rooms and discussion fora. Although Chaum was

a relatively early thinker in terms of anonymity in the digital realm, his MIX model

has formed the basis of many of the attempts to provide trustable privacy models for

the WWW. Acquisti (2002) detailed a user-centric MIX-like protocol which

attempted to return control over data to the owners, but still relied on trusted server

entities. Like the overwhelming majority, MIX relies on third party processing for its

ultimate realisation.

All models and implementations presented have relied upon intermediaries or third

parties of one form or another. It is the position ofthis dissertation that all ofthese

models are fundamentally and fatally flawed in this regard due to their demand for

arbitrary placement of trust in an unknown third party.

Infomediaries was a term coined in the early part of the 1990s to describe, in mildly

obtuse terms, the concept of using a trusted third party to retain enough confidential

and personal information to successfully validate and authenticate transactions of any

type between two parties. Maguire (1998) provides a popular overview of the

communications between the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and Microsoft over

the challenges to its introduction of the allegedly privacy-enhancing Passport (.Net,

2003) scheme.

Microsoft's Passport uses a single email and password doublet to authenticate access

to a variety of services. Included are identity and credential propagation services,

ostensibly to ease the user's secure passage through the WWW. Passport is

prototypical of the commercial drivers on the WWW which work against the

protection of trustable privacies.

Inevitably, Passport is also controversial, because its purpose is to provide a

workable balance among competing priorities: information versus anonymity;

security versus usability; and the needs ofcompanies versus those ofthe
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consumers they serve. The ongoing search for the right balance is taking place

in a dynamic environment. Controversy, criticism, and debate are a natural

part ofthat environment. ... developers listen closely ... feedback gets

incorporated via ongoing improvements ... which results in a better online

experience for users ...

(Microsoft, 2003)

The myth of the trusted third party is used as a foundation stone with such schemes.

Point-to-point encrypted communication is frequently presented as a secure and

trustable mechanism.

While it is frequently true that risk is low and security (data) is acceptable, the point

to-point encryption (SSL, SSH) requires agreement of sorts between the two parties

communicating.

Point-to-point provides no guarantee of confidentiality on the serving node. Freenet

(Clarke, Sandberg , Wiley and Hong, 1999) is philosophically similar to Chaum's

MIX model, but succeeds in hiding the parties involved so well that the data owners

lose control of the data published.

The network itself becomes the arbiter of what metaphorically lives and dies. This is

in diametric conflict with the aims of creating model supporting trustable privacies in

public spaces.

2.3.7 Erosion of privacy on the Internet

There are many risks encountered with use of the Internet. Privacy, so earnestly

sought, is eroded considerably when the Internet is used. Perceptions of anonymity

and privacy are founded on ignorance of the hidden mechanics of Internet

transactions.
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Early users of the Internet were technically expert users; the majority of current

Internet users are probably better described as "appliance users". In other words, the

expectation is that things happen. How and why things happen is of little direct

interest unless we experience personal loss or invasion of our private spaces.

Opening the discussion on erosion of privacy on the Internet are the following items:

• Organisational monitoring of personal activities and data.

• Inappropriate trust building.

• Profile building by third parties.

• Identity fraud and theft.

• Transaction interception.

• Location tracing.

Reversing the effects of this erosion is a complex undertaking. Some elements of the

environment which may be successfully addressed are listed below in Table 3:

fT bl 3 Ra e - eversinl! the e fects of erosIOn of privacy in online public spaces

Environmental element Attributes and characteristics

Action
Active avoidance and blocking of negatively-
disposed individuals and organisations.

Organisations and governments very seldom willingly
self-regulate. By implication, regulation is an
imposed regime requiring voluntary surrender of

Self-regulation absolute self-direction in favour of ethically
appropriate conformance. Arguments for and against
are discussed later in this dissertation in Chapters 6
and 7.

Infrastructural and
Where inherent trustability is lacking, support for

mechanistic support
protection of privacy and return of control of data to
the individual is an absolute prerequisite.

The World Wide Web (WWW) has its origins in a low-bandwidth, multipathed, non-
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centralised architecture intended to allow reliable, resilient sharing of distributed

information. Growth in richness of content and bandwidth demand, together with the

admixture of different technologies has placed demands on security not foreseen at

the outset.

A significant problem in the online world is the common perception that "you can't

see me, therefore I am safe". People who would blanch at the idea of scribbling their

ATM card PIN number next to the ATM are often the very same ones who will

happily do online banking with no antivirus software active or will wander off to

make tea at the office whilst in the middle of performing an online transaction. One

such example is the ABSA Bank Internet fraud scare of2003 (Granova, 2004).

Security is perhaps the most important issue in the online world, although it has not

always been considered during the development of Internet technologies. A vast

amount of confidential information passes across the Internet's highways and

unauthorised access to this information is a real danger.

When an individual has a need to store a digital record, an online archive oflife (or

any part of it), great demands are placed on the chosen architecture in terms of

resilience, preservation of confidentiality, access control and ensuring unfettered and

unrestricted control of own data from anywhere. In other words, a trustable

architecture which is not limited to a single mode of access.

Access via the WWW, cell phones, Plain Old Telephone Systems (POTS), Interactive

Voice Response (IVR) systems and others is required to make such a trustable

architecture accessible beyond the immediate reach of those on the formally

connected side of the digital divide.
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2.4 Review of qualitative data usage and issues arising

Praxis with respect to reuse of qualitative research data has been, and remains, largely

bound to the dissertation that going back to review 'own' qualitative data is valid,

whereas reviewing third-party qualitative data is invalidated through lack of intimate

familiarity with the context and subjective associations of the original researcher

(Corti, 2000; Fielding, 2000; lames and S0fensen, 2000; Kuula, 2000).

The model for creation of trustable privacies in public spaces aims to provide

alternatives to the persistent praxis of exclusion of secondary reuse of qualitative data

by establishing routes for flexibility of access and authority.

Qualitative data, whether raw or research output, whether closed or open in intended

use, requires mechanisms and models to support access and use via the only universal

and near-ubiquitous resource, the WWW.

2.4.1 Access, confidentiality, ownership, proxy and consent

Questions surrounding confidentiality, ownership, proxy and consent arise from the

following:

• Obtaining consent for retention and archival of data.

• Anonymisation of data.

• Restricted access (controlled by the researcher).

• Restricted access (controlled by the research subject).

• Loss of contact with research subjects.

Clarke, Sandberg, Wiley and Hong (1999), Corti, Day and Backhouse (2000),

Bromseth (2002), Brunk (2002), Nissenbaum (2000), Thompson (2000) and

Hammersley (1997) all note concerns over confidentiality of access, ethical use of

publicly accessible data and insidious erosion of individual privacy. In every case,
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the primary problem of realising a universally useable model lies in maintaining

control at the level of data owner, and not simply at the level of the researcher or data

custodian.

2.4.2 Perceived trust, separation of control and ownership

Suryanarayana and Taylor (2004) classified trust management systems into three

categories:

• Credential.

• Reputation.

• Social network.

(Suryanarayana and Taylor, 2004)

Published literature indicates required membership of at least one of these categories

for any model proposing support of trust, control and ownership in the hands of the

data owners. The conceptual basis which is to be developed in this dissertation is

required to be able to lay claim to membership of all three of the categories, with the

crucial distinction that it is able to support all three without recourse to any trusted

third party requirement.

2.4.3 Trust as privacy-dependent attribute of archival models

The weight of literature indicates a basic requirement for credible privacy as a part of

any model or mechanism proposed as a trustable option. Without an individual having

the facility to grant or rescind access to data specific to himself or herself, privacy

does not exist. Without privacy, trust has little opportunity to be established.

2.4.4.1 Trustable architectures

To establish and maintain a trustable privacy in a public space requires that private

data may be left under digital lock and key so as to ensure that the owner or custodian
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may be confident that the data will be where they were left and will not be accessed or

used by any unauthorised parties. There are manifold contemporary architectures

purporting to do just this.

Many of these are server-based, many others depend on so-called 'trusted third parties'

to hold keys in escrow, others are platform-bound, and the most promising

alternatives have characteristics which render them less than suitable for the purpose

at hand - creation and maintenance oftrustable privacies in public spaces.

There are two broad classes of trust which may be imposed on the digital world, for

the purposes of this dissertation being the following:

• Third party arbitrated / adjudicated protocols, where the trusted third party

either passively or actively ensures that both parties (these being the data

owner/custodian and the data requester) act fairly and ethically.

• Self-directed protocols, where breaches of privacy and trust are either negated

or detected and addressed through protective mechanisms.

The concept of self-directed trust protocols is central to the development of the

trustable privacy model presented in this dissertation.

2.4.4.2 Peer to peer networks

These are the peer-to-peer (P2P) architectures of which the likes of Napster (undated)

and Gnutella (2001) are perhaps best known. Napster originated as a P2P indexed

music sharing service which turned each member's computer into an indexed and

searchable music server for any other logged in Napster user. Gnutella addressed

several architectural shortcomings experience by Napster, but remained an indexed

sharing service (Eytan and Huberman, 2000), with little provision for protection of

privacy. These architectures are the antithesis of privacy-enabling tools. Initiatives

such as Edutella (Nejdl, Wolf, Staab and Tane, 2002) are significant attempts to adapt
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the basic P2P concept to better suit the needs of shared online resources, though not

the requirements of a diasporic privacy in public spaces.

2.4.4.3 Boundary definition, management and assertion

Boundaries are dynamic and seldom easily predictable. The significance of the online

environment lies in its ability to dynamically blur and redefine boundary states.

Controlling or mediating access and process where redefinition occurs is fraught with

ethical and social issues. Convention holds that restriction or nondisclosure are

means of limiting access to that data; of controlling at source. Palen and Dourish

(2003) comment that:

... one ofthe roles ofdisclosure can ironically be to limit, rather than

increase, accessibility. Views ofprivacy that equate disclosure with

accessibility fail to appreciate this necessary balance between privacy and

publicity.

(Palen and Dourish, 2003: 131)

The boundaries defined by conflicting requirements of privacy and accessibility

overlap and create tensions in the models purporting to support creation of trustable

pnvaCles. Technology is both part of the problem and a fundamental key to the

solution.
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2.4.4.4 Selective access and disclosure mechanisms

The concept of selective disclosure and access is key to all privacy enhancing

technology (PET) models and mechanisms. Seamons et al. (2002) identify two classes

of credentials used in selective access and disclosure mechanisms:

• Possession-sensitive credentials.

• Attribute-sensitive credentials.

Means of avoiding information leakage and loss are discussed and strategies proposed

to secure against inadvertent exposure of credential material. Seamons et al. (2002)

continue with a consideration of measures which may be used to enhance this ad hoc

approach used by trusted third parties such as eTrust iii
.

2.5 Information ownership and perceived control

Mutka (2003) lists a set of goals intended to promote privacy and security in a

connected environment. The same goals are crucial for supporting building of

perceived control on the part of the data owners. These are listed as:

• Users expose personal information prudently.

• Services only respond if user· has proper credentials.

• User only supplies credentials if service is trusted.

• Without proper credentials for requested domains, devices stay silent.

• Automated supply of credentials.

• Security is automated.

• Sharing devices and revoking privileges of shared devices are easy.

The same goals may be recast in terms more closely approximating the stated goals

iii eTrust is a commercially-motivated peer-certification organisation purporting to provide assertive
trusted 3rd party facilities for ecommerce purposes.
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of this research with respect to facilitation of user-defined levels and types of privacy

and trust:

• Data owners expose only that metadata necessary for resource discovery.

• Data is accessible only with appropriate credentials ("accreditation").

• Data owner grants or rescinds accreditation at own discretion.

• Security is automated on a transactional and processing basis.

• Granting and rescinding of accreditation may occur on a push (sending

grant/rescind permissions to users requesting access) and a pull

(republishing of data with changed accreditation requirements).

2.5.1 Other domains affected by ownership and control questions

Domains affected by ownership and control extend far beyond the initial domain

considered for this research. Additional domains include children in care systems,

diasporic communities, broad communities of practice and private-public interactions

including, but not limited to, interactions between individuals and the state.

2.5.2 Diasporic and Information Age societies

Societies become, or are, dispersed for any number of reasons. These include political

and economic reasons, and reasons of natural disaster. Possibly the best known

instance of a pre-Information Age diasporic movement is the Diaspora (the global

Jewish community).

Movements inevitably develop which seek to create a sense of community amongst

the dispersed, the diaspora. The immediate and compelling appeal of the Internet is

the opportunities afforded for creating virtual communities. These communities are

able to achieve levels of cohesion generally not possible in a pretechnological age.

The facility for a community to assert itself is crucial for its survival and growth - the
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Information Age brings with it this ability through persistence of information,

universal accessibility and the creation of community voice for the diasporic. The

Internet is perceived to be an open, yet anonymous place. This perception works both

for and against the creation of trustable privacies.

A distinction between perceived personal and social anonymity, and one-way

anonymity is essential, with one-way anonymity being characterised by its non

reversible nature. Perceived personal and social anonymity is merely a masking of

identifying characteristics, not the obliteration of these characteristics.

2.5.3 Codifying knowledge and encapsulating societal memory

Large bodies of research exist covering Knowledge Management Systems (KMS)

(Abecker, 2001; Ackerman, 2000; Tomek, 2001), access and archival models and

qualitative research data encoding and usage. Eberhart (2004) and Markus (2001)

comment that successful applications of KMSs tends to occur in vertical commercial

and domain-limited academic arenas.

Klamma and Schlaphof (2000) make specific reference to directed and domain

specific knowledge management in the commercial domain. Users in these cases are

either domain experts or have domain experts as 'data intermediaries'. Klamma and

Schlaphof go on to acknowledge the roles of domain experts in interfacing with the

repositories. It is clear from their work that knowledge is generally perceived to be

readily codifiable and is simply a tool. This perception of knowledge as transferable

commodity and tool is at odds with the expressed concerns of qualitative data

archivists and researchers (Bromseth, 2002; Brunk, 2002; Clarke, Sandberg, Wiley

and Hong, (1999); Corti et al., 2000; Fielding, 2000; Hammersley, 1997).

This philosophical standpoint is not readily transferable to the domains touched on by

academic research and the needs of diasporic communities and dislocated individuals.
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A great shift in priorities and problems is found with research data users and reusers

who are not domain experts.

Markus (2001) comments that knowledge may be categorised as explicit (knowledge

which has been recorded, articulated and codified) and as tacit (that which has been

internally constructed and exists only within the minds of people). Markus further

notes that it is only explicit knowledge that falls within the scope of information

technology. It is this explicit knowledge which is referred to in this dissertation.

Schirmer (2003) notes that

... knowledge management is not itselfa technology, knowledge management

technology solutions ... have been developed to realize that aim [of

commoditising knowledge].

(Schirmer, 2003:519)

There appears to be almost universal abuse of the meaning ofthe term 'knowledge'.

Little in the range of flexible and adaptable models have appeared in response to the

question as to whether or not it is possible to represent personal and confidential

knowledge fragments in public spaces. Application of expert domain knowledge and

preservation of contextual prompts is the norm where KMSs are considered.

Where questions of expert and context-relevant access arise, KMSs prove inadequate

for cross-domain usage (Markus, op. cif.; Klamma and Schlaphof, op. cif.). A lack of

robustness and flexibility in the mechanisms often used is a parallel problem. Usual

characteristics of KMSs are that domain experts are frequently required at the storage

and extraction of 'knowledge' fragments. It is on this basis that KMSs are disqualified

as appropriate tools for general application in the scope of this project. It is the

objective of this research to add to the overall pool of knowledge with reference to

establishment of privacies in public spaces and the needs of qualitative data reuse and

interdisciplinary collaboration.
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2.6 Models and methods in privacy in public spaces

Listed in this section are brief outlines of models addressing aspects of privacy and

data security. Some of the models are outlined following:

• Augmented Social Network (Jordan, 2003). The Augmented Social

Network (ASN) proposes four elements assembled into a social network:

• Persistent identity - enabling individuals to establish and maintain a

digital identity, transferable online. This identity extends beyond a

simple digital profile to reflect a closer image of the individual in a

holistic sense. Control over this identity is asserted by the

individual; although access to the identity is not thus asserted.

• Interoperability amongst online communities - controlled movement

from community to community, requiring protocol development

and acceptance. Resource discovery is required and demands

universal acceptance to ensure viable community roaming options.

• Brokered relationships - the trusted third party to enable and

facilitate discovery, introduction and relationship management

amongst individuals and communities. ASN aims to collapse the six

degrees of freedom to no more than three degrees of freedom.

• Public interest matching - Ontology and semantic web-related

linking of individuals and communities via interests and assertions.
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• MIX (Chaum, 1981). MIX functions by:

• Data from multiple parties wishing to exchange anonymously are

processed by the MIX, by hiding links and connections.

• MIXes obscure by reordering, padding, splitting and otherwise

manipulating traffic.

• Viable MIX implementations require chains or meshes of MIX

servers to achieve convincing, and hence trustable, levels of

anonymity.

• MIX does not decouple data from original locations, only obscures

the links amongst inbound and outbound.

• Developments of the MIX model include:

• Onion routing (Reed, Syverson and Goldschlag., 1998)

relies on anonymous and obscure routing of traffic through

web MIXes and selected routing agents. It does not address

the preservation of data, merely its anonymous path across

the web.

• Crowds (Reiter and Rubin, 1998) - Users join a

metaphorical "crowd" of users for en masse protection by

means of:

• Web requests unable to be linked to individuals.

• Protection from end servers, other crowd members,

system administrators and unauthorised intruders.

• Hiding traces on the WWW without depending on

the services of a third party/central authority.

• Premise of anonymity in a crowd being more readily

achieved than anonymity in isolation.

• Main distinction between Crowds and the underlying

MIX network architecture is in path selections.
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• Eternity (Anderson, 1996). Notable as a precursor to Publius. The Internet

was intended to be a resilient, redundant communication environment.

Resistance to denial of service and disruption of channels is a key feature of

the web. Eternity proposes using the Internet to build a storage medium

with similar attributes - inheriting these from the underlying architecture.

Additionally, use of redundancy and scattering to replicate data across a

very large number of points and anonymity mechanisms to make denial of

service attacks prohibitively expensive (in resource terms) characterises

Eternity. Eternity is a chargeable model relying on trusted third parties and

therefore counter to part of the ethos of this research, which is free access

to technology and ideas. Related to this is OceanStore, described by

Kubiatowicz et al. (2000), which proposes a global architecture for

persistent storage of data.

• Publius (Waldman, Rubin and Cranor, 2000), attempts to make censorship

or modification of content by parties other than the authors/publishers

difficult. It is noteworthy that work on Publius appeared to be abandoned

after it became evident that there was little scope for revenue on a

commercial basis. Additionally, the identity of the publisher is concealed

and protected after data is published. Nine goals which shaped Publius are

listed:

• Censorship resistance.

• Tamper resistance and evidence.

• Source anonymous - no way to tell who published data.

• Updateable - allow publishers to make changes to own material.

• Deniability - carriers legitimately able to deny knowledge of data.

• Fault tolerance.

• Persistent - publish without fear of expiry dates or obsolescence.

• Extensible - support addition of features and users.

• Free - all software free and freely available.
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• Kepler (Nelson, Liu, Maly and Zubair, 2004) is a model attempting to

bridge the chasm between institutional digital repositories and researchers

wanting to publish research but retain control and the advantages of OAI

digital repositories. Open Archive Initiative (OAI) is an initiative to

develop and promote interoperability standards that aim to facilitate the

efficient dissemination of content. Kepler uses archivelets (self-contained,

self-installing software which acts as an OAI data source) to enable this

level of control and integration to be achieved.

• Hyperion (Kementsietsidis, Arenas and Miller, 2003) is an open P2P

network where peers may exchange data and/or services. Hyperion aims to

investigate precise definitions of P2P data management architecture, the

study of data integration/exchange/mapping mechanisms in P2P networks,

and the development of algorithms for the efficient search, retrieval and

exchange of data among the peers.

Anonymisation and obscurity through rewebbers (services which successively

obscure both the client and the server from each other via a succession of web server

relays) such as the TAZ rewebber (Goldberg and Wagner, 1998) is yet another

example of a workable idea premised on trusted third parties.

This is not an exhaustive list but does describe the major range of options available on

an open technology basis (not necessarily on a free-to-use basis).

2.6.1 Knowledge Management as model for qualitative data access and control

The intention to preserve meaning and context has the initial consequence of

proposing knowledge management (KM) as a potential approach. Literature surveyed

has highlighted limited areas of application for KM in preservation of meaning and

context. Equally, surveyed literature has highlighted the inability of KM to
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adequately address issues around perceived privacy and retention of control in the

hands of the data owners. This directly undermines the establishment of privacy.

2.6.2 Knowledge and privacy

Before elaborating on knowledge management systems and privacy, a brief expansion

on knowledge is required. Aside from the debate on whether or not knowledge is,

indeed, able to be stored outside of the brain, a brief excursion on alternative flavours

of knowledge is required. The Greeks recognised four essential varieties of

knowledge, summarised here in Table 4:

fk I dT bl 4 Fa e - our varIetIes 0 now e lI:~e

EPISTEME Abstraction and the fundamentals of scientific statement

TECHNE
Codified practices, detailed breakdown of how things
are done

PHRONESIS Wisdom of experience, a socially-based knowledge

METIS
That which characterises the streetwise, the cunning.
Basis of claims of intuitive "knowing"

Establishing a philosophical understanding of knowledge allows subsequent

consideration of social, institutional and technological aspects thereof. These are

summarised as follows in Table 5:

t df Tt .fk IdT bl 50th d'a e - er ImenSlOns 0 now e Ige managemen an aCI I atlOn

Creation of networks of knowledge-enabling
SOCIAL communities, shared community, all based on building

of layered trust, supporting individual endeavour
alongside community.

INSTITUTIONAL Collective archival, storage, backup, discovery and
reuse. Seeking gain for the community good.

TECHNOLOGICAL Archival tools, networking and databases, resilient
systems.

Much of what is offered in the Knowledge Management System (KMS) tool domain
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is based on institutionally-biased architectures, usually intended to facilitate some

form of organisational memory / expert pooling mechanism or philosophy. No user

centric tools seeking to empower the individual in an independent manner were found

during this review. This dissertation started with a user-centric perspective, and it is

with this in mind that KMS approaches and tools are examined. Perceptions of

knowledge inform design of KMSs and therefore affect the ability of KMSs to

function as privacy protective environments.

2.6.3 Tools and methods in KMSs

Tsui (2000) expands the basis of evaluation with a taxonomy of KMS tools and

methods over the years. Amongst others, the elements listed in Table 6 are extracted

from Tsui:

f' ft· Ik IdT bl 6 Aa e - spects 0 InS I ubona now e Ige management tools and philosophies

Organisational knowledge maps

Taxonomies

Search tools
Aspects of institutional knowledge

Collaboration environmentsmanagement tools and philosophies.

Repositories

Resource discovery tools

Information portals

Tools which work and are technically resilient are invariably dependent on central

deployment and control and as such, not feasible for use by individuals or by ad hoc

associations of interested parties (secondary academic reusers, public enquiry).
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2.6.4 Limitations of knowledge management systems

It is a primary goal of the model to be proposed in this dissertation to empower

individual users and to preserve a state of constructive anarchy. Institutional KMSs do

precisely the opposite of this. Individuals are subsumed into the organisational whole,

losing control over their own contributions in the immediate and the future. The

Semantic Web (Miller, 2001) offers a future technology platform for a non

institutional alternative to centralised control KMSs. This alternative is likely to prove

crucial in the qualitative research and diasporic individual domains, including

facilitation of persistent and resilient recording of life histories of asylum seekers and

displaced children (Jenkins, 2004). Skuse (2000) expands UK government policy

position with respect to provision of services and architecture supporting the

displaced and poverty-afflicted on a global scale, encouraging initiatives to develop

non-proprietary architectures for preservation of digital records.

It is hoped that the model to be proposed will find a logical and comfortable home in

the future of the Semantic Web.

Bonifacio (2002) comments that the popular approach to KMSs represent an

epistemologically objective view of knowledge, where meanings are not under debate

and that subjective aspects may be safely disregarded in favour of objective definition

and encoding. This is at odds with many of the knowledge theorists (Jonassen, 1993;

Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson., 2001; Klamma and Schlaphof, 2000) who place

significance on differing perspectives and syntheses from individuals and societal

interactions.

KMSs treat knowledge as a unitary and transferable commodity, albeit a complex one.

It is proposed that knowledge is a dynamic collection of overlapping subdomains,

navigated by users. This dissertation subscribes to this more dynamic and less

prescriptive view of knowledge.
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2.7 Abstraction of resource from underlying architecture

All of the privacy and trust models considered are closely aligned with specific

communications and network architectures. The Semantic Web offers the best future

compromise which is less tightly bound to underlying architecture. The Semantic

Web provides a framework allowing data to be shared across domain and community

boundaries. This dissertation aims to propose a model which may be regarded as

edge-member of the collection of technologies related to the Semantic Web and its

philosophies.

O-Telos, as described by Nejdl, Dhraief and Wolpers (2001), uses RDF Schema

(RDF-S) as described by Brickley and Guha (2000) to provide a basis for extended

meta-modelling and creation of metastructures. RDF supports autonomous data

graphs in its native and simple form, although with limitations on inherent security

and navigability. Schema are created, adapted and used according to specific views

and needs of users. Individual requirements affect both the use of and the linking of

additional information to affected schemata.

There is a flavour of constructivism in that information placed may be dynamically

restructured on review by user(s) who may not necessarily be the original depositors.

2.8 Standards supporting elements required in trustable privacies

Research into and development of a model supporting the creation of trustable

privacies is premised on the use of published standards where possible. This section

aims to set context and reference points with respect to these standards.

The objective is to develop a model on the back of what exists, is understood and

defined by open access standards. Commercial interests have identified standards

including XML, UDDI, WSDL and others as crucial components of the information

flows required for interoperability. The Open Group comments that this information
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flow requirement will not be satisfied by technology alone, "but by many technical

and best practice standards". Blevins (2004) proposes the following working

definition of interoperability, in a presentation entitled "Boundaryless Information

Flow":

The ability oftwo or more entities or components to exchange information and

to use the information that has been exchanged "to meet a defined mission or

objective"

(Blevins, 2004)

2.8.1 Published standards

Standards covered are the Platform for Privacy Protection (P3P), the Resource

Descriptor Framework (RDF) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML). Applicable

and related standards (XHTML, amongst others) are omitted both here and in the

model description in Chapter 5. Inclusion would offer no substantive support to the

arguments and model presented.

2.8.1.1 Platform for Privacy Protection (P3P)

The Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), developed by the World Wide Web

Consortium (W3C), has become accepted as a standard for providing a technically

simple means for users to theoretically gain greater control over use of personal

information harvested by websites. Specifications, protocols and intended applications

are described on the P3P website (P3P Project, undated). Details on how a site

proposes handling personal data is encapsulated in P3P policy statements which are

machine-readable format by the user's computer. P3P enabled applications examine

the policy snapshot and compare this with the user's stated preferences. P3P attempts

to enhance user control There are fundamental issues with the premises upon which

P3P is based, not least of which is the requirement for trust.
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This dissertation proposes subverting the original and published use ofP3P and to

apply it as an accreditation and permission request component as opposed to the

policy statement tool role in which it is cast by design and default. P3P defines

policies defined in XML namespaces (W3C) encoding the P3P vocabulary to describe

the entities and practices with respect to stated privacy policies. Data types are

enumerated and data usage policies described. SCRIPSIT subverts and reuses the

functions and purposes ofP3P to define explicit access and rights actions. P3P

convention asserts that positive statement of data usage intent (with respect to data

collection) is de facto normative and only partly negotiable, whereas SCRIPSIT's

application ofP3P assigns positive and externally immutable properties to content

wrapped by P3P-derived trust assertions or accreditation fragments. De facto

application ofP3P requires that policies not make false or misleading statements.

SCRIPSIT application of P3P raises the level of authority of the P3P policy statement

to that of a positive and assertive agent through assignment of policy protection to

wrapped SCRIPSIT entity content.

P3P user agent requirements are loosely defined and would fit well implemented as

Java applets, JScript or other appropriate embedded scripting option. These user

agents search for P3P policy information in the exposed parts of SCRIPSIT entities.

SCRIPSIT's application ofP3P has the absolute requirement that the P3P statements

are always local, embedded items. These may be exposed and hence subject to public

examination or concealed and subject only to authorised access by a suitably

accredited

The only exceptions to this are P3P fragments and aggregations submitted by

secondary users as part of access request (where no access rights currently exist) and

as part of the granting or revocation of access rights by data custodians, owners and

secondary reusers (where such rights exist by default or have been previously
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granted). Published P3P specifications assert little in terms of meaning of symbols,

thus leaving open the door for SCRIPSIT requirements and implementation.

2.8.1.2 Resource Descriptor Framework (RDF)

The Resource Description Framework (RDF), described on the W3C website (RDF

Modellingfor P3P, July 2000) defines a general and abstract model for representing

metadata. The RDF Schema Specification defines a schema language for describing

specific RDF information models. RDF Schema are used to describe an abstraction of

the information model for P3P abstract information model (policies, references and

schema). RDF's usefulness is extended by, amongst others, the Dublin Core Metadata

Initiative (DCMI). DCMI simply describes a range of networked metadata entities.

Baker (2000) describes DCMI as follows:

... (a) language for making ... class ofstatements about resources

(Baker, 2000)

Nouns and qualifiers exist, allowing the creation of statements which determine the

subjects of the language. DCMI is able but not uniquely capable of determining

specific meaning or processing direction. It enhances interoperability at basic levels of

understanding.

Resource Description Framework (RDF) data consists of nodes and property/value

pairs describing nodes. An node is any object which can be pointed to by a URI.

Properties are attributes of nodes, values are either atomic values for the attribute or

other nodes. Information about a research topic (a node), may include the property

owner. The value for the owner property may be a string of text, a URI pointing to

another document or a persona definition.

RDF defines metadata processing frameworks and data models based on triples

(subject/resource, predicate/property, object/property value). Data graphs with unique
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identifiers may be formed with these data triples. RDF forms the basis of tools able to

link, classify and extend data and add subjective value. An example is the

aggregation of a collection of XML documents into an RDF model. Document

collections may be complete and fully-formed, they may be data fragments and they

may also be networks of multiply-linked XML documents. This forms the essential

basis ofRDF/XML used as dynamic and extensible repositories. Semantically

dependent queries against knowledge encoded in an ontology are available via

RDFIXML document networks.

Resource Description Framework is simply a framework for describing and

exchanging metadata. The premises on which RDF is built are:

• Resources are any things which can be located. In other words,

anything that can have a URI, literally anything - logical, referential

or physical.

• Properties are named resources. Properties may have properties

associated with themselves. Metadata metadata (data about

metadata).

• Independence - Property is defined as a resource and may be created

by any agent.

• Interchange - RDF Statements may be translated into XML and

therefore interchanged as needed.

• RDF statements are simple data triples (Resources, Properties and

Values) and are hence straightforward to discover and reference in

context of the WWW

• Finally, Statements are made up of Resources, Properties and

values. Formally stated, the Subject (Resource), the Predicate

(Property) and the Object (Value).

These points are illustrated in Figure 1:
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<rd f.descripl ion xl11lns.rd f"""hll p:l/www.w3.orgiI999102/22.rdf.synlax.llsll"

nl f.aboul=''http://www .rodda .org/aboulme">

<projects In Progress nl r. resource=''http://wv.'W.rodda.org:/abolltl11e/myhislor)'.pdf'l>

</rd fdescriplion>

<rdf.description abollt=''http://www.rodda.org/abolltme/myhistory.pdf'>

<name>"PoliticaIAffiliations"</name>

</rdf.dcscription>

is RaF declaration of the graph following:

Iwww.rodda.orglaboutme 1---HaslnConfidentiaIDataOn-->

~hi~tory.pdf-I --WithSubjectOf-->

~calAffiliations ]

Figure 1 - Simple RDF graph representations

2.8.1.3 eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is an appropriate medium for metadata because

it is widely understood, extensible and processable. XML provides a facility to define

tags and the structural relationships between data or metadata forming a syntactic (and

later, a semantic) tree. There is no predefined tag set and no prescribed semantics.

These are defined by the XML itself. Interpretive semantic operations are imposed

upon the data and are not inherent in it. XML is a format for transmitting metadata

independent of platform and application. Goldfarb (2000) succinctly defines XML as

XML data is smart data, HTML tells how the data should look, but XML tells

you what it means but XML data isn't just smart data, it's also a smart

document and you don't have to decide whether your information is data or

documents,' in XML, it is always both at once. Data processing or document

processing or both may occur at the same time.

(Goldfarb, 2000)

eXtensible Markup Language is described on the official website (XML
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Specifications, February 2004). The XML content in the SCRIPSIT context is limited

to one or both of String or Base64. Plain text content is adequately addressed by the

XML String data type and requirements of any binary content (images, audio clips)

and of encrypted content (including encapsulated engines) are addressed by XML's

Base64 data type (See UTF-7 and Base64 in the Glossary).

2.8.2 Standards as basis for innovation

This dissertation is built on the premise of achieving innovation and advancement in

creation of trustable privacies through the development and use of existing, accepted

standards. The distinguishing attribute of this work is a simple change of perspective

in the application of published standards, these being P3P, RDF and XML. None of

these standards are able, in isolation, to address the questions raised in this

dissertation. A simple change in perspective has extended the usefulness of these

standards. The Semantic Web and the Web Ontology Language (OWL) constitute a

structural, though non-privacy enhancing technologies on which SCRIPSIT

extensions may be considered.

2.8.3 Semantic Web and Web Ontology Language (OWL)

Both the Semantic Web and Web Ontology Language (OWL) are extensions to the set

of tools available on the WWW which enable rich extension of functionality in terms

of management of ontologies of domain knowledge and of resource discovery based

on contextual and semantic cues.
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2.8.3.1 Semantic Web

The Semantic Web is a rich extension of the WWW where information is assigned

explicit meaning and context. It builds on XML's enabling of definition of tagging

schema and RDF's ability to represent data explicitly and implicitly via

metastructures. XML imposes no meaning on the contained data. One level of

abstraction away is RDF. RDF is a data model for resources and relationships

between them. It provides semantics for the data models RDF Schema is a vocabulary

for describing properties and classes of RDF resources, with semantics for

generalisation hierarchies of such properties and classes. OWL extends RDF by

addition of vocabulary for description of properties, classes, typing and relationships.

Bosak and Bray (1999) describe a richer Internet in terms ofXML and Semantic Web

enhancements, building on the foundation laid down by Tim Berners-Lee of the W3C.

2.8.3.2 Web Ontology Language (OWL)

An ontology defines the terms used to describe and represent an area of knowledge.

Ontologies are used where there are needs to share domain information. Encoded

knowledge in domains and cross-domain encoding makes knowledge more readily

reusable and accessible. OWL is a Web Ontology language which is WWW

optimised and intended to work with the Semantic Web. The language started out as

the "Web Ontology Language" but the Working Group disliked the acronym "WOL."

The decision was justified in terms of "noted ontologist" A.A Milne who wrote of the

wise character Owl, in Winnie the Pooh:

He could spell his own name ... WOL, and he could spell Tuesday so that you

knew it wasn't Wednesday...

(AAMilne, 1926)

OWL extends the reach ofRDF by adding an ability to be distributed across systems,

compatibility with W3C standards for accessibility, open and accessible standards
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2.8 Key themes identified in privacy in public spaces

Privacy is a fraught battle, with access to useable technology generally restricted to an

elite set of technologically-aware users. Creation of a trustable privacy model requires

the simplification and generalisation of technology to allow it to be trustable because

technologies and mechanisms are self-contained and controllable by the users. It is

acknowledged (Zinnbauer, 2001) that users of the WWW are generally naIve about

the risks and pitfalls involved when present online.

... technologies exist that allow to remain anonymous, prevent interception of

email communication or route around blocked websites. ... The average

Internet users does not command the technical competence and confidence to

safeguard ... information privacy and anonymity in ... a technology race

between an IT savvy regime and the development ofsubversive online tools.

(Zinnbauer, 2001 :53)

Key themes identified by this literature review are:

• General requirement for technical competence to understand and to use

PETs.

• Tension between institutional/governmental views of privacy as potentially

subversive and individual views of privacy as providing subjective security

and trustability.

• De facto dependence on trusted third party solutions for privacy problems.

• Requirement for architectural independence of trustable privacy models to

enable unchallenged generalisation of principles and mechanisms.
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2.10 Conclusions

A considerable body of research exists concerning privacy, archival of personal and

private data. Much of this research covers privacy and trust models relying on the

good offices of institutions, governments and commercial interested parties. Those

models driven by mildly anarchic motives tend to excel at viral distribution of

material (Napster, 2003; KaZaA, undated), but fail to present viable options for the

archival and accessing of private data. Liang et al. (2004) expand the functions and

architecture of KaZaA, highlighting KaZaA' s suitability for file sharing and not for

access mediation of third party access.

Literature presents models which effectively secure data or with models which are

resilient, if restricted in their ability to be applied in multiple problem spaces. There

is a paucity of research addressing questions of trustable privacies in public spaces

from the perspective of the data owner, the source of data for all subsequent use. The

failure of trusted third party negotiation protocols to adequately address privacy on

the part of the individual is highlighted. Discussion occurs, in Chapter 5, of a potential

third class of credential, namely user-assisted credentials in the form of accreditation

fragments which are not uniquely sensitive to absolute possession nor to specific

attributes.

Surveyed literature indicates a rare addressing of the personal and the individual with

respect to privacy and its realisation. This translates directly into a lack of inherently

trustable models for creation of privacies in public online spaces.

Amongst the problem spaces with issues oftrustability, as referred to in this

dissertation, are cradle-to-grave personal life records, displaced refugees, orphaned

HIV children, tribal headmen interviewed and recorded ab initio in the written word,

secondary school learners interviewed on personal topics and so on.
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This research aims to add to the body of knowledge in the following areas:

• Establishment of a technically feasible architecture supporting creation of

personal privacies in a multiplicity of environments and domains

• Linking of control, privacy and trust in a simple, unified architecture

The dominant thrust in contemporary research and praxis in the digital privacy

domain concentrates on trusted third party models relying on server-side and/or

digital vault approaches. Here, the fundamental elements required to make a model

trustable in terms of the perceptions of the individual are seldom addressed. When

they are addressed, there is an almost inevitable assertion made that somewhere exists

a trustable third party whose credentials do not require questioning. This research

aims to propose options previously unexplored.

This review of relevant literature demonstrates the gap in approach and solution with

respect to models and mechanisms supporting the creation of trustable privacies in

public spaces.

Kubiatowicz (2003) observes that the behavior of distributed P2P systems parallels

life, the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. Whilst there are no guarantees

of anything in online public spaces, the model to be proposed is required to be simple

in concept, diverse in application, and extremely tolerant of underlying network

architectures. This aim is supported and validated by the body of literature reviewed.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical framework and research methodologies

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[f]
Note

possible/required
changes in model

... thinking about the real world

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

re]
Situate conceptual

models from [d] with
problem statements in [a).

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [e).

"Real World"

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems
by practitioners and

researchers, review of
literature

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed
~nhltinn

Documentation and
reflection to produce

design principles
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3.1 Introduction

A theoretical framework is outlined in this chapter for the intangible aspects of

privacy and trust which define the tangible and quantifiable aspects of the model

intended to support creation of trustable privacies. Research methodologies employed

are discussed in this chapter. This is preceded by an outline of the original research

plan.

The basis for research is a consideration of the intangible currencies of privacy and

trust which underpin the requirements of mechanisms and models for creation of

trustable spaces. These conflict with the accessibility and openness required of public

data which is expected to be available and accessible in the public domain.

Establishing trust requires a credible and robust protection of privacy, no matter what

the domain or environment. Privacy and trust in the digital world are perceptually and

technically quite different from privacy and trust on a face-to-face level. There is

almost always very little or no substantiation of the credentials of the 'other party' in

the digital world. Protection of individual privacy is discussed in a community

context, with trust as a construction based on respect for and reliability of individual

privacy. Corti, Day and Backhouse (2000) discuss issues impinging directly on

privacy and trust, namely confidentiality, informed consent and anonymisation of

data.

The research methodology includes analysis of and commentary on real-world

problems by the researcher and references to interviews and notes on meetings and

email exchanges with researchers. A pilot questionnaire on perceptions was

distributed to a number of researchers in different domains to help with the

triangulation process. Reeve's and Hedberg's Development Research methodology

(see Figure 2) was employed as the core methodology in this research. Development

of a model is an iterative process and this was identified early in the design of this

research project. It was necessary to adapt the Development Research methodology
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through incorporation of aspects of the Soft Systems Methodology (Dick & Swepson,

1994) illustrated in Figure 3. An ability to iterate rapidly and make both detailed and

high-level changes to the model was required and subsequently supported by the

blended approach taken.

Analysis of
problems by

practitioners and
researchers

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed solution

Documentation
and reflection to
produce design

principles

Figure 2 - Outline of development research model

Checkland (1990) describes a soft systems methodology, applicable in the Action

Researchiv domain. This is laid out diagrammatically by Dick and Swepson (1994)

and succinctly illustrates the overall approach to the research component in this

project. It is used in conjunction with the Development Research methodology.

III
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[21
Describe problem

statement at high level

[71
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[61
Note possible/required

changes in model

[51
Situate conceptual models

from [4J with problem
statements in [1/.

[4]
Build conceptual model of

elements in [3/.

[3)
Formulate definitions of

solution domains

"Real World"
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :.: thinf<tlfg'itb"6ilt'lhe l'elf1- - - - - - - - --

... , ......1...

Figure 3 - Soft Systems methodology

:V Act.ion Research is used primarily in the Human and Social Sciences, and is primarily a reflective,
I~eratlve process where ~olutions are discovered through progressive refinement. Rose (2000) provides
situated examples of action research in the Information Systems domain.
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According to Dick and Swepson (1994), achieving validity in real-world problem based

research requires investigation into the veracity of different sources of information and

perspectives on those sources.

This research established such a dialectic amongst the philosophical, ethical and

technical domains, and this dialectic has informed much of the process of research and

development of the model proposed. The fundamental research methodology to be

employed is that of Development Research, with aspects of action research

methodology incorporated. The purpose of a hybrid approach is consideration of the

dual social and technical streams in this research.

Both the development research and soft systems methodologies are used as chapter

prefaces throughout this dissertation to indicate chapter relevance and location within

the informing methodologies. The iterative and non-linear character of the research

highlighted by the prefaces entries.

3.2 Elements of research methodologies

Three categories of research epistemologies are listed in order to place the

interpretivist research approach of this dissertation in perspective:

•

•

•

Positivist research. Assumes reality is objective and may be described by

measurable properties, independent of the researcher. Attempts to test theory to

increase understanding of phenomena.

Interpretive Research. Assumes that socially-constructed reality is through social

constructions including consciousness and shared meanings. Does not define

dependent and independent factors. Attempts a holistic consideration of problem

domains and identifies key issues as work progresses.

Critical Research. Assumes that social reality is historically based and perpetuated
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by people within social groupings. Recognises that ability to alter conditions is

constrained by social, cultural and political domination. Critical research pursues

social critique where conditions of social status quo are considered.

The problem space which defined this research is clearly identified as a largely

subjective space early on (Chapters 1 and 2). Control issues, shared meanings and

social constructs place the approach and methods used firmly in the

interpretive/critical research arena.

Further analysis of the defined problem space identified qualitative and quantitative

methods, with triangulation employed as a means of testing convergence of

conclusions drawn from literature reviewed and assessments of tools and methods

employed. These are described in summary below:

• Qualitative methods. Methods employed included extensive interpretive

review of published literature on philosophical views on privacy, trust and

security in order to establish gaps, omissions and opportunities for

innovation. A short perceptions and preferences questionnaire was

employed (primarily) as a means of verifying conclusions drawn from the

literature review and (secondarily) as tool to establish a basis for more

extensive survey as a part of future work.

• Quantitative methods. Methods employed included feature and capability

assessment of CAQDAS tools and information security features. This was

used to inform qualitative evaluation of tools, standards and methods

related to the technical requirements of privacy and trust models.

• Triangulation. Not strictly a method, more a means of using multiple

methods and sources to study and test a common problem statement.

Inadequacies in one method are usually highlighted and compensated for

by better competencies in others. Weaknesses in anyone method are

compensated for by the strengths of another. Triangulation was employed

in this research to test for convergent results in assessment of strengths and
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weaknesses of tools, approaches and standards relating to creation of

trustable privacies in public spaces.

3.2.1 Qualitative - social and technical analyses of problem

A strong reliance on the perspective of the individual, obtained by interpretation and

critique of views of privacy in reviewed literature (Chapter 2), within society has

formed much of the philosophical basis of this research. Myriad technological

solutions proposed for solving the issues around creation oftrustable privacies were

noted in Chapter 2.

3.2.2 Quantitative - technical assessments of model and methods

Technical assessments of models and methods were used to elect attributes and

features of alternative models which have merit. Similarly, technical assessments

were used to disqualify some models and certain categories of superficially

appropriate solutions for public, mediated access to private qualitative information,

with KMSs referred to as the primary disqualified category of tools.
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3.2.3 Triangulation

As the attribute fundamental to the establishment of trust, and the attribute most

closely linked to technical support by information security considerations, privacy

was considered from a number of aspects, namely

• Institutional,

• Individual,

• Information systems, and

• Social

Triangulation revealed an almost complete absence of privacy-enabling aspects in

tools, systems and philosophical approaches. Closely allied to this absence is an

immediate concern arising over perceptions of trust, including asserted trust, trusted

third parties and a mechanistic view of trust (presuming trust to be a simple personal

assessment of risk). Viewing questions around privacy and trust from a doggedly

individual perspective provided strong support for the assertion of the need for a

model supporting creation of trustable privacies in public spaces.

Interviews with researchers were used partly to provide an additional source of

opinions to help validate conclusions drawn from literature and evaluations, and to

provide an indicator as to whether or not future survey work was required. The survey

performed made it apparent that there is room for more in-depth interviews and

opinion surveys, extending the reach to other affected parties including asylum

seekers, diasporic communities and other displaced parties.

3.3 Survey and Interviews as informers of methodological and framework

3.3.1 Unstructured interviews

Unstructured interviews were conducted in the period from September 2003 to
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August 2004 with researchers, including Dr. Louise Corti of Qualidata (Essex

University), Dr. Patrick Carmichael (Cambridge), Dr. Stephen Heppel (Anglia

Polytechnic University) and Dr. Jenny Preece (University of Maryland in Baltimore

County), The primary purposes of these interviews were:

• to test concepts underlying this research against a range of domains and

acknowledged domain experts (interviewees),

• to inform the development and research processes through incorporation of

comments made by interviewees, and

• to gauge potential areas of application for the model under development.

[I] Dr. Louise Corti was interviewed at Qualidata's offices at Essex University in

September 2003. Dr. Corti has a professional interest in online access to archived

qualitative research data, and therefore offered the promise of being able to make

targeted criticisms of aspects of the trustable privacy model as it was constituted at the

time of the 'interview. Dr. Corti's extended involvement with the UK Data Archives,

with academic, government and industry gathering, analysis, archiyal and primary and

secondary access to qualitative research data identified her as a key expert

interviewee. Brief interview notes follow, with interview conclusions after.

The embryonic trustable privacy model was discussed with Dr. Corti and

situated with respect to longitudinal qualitative archives (a key example being

Edwardians Online). Questions around access and control of qualitative data

were discussed, with particular emphasis by the interviewer on data where the

data owner is both alive and in need of a model which presents a viable

possibility for retention of control and ownership to that data owner.

Some skepticism was expressed when the possibility of a peer-centric trustable

privacy model was discussed. There were initial questions as to why the

"trusted 3rd party" option was not a considered option. This was explained by

the interviewer from the perspective of the perceptually betrayed data owner.
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It was commented that such a model had the potential to extend the usefulness

and reach of existing qualitative data archives. Issues of resource discovery

were noted as being critical to such a model succeeding.

A further note was made that extended versions of tools such as QSR

International's NVivo would enrich the secondary researcher's ability to

access and use archived qualitative research data.

Conclusions drawn from this interview were:

• Explanation of how the peer-centric model differed from client-server and

peer-to-peer models would be required both as a differentiator and as a

technical support for the claim to trustability.

• Future work would involve approaching organisations such as QSR

International with proposals for extension of their products with modules

supporting the trustable privacy model.

• A programme of researcher and subject education would be required for

successful acceptance of such a model in research communities.

• Such a model would be required to integrate successfully with existing

archives and infrastructural investments.

[2] Dr. Patrick Carmichael was interviewed at Cambridge University in September

2003, after responding to email enquiries centered on the basic premises of the

research into creation of a model supporting trustable privacies in public spaces. An

additional reason for interviewing Dr. Carmichael was his awareness of ICT and

displaced persons in Africa, through involvement in activities around the Rwandan

genocide survivors and in the Blue IQ initiative in Gauteng province, South Africa.

Brief interview notes follow, with interview conclusions after.

Discussed application of peer-centric model to displaced communities
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(references Rwandan genocide survivors). It was noted that the needs of

displaced persons centre primarily on a basic level of survival and then only

on information persistence. Once basic survival aspects are in hand, there is

the requirement to be able to prove identity, title, assets and a host of other

attributes and rights linked to the individual.

Considering political upheaval, economic breakdown, and the violent dispersal

of families and communities, a model offering ubiquitous and multimodal

access to such information was commented on as being a welcome possibility.

Concepts of trust and privacy in the above context are shown in sharp relief

when the Rwandan example is considered. High level discussions and

considerations of privacy and trust tend to develop sharp focus when

contextualised by specific instances as described.

Technical feasibility of a model supporting flexibly defined information

collections, while still supporting preservation of access, control and security

of such collections and their composite elements was commented on

favourably.

Conclusions drawn from this interview were:

• Access to personal (private, confidential) information is not a need limited to

those in First-world, industrialised nations. It is of particular importance to

those who find themselves in undeveloped and developing nations with a

history of upheaval and politically-inspired violence.

• Such a model is feasible, given a technically independent architecture

• Privacy must be considered from the perspective of the individual who has

experienced betrayal of trust.
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[3] Dr. Stephen Heppel, head of ULTRALAB at Anglia Polytechnic University, was

interviewed at the ED-Media 2004 conference in Lugano, Switzerland. This interview

was brief, following Dr. Heppell's keynote address. Interview notes follow, with

conclusions after.

• The NotSchool (http://www.notschool.net) initiative was discussed, with the

aim being aimed" ... the reengagement of children into learning" (Stephen

Heppell, interview, 24 June 2004). Targeted children have been denied access

for a number of reasons, and thoughts around a model supporting trustable

privacies were discussed in this context.

• Key issues discussed were preservation of perceived controls of personal data

and interactions in the NotSchool context - these were held to be crucial by

Dr. Heppell.

• Multimodal aspects covered as extension of Dr. Heppell' s discussion of cell

phone-based assessments of pupils in schools, and with reference to

NotSchool and its objectives.

Conclusions drawn from this interview were:

• Applications for trustable privacies may be found in domains such as that of

http://www.notschool.net. an environment for displaced and otherwise

disturbed children - truants, those in social care systems, socially maladjusted

children and others.

• Any model proposed would need to show a fundamental ability to integrate

with existing initiatives and use cross-platform technologies.

[4] Dr. Jenny Preece, ofthe Information Systems Department, University of

Maryland in Baltimore County, was interviewed at the ED-Media 2004 conference in

Lugano, Switzerland. The interview was conducted after her keynote address.
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Dr. Preece commented on the lack of consideration given to both social and

technology questions where online communities are concerned. The

interviewer asked of Dr. Preece's concerns regarding privacy and trust

questions in online communities and the response received indicated that the

initial comment on lack of consideration of social and technology questions

was probably key, and ought to form a mainstay of the research into creation

of such a model.

Discussion around the design of a trustable privacy model was centred on the

social and community consideration aspects, many of which have

subsequently fed into aspects of the control and privacy mechanisms

developed.

The primary conclusion drawn from this interview was:

• The premise that the perceptions and needs of the individual were paramount

and were superior to the technology employed. In essence, the technology

must follow the perceptions of the individual and of the affected community.

3.3.2 Pilot survey on perception and opinion

A perception/opinion survey was conducted in order to provide a means of testing

convergence of conclusions from literature reviewed, conclusions and assessments

drawn from evaluation of tools and standards, and initial assumptions made during the

design of the original project proposal. An additional aim of this survey is to establish

a basis for more detailed and extensive survey as a part of expected future work.

This survey was targeted at a diverse academic research audience. Respondents

included those from media and communications, information systems, anthropology,

sociology, life sciences and educational technology. Geographic diversity was evident

in respondents' locations in South Africa, the United States and Europe.
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Criteria for selection for participation in this survey were:

• Professional interest in creation of archived/published qualitative research

data, and in secondary use of existing qualitative research data (with

publications indicating such interest as an additional qualifier)

• Diverse professional domains

• Diverse institutional associations

The survey was kept short and uncomplicated to elicit direct opinion and commentary

from participants unaware of the specific or detailed nature of the research being

conducted. Following is a narrative presentation and discussion of responses received.

A need for more a detailed survey as part of future work is apparent from the

respondents' comments.

Following is a summarised account of the responses received. Respondents included

academics involved in communications research, new media/sociology, information

systems, library and archival services and the natural sciences:.

A prose discussion of responses received may be found on the page following. A copy

of the original questionnaire may be found in Appendix A.
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Questions 1 and 2 (professional/private, respectively): Please indicate your THREE

primary professional/private interests in qualitative data archives (in descending order

of importance). Replies are open-ended:

Replies for this question included the following interest domains and more

general notes:

• Media studies

• South African Studies

• Political ideology

• Social movements

• Social activism

• Reuse of data for alternative research questions

• Facilitation of longitudinal studies

• More effective use of limited research resources

• Retention of integrity and privacy of data

• Archival and library services (digital and paper)

The questions (1 and 2) were open-ended with the intention of eliciting

responses which would inform the design of questionnaires for surveys in any

work arising from this research.
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Question 3: Please indicate your perception of the degree of control appropriate to

place in the hands of research subjects, with respect to access to data specific to

individual subjects. Check ONE BOX only to indicate.

[ ]None,

[ ]Request via researcher,

[ ]Mediated by trusted 3rd party,

[ ]Full (mediated) and

[ ]Full (autonomous).

In all responses received, the indicated option was Full (mediated) or Full

(autonomous). The uniform non-selection of the Trusted Third Party (TTP)

option was noteworthy as a response to institutional assertions of acceptance

and trustability of third parties.

Question 4: Please indicate your perception of the degree of control which you feel

appropriate for your own control over your own private (non public, non research

related) data. Check ONE BOX only to indicate.

[ ]None,

[ ]Request via researcher,

[ ]Mediated by trusted 3rd party,

[ ]Full (mediated) and

[ ]Full (autonomous).

Again, in all responses received, the indicated option was Full (mediated) or

Full (autonomous). A repeat of the uniform non-selection ofTTP as an option

is noted again. Of interest is the correspondence in clustering of responses in

this question (private data) with that of question 3 (archived / publicly

accessible data).
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Question 5 : Please describe briefly your views on the general usefulness of a model

supporting distributed, user-controllable granting and rescinding of access rights in

[a] the qualitative research arena

• Will empower learners in the use and integration of subject specific

information into the academic study environment, if necessary control

and acknowledgement is built into the system.

[Communications/media researcher]

• ...concept you're working on - full control over all information that can

then allow access to be granted or rescinded as appropriate - is a great

one and equally applicable (though obviously different) to both

qualitative research data and personal privacy. [New Media/sociologist

researcher]

• Has great potential once its ability to stand up to hacking has been

demonstrated... [Business Information Systems researcher]

• From a repository perspective, this is a policy decision, and network

controlled [Archivist/Librarian]

[b] in terms of preservation of personal privacies in public spaces

• Will ensure peer accreditation and acknowledgement within the

qualitative research arena. [Communications/media researcher]

• ...concept you're working on - full control over all information that can

then allow access to be granted or rescinded as appropriate - is a great

one and equally applicable (though obviously different) to both

qualitative research data and personal privacy. [New Media/sociologist

researcher] This response was identical/or both questions.

• Has great potential once its ability to stand up to hacking has been

demonstrated ... [Business Information Systems researcher]

One respondent identified a link to constructivist learning environments which was

not identified in the original investigation into potential areas of application of a
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model for trustable privacies in public spaces. This respondent additionally comments

that such a model would "ensure peer accreditation". This comment is of

considerable interest in that it identifies one of the key attributes envisaged as

validating the model proposed in this dissertation. Another respondent's comment that

such a model has potential, once an ability to resist attack ("hacking") has been

demonstrated, is supportive of the concept of an encrypted, embedded engine to

reduce vulnerability to attack/unauthorised accessing of contents.

This survey served to confirm the assumptions made regarding the necessary

attributes of a model for creation of trustable privacies in public spaces. Additionally,

the survey results were convergent with the interpretations of literature reviewed in

Chapter 2.
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3.4 Research activities

Research activities occurred in an iterative and incremental fashion, subject to

reflection and review at each step. Steps were laid down in a linear fashion, but visited

iteratively throughout the process of this research. Most of the activities listed below

in Table 7 correspond with steps in the soft systems methodology (Dick and Swepson,

1994):

Table 7 - Research and reflective activities

Activities Chapters

• Analysis of practical problem statements
1,2,3,6• Contextualisation problem statements to existing models and

contemporary praxisv
•

• Considered the development of solutions incorporating
requirements of multiple problem domains (philosophical, ethical,

2,4,5technical, practical) into a theoretical framework.
• Identification of the key attributes of privacy-enabling models in

order to inform the conceptualisation process.
• Technical and philosophical evaluation of tools, models
• Identification of gaps and weaknesses in tools and models used to

2,3,4,5further inform the refinement of the model development process.
• Identification of appropriate standards and platforms as

components of the model.
Model conceptualisation in terms of:
• Function
• Standards 3,4,5,6

• Structure
• Process support for privacy and trust-building requirements
• Analysis of, and commentary on, actual problems and scenarios. 2,5,6
• Reflection on interviews, meeting notes and email exchanges.

• Conclusions and discussion on future work 6

v Reeves and Hedberg, (2003)
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3.5 Theoretical framework

It is not sufficient to take a simple view of mechanistic privacy, otherwise known as

information security, and combine this with guarantees and assertions.

Trust forms when communities of practice mutually negotiate terms of engagement

and exchange. To this end, brief notes on communities of practice, social

constructivism and aspects of privacy and trust are presented as a part of the notes on

the selected theoretical framework.

3.5.1 Constructivism and social networks

Social constructivism forms the basis of the emergent position that information and

context is added to mental scaffolds in a uniquely individual manner, and that

knowledge is not inherent in the information available, but rather in the manner in

which that information is added to the internal mental scaffold. Social constructivism

holds that members negotiate meanings, set contexts and form consensual pools of

accepted practices.

The relationship between social constructivism and the creation of trustable privacies

in public spaces is that which links the development of individual trust in a model to

that model's ability to simultaneously keep control over personal data in the hands of

the individual and to allow that same personal data to be accessible in communities of

practice.

Communities of Practice may be informal or formal, consist of one member or of a

very large number of members, exist in a single location or scattered around the globe

in a diasporic manner. Wenger (2001) comments in depth on the operation and

function of communities where members form social networks. Communities of

practice are based on the assumption that these communities arrive at negotiated

agreements on the goals and purposes of the community. Members further review
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their interaction and participation with reference to the guidance provided by the

selected CoP.

3.5.2 Privacy and trust effects on methodologies employed

Brunk (2002) takes a view of privacy as an example of an applied human value (or set

of values). Privacy is presented as a primary human value, an exemplar, of the basic

desire to control personal information flows. Privacy and related ethical

considerations emerged as strong indicators in the design of privacy and trust systems.

Brunk, in particular, had a significant influence on aspects of the model development

process. The notable point is made that systems may be designed with integrity and

privacy in mind, or may be retrofitted with privacy-enhancing features. A definition

of online privacy is offered:

... we define "online privacy" as having the ability to control information

leaving you while online, and being able to exercise that control consistent

with your values. In a passive sense, privacy is also about being able to

control unwanted intrusions. We claim that people seek designs that provide

easy and effective ways to achieve online privacy, verify that they have done

so, and monitor effectiveness.

(Brunk, 2002)

This emphasis on being able to exercise control consistent with personal values

corresponded with initial assumptions made when defining the problem statement.

Further, this has influenced the nature of the privacy and trust model developed.

Following on from this argument is the established premise oftrust being built on

credible privacy. This emerged during the course of the literature review as a

requirement of the framework used to develop the model for trustable privacies.

Seamons et al. (2002) propose negotiated trust of a variety not unlike that of the

negotiated trust experienced when negotiating with a vendor over price and conditions

of sale. A cautionary note was observed with this proposal of negotiated trust. This is
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an instance of a flavour of trust incompatible with the concept of trustable privacies in

public spaces. Trustable privacies are not about exchange of value-bearing tokens, nor

about the extension of trust credit or mutual deterrence with respect to unauthorised

release of information.

3.5.3 Standards and theoretical extensions

The decision to base the proposed model on published standards allows the model to

be developed with a set of known frames of referencevi in terms mechanisms at its

core (XML, 2004; RDF, 2000; P3P,undated). An additional and desirable

consequence is that the model proposed became elegant and simple in conception and

design.

3.6 Conclusions

Chapter 3 situates the research linked to the development of SCRIPSIT in terms of the

use of multiple perspectives of the problem space. It is acknowledged and readily

apparent that creation of trustable privacies in public spaces is as much about

technological ingenuity as it is about the intangible nature of individual perceptions.

For these reasons, this dissertation considers both technological and perceptual issues.

The use of questionnaires in this research was aimed at confirming and extending the

opinions and positions stated in the referenced research and publications of

researchers and of end users of qualitative data.

Triangulation of the proposed model provided a degree of initial validation of

philosophy and approach. This is performed from a qualitative view of attributes and

perceptions of individual privacies, a qualitative and technical view of CAQDAS

tools and their application, and from an assessment of fit and application of the

proposed SCRIPSIT model.

vi The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has a globally-based peer-review and publishing process
for standards and working groups.
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Chapter 4 builds a review basis of existing qualitative data tools and applications,

with the intention of proposing means of extending the usefulness of the tools through

functional and data integration with the model proposed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

A view of qualitative data analysis tools and Knowledge Management
Systems

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[f]
Note

possible/required
changes in model

... thinking about the real world

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

[e]
Situate conceptual

models from [d] with
problem statements in [a].

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [cl.

"Real World"

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems
by practitioners and

researchers, review of
literature

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed
~nhltinn

Documentation and
reflection to produce

design principles
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4.1 Tools for access to, and manipulation of, qualitative research data

The very best tools and mechanisms for data analysis and reuse are those which

integrate functionality within applications with external resources. Allowing a

multiplicity of access and analysis options as an inherent feature is the ideal which is

sought. Qualitative data analysis tools are discussed with reference to two points:

• Use as tools for access, management, analysis, communication and

dissemination of qualitative data.

• Suitability for extension of functionality through integration with a trustable

privacy model.

Muhr (2000) comments on the advantages of common data formats where output

from transcription systems is available as source for analysis systems. The model

being developed seeks to abstract this common format and provide a catholic

environment in which security, privacy and inherent trustability are native. Parallel to

this lies the resource linking to the concept of the Semantic Web. This chapter touches

on tools for access to and manipulation of qualitative research data, Knowledge

Management Systems (KMSs), and publicly accessible data archives.

Babble (Thomas, Kellogg and Erickson, 2001), a social knowledge building tool, is

discussed briefly to highlight conceptual elements supporting the need for persistence

and resilience. Babble addresses aspects of the social nature of stored information and

knowledge; it does not consider the tension between community and personal privacy.

The proposed model will endeavour to accommodate both community and personal

(individual) requirements. Babble shares conceptual elements with Publius

(Waldman, Rubin and Cranor, 2000), a censorship and tamper-resistant web

publishing environment which met a developmental dead end with the realisation that

it did not a commercially-sustainable charge model, intended to levy a charge per use

to generate an ongoing income stream. Another example of a social tool, albeit with
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no pretence of social knowledge building, is Crowds (Reiter and Rubin, 1998).

Crowds attempts to provide security and privacy enabled infrastructural elements,

though without any fundamental support for semantic and resource discovery

requirements.

The purpose of this overview chapter is to link common themes and requirements as

informers of the development of the proposed model.

This section provides a summary of the attributes of some of the better known

Computer Aided Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) tools. It is intended

to inform applications and aims of the SCRIPSIT model later in this dissertation

(Chapters 5 and 6).

A representative sample of mainstream CAQDAS tools is illustrated in Table 8

following.

Atlas.ti, NVivo and N6 (QSR International, 2004b), of the CAQDAS tools listed,

support XML as data format. Observations on the sample listed are:

• Atlas.ti's Networking tool allows links to be created amongst quotations,

codes, documents and memos, and its Object crawler allows searching for

strings, keywords, phrase across entire project.

• QSR's N6 and NVivo allow qualitative cross-tabulations (matrix searches).

• Of the sample, only QSR N6, QSR NVivo and Atlas.ti support XML in any

meaningful manner.

• Those supporting structured, open data formats and having proprietary

differentiating features appear to lend themselves to extension through support

of the trustable privacy model being developed.
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-
NVivo is aimed at annotation and organisation of qualitative

QSRNVivo research data. It is particularly suited to structuring and organising
data, allowing multiple perspectives of data. (QSR, 2004a)

QSRN6 N6 is designed to code text and to facilitate search and navigation
of locally stored research data. (QSR, 2004b)

ATLAS.ti supports annotation of text, video and audio. There are

Atlas.ti tools for assisting in the categorisation of data. Support for causal
networks is built in. XML, raw text and SPSS data formats are
supported. (Atlas.ti, 2004)

The Ethnograph is one of the earliest popular CAQDAS

The Ethnograph applications, though it has not been updated since the late 1990s. It
supports hierarchical coding, text annotations, and advanced data
search strategies. (Qualis Research, 2004)

MAXqda MAXqda (successor to winMAX) a less widely known functional
analogue ofQSR NVivo and ATLAS.ti. (MAXqda, 2004)

Kwalitan is aimed at development of grounded theory analyses of

Kwalitan qualitative data. Uses hierarchical coding and boolean searches of
data. Less well known, with little in the range of options for data
import and export. (Kwalitan, 2004)

Table 8 CAQDAS tools

4.2 Tools and resources for mediation of access to qualitative research data

Carmichael (2002) identified a failing of many CAQDAS tools as being a lack of

extensibility and operating system. Carmichael (2002), Kuula (2000) and Fielding

(2000) noted a need for a platform-independent, network aware and enabled,

groupware-oriented application and/or set of services for qualitative data access

purposes. Carmichael further (2002) comments that there is a universal

acknowledgement that eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a common format

denominator at the data presentation level.

Privacy-enhancing technologies (PETs) are protocols, standards, and tools which

directly help with protection of privacy. This is done by eliminating or minimising

collection of personally identifiable information. Phillips (2001) observes that
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entrepreneurial players have started to offer PETs as the issues around preservation

and creation of online privacies have gained visibility. The Electronic Privacy

Information Center (EPIC) has a comprehensive list of PETs on its website

(www.epic.org).

None of these tools and technologies is sufficient in isolation, nor are any able to

provide a comprehensive, open technology solution to the requirements of qualitative

research data reuse and the creation of trustable privacies in public spaces.

This dissertation aims to provide a model which establishes an open technology basis

for existing CAQDAS access and annotation tools to extend their reach without

compromising the need for confidentiality and security of data. It is a sin qua non of

an open technology access mediation and encapsulation model that it has application

in the wider social context, and that this includes support for the creation of trustable

privacies in public spaces. Examples of tools supporting dispersed use of qualitative

data are listed in Table 9 below:

Table 9 - Exampl es of access and usa2e mediation inItIatIves

Basic Support for
Collaborative Work

(BCSW)

Escalate

Basic Support for Collaborative Work (BCSW) is a free
groupware application which enables network users to
distribute, share and discuss documents. These may be text
based, HTML, images and Microsoft Office documents
(Word, Excel). BCSW is an example of a conceptually
sound application which is ultimately not able to provide
guarantees of access or control to the original research
subjects, nor is it able to move away from the need for a
server resource in order to exist.

The Escalate project (Grey, 2004) is aimed at the
deployment and evaluation of a web-based collaborative
tool intended to foster discussion and development of
ideas. Escalate provides the means for users to contribute
to an online database of material available to other users.
Annotation and comments are visible to others. The
project has aspirations of wider, cross institutional
application. A possible extension of Escalate is into
secondary use of qualitative research data.
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4.3 Concerns around mediation of access to qualitative data

Amongst the fundamental concerns around access to qualitative data are

confidentiality and lack oftmst based on fear, insecurity, ignorance or arrogance. The

broadening of the qualitative research data user community is described by Williams

as follows:

... not just social scientists require research training but also G.P.s [medical

doctors}, nurses, midwives and health policy analysts are encouraged to

become at least research literate.

(Williams 2000: cited in Fielding 2000)

This expanding collection of user communities is direct motivation for investigation

of alternatives for the protection and management of qualitative data with ethics and

confidentiality considerations. There are manifold archives of data, many purporting

to be public data archives. It is apparent that the term public data archives refers, in

the majority of cases, to public data which has been archived. It does not expose many

archives of data (public and otherwise) which are necessarily publicly accessible or

controllable. Listed in Table 10 are examples of qualitative data archives.
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Table 10 - Public QualitatIve data archives

Qualidata /
ESRC

VERBATIM

FSD (Finnish
Social Science
Data Archive)

Murray Center
(Canada)

The ESRC Qualitative Data Archival Resource Centre (better
known as Qualidata) is supported by the Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC). ESRC has a Datasets Policy which
offers data generated from ESRC-funded projects for archiving.
ESRC has a mix of digital and paper-based archive data. There is an
ongoing initiative to digitise paper, audio and video material and
mediate access to these data.

French electricity company, Electricite de France, has a social
science research group tasked with qualitative surveys to better
understand customer requirements and problems encountered by
employees. VERBATIM aims to archive surveys and studies and to
facilitate reuse of the same. The archives are closed access but
public in data collecting extent.

FSD is an independent unit at the University of Tampere. The
primary task of FSD is to promote use of existing social science
data in Finland. Functions include acquisition, archival and
dissemination of data for reuse (primarily in secondary research).
There is ongoing state support for reuse of research data, especially
in support of the intention to create an information society (sic.) in
Finland.

The Murray Research Center is a Canadian national repository of
social and behavioural science data on human development and
social change. There is specific emphasis data on the lives of
American women. Access is limited to qualified scholars and
researchers for reuse, secondary analysis, and follow up
(longitudinal) studies. There circa 300 data sets including detailed
in-depth interviews and open-ended surveys. Whilst it is claimed as
a public data archive, there is no facility supporting insertion,
amendment or deletion of data by research subjects.

SADA (South Serves as a broker amongst a range of data providers, including
African Data statistical agencies, government departments, NGOs and academic

Archives) users.
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It is characteristic of all of the public data archives encountered that there is no

independent access facility for research subjects to access data specific to themselves

in any way. Pratt (1978) describes Hegel's transference ofthe concept of personal

character to institutions, cultures and nations. It is further noted that perceptions of the

individual tend to be subsumed by the stated interests of greater society. Highlighted

here are aspects of difficulties encountered in moving from the specific case of the

individual to the general case of a culture or greater society.

4.4 Knowledge Management Systems (KMS)

For the purposes of this dissertation, knowledge is defined in the broad context as that

experiential and factual resource which is synthesised by an individual with reference

to an internally constructed framework. A social constructivist perspective further

reinforces the proposition that knowledge (in a generalised sense) does not exist

outside of the consciousness of the individual. This does not preclude the exchange of

knowledge through information transmission and synthesis on an individual level. In

other words, a personal understanding of a common pool of contextualised

information and semantic situation. Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) are, of

necessity, usually domain-specific and intended as repositories of focussed

information with specific and tightly defined user communities. Jonassen, Beissner

and Yacci (1993) comment that the degree of integration of domain knowledge is best

described as structural knowledge. This is explained as the knowledge of

interrelationships of concepts within a domain.

From this, it may be postulated that culture and context are fundamental to the

construction of knowledge in a societal context. This position is supported by

Bandura's social cognitive theory (1986). A general statement made by Fitzgibbon

and Reiter (2003) is that the wider challenge in information systems is the extraction

of knowledge from data, and the subsequent use of this extracted knowledge in the

creation of further tools. Inherent in this statement is the flawed reasoning that it is

possible to generate knowledge from a broad pool of data which mayor may not have
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sufficiently large contextual and semantic payloads to enable such synthesis of

knowledge. Fitzgibbon and Reiter (op cif.) note that there is discordance between the

technology available in terms of the building of diagnostic and expert systems and the

available data required to successfully build autonomous knowledge-driven systems.

There is much to suggest that confusing KMSs with machine extraction of

contextually-relevant information (and, indeed, "knowledge" as a broad construct) is a

persistent danger. This dissertation suggests that KMSs are invalid as management

options for creation of trustable privacies in public spaces.

A summary of the positive and negative attributes of knowledge management systems

is found in Table 11 below:

1Id IdsMTable 11 - What Knowledge anagement systems o more an ess we

What KMSs do well What KMSs do less well

Answer domain-specific queries
Generalise responses across domains
without loss of context

Provide a common interface to varied
Incorporate cultural and other social cues

information repositories
in execution of queries and mapping of
information

Extend the reach of social networks
Preserve confidentiality, and hence,
privacy of information

Enhance the accessibility of domain
Maintain accessibility across domains

experts

This summary provides some justification for the development of a more general

model for the encoding of contextually-linked information. KMSs tend towards

providing a general and broad access to any prequalified member of a defined user

community. Implicit in this access is a general acceptance of specific data queries.

This contrasts with the philosophical and perceptual requirements for mediation of

access to trustable privacies which are specific and qualified acceptance of both

specific and general data queries. KMSs are broadly disqualified as appropriate

models with respect to representation of meaning and context. It is superficially

evident that KMSs and trustable privacies are at least partly incompatible. What is
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less clear is the degree of incompatibility between KMSs and the broad category of

public data archives.

4.5 Mechanisms of access mediation and qualitative data management

Mechanisms of access mediation are conventionally reliant on retention of access

control by the researchers, usually as a part of the duty of ethical responsibility borne

by the researchers on behalf of the subjects (Corti, 2000; Fielding, 2000; Roberts and

Wilson, 2002).

A substantive change in the tools and mechanisms available to the research

community, subjects, and would-be casual browsers of qualitative research data is

required to extend the functionality and flexibility of the qualitative data analysis

domain. Separating the duty of ethical responsibility from the archived data itself is

the challenge to be partly addressed by the trustable privacy model proposed.

Management of archived qualitative data would benefit in kind from such separation

of the duties of care from the data,

4.6 Conclusions

Knowledge management systems, Computer Aided Qualitative Data Analysis

Software tools and file sharing peer-to-peer networking paradigms all address specific

aspects of access, security, privacy and related domains. None of these support user

centric control and management of data. For this, a model is required which is able to

translate into multiple and diverse application domains. Such a model is proposed,

with situated examples of applications, in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Model and situated application frameworks for encapsulated peer nodes

Exposition of the SCRIPSIT model in structural, functional and process paradigms.

This chapter presents the model and lays the foundation for implementation and

extension of this research work.

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[f]
Note possible/required

changes in model

... thinking about the real world

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

[e]
Situate conceptual

models from [d] with
problem statements in [a].

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [cl.

"Real World"

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems Development of Technical and Documentation and
by practitioners and

~
solutions with a

~
philosophical

~
reflection to produce

researchers, review of theoretical evaluation of design principles
literature framework proposed

~nllltinn

i i T 1
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5.1 Introduction to proposed SCRIPSIT model

A good theory oftrust cannot be complete without a theory ofcontrol.

(Castelfranchi and Falcone, 2000)

Castelfranchi and Falcone succinctly sum up the argument in favour of the user

centric privacy and trust model as proposed in this dissertation.

Chapter I of this dissertation outlines the argument for architectures and models

supporting the creation of trustable privacies in public spaces. Reviews ofliterature

and contemporary proposals exposed many architectures, tools and modes of practice.

Philosophical aspects of privacy and trust, including discussions on the nature ofthe

proposed trustable architectures and models, have been addressed in Chapters 2, 3 and

4.

In this chapter, the following aspects are covered:

• Description of a model for encapsulation of data and security at an entity

(atomic node) level which is wholly independent of server-side control and

security considerations

• Situation of the proposed model in a variety of usage scenarios

• Testing of hypotheses and discussion on future work emerging from the

dissertation.

§,elf-Contained Repos!tory ~rocesSlng Template (SCRIPSIT) describes a model

intended to support trustable, resilient, persistent, peer-centric and serverless meshes

or networks of encapsulated nodes. SCRIPSIT is built on existing standards including

XML, RDF, P3P and portable scripting technology.

It must be noted that the choice of scripting environment is not limited to Java or its
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derivatives. Time and resource limitations precluded detailed evaluations of the full

range of scripting environments. For the purposes of this dissertation, the specifics of

the scripting environment are not critical, hence a decision was made to choose a

scripting platform supported across a variety of computing platforms. Java's platform

and vendor ubiquity qualifies it on the basis of wide and competent technical and

procedural support.

Published standards are used for the following reasons:

• Unless there are compelling technical or other reasons for doing so, there is

little to be gained by creation of further standards or pseudo-standards. Use

what there is, where feasible.

• Evolution of published and accepted standards feeds directly into

SCRlPSIT in terms of extension of functionality and application. This

applies at the external (exposed) level and also at the internal (functional)

level.

SCRlPSIT aims to provide a basis for platform and environment independent

trustable entities, able to persist and be useable on anything from a PC to a Java

enabled cellular phone to a Pocket PC. There are many possibilities in addition to

those listed. More flexible modes of access are discussed under the scenarios later in

this chapter. Architectural and processing problems are often solved using real world

metaphors subsequently abstracted into models. Such conceptual models are then

translated as implementations.

A real-world denial of possibility lead to the thinking which preceded SCRIPSIT's

conception and formalisation. A limited set of scenarios formed the basis of questions

posed in this dissertation and SCRIPSIT. The essential aspects of these initial

scenarios were used to derive basic attributes and characteristics defining a model

which could support the concept of a trustable privacy in a public online space.
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Implementation and deployment of models are processes that take place in the reality

and not in the virtual world. It is therefore essential that models, mechanisms and

architectures proposed are described in situated frameworks. Some examples of these

are described later in this chapter.

5.1.1 Constructing the Framework

An implementation framework is described to provide a basis for real world

implementation of the SCRIPSIT model. The framework described is a simple

implementation of the model.

The primary goal is a statement of the framework and a subset of mechanisms

attached thereto. A basis for future research and implementation of this framework is

expected as an additional outcome. Expected result is an extensible framework with

multiple possible uses and variations in functionality and complexity.

Essential elements of the framework are:

• A self-contained repository entity architecture, described in terms of

published standards.

• Resource concealment and exposure mechanisms.

• Mechanism used to create collections of SCRIPSIT entities.

• Encryption engine embedding and execution.

• Peer-local handling of decrypted data. The term peer-local is expanded

further on in this chapter in Figure 9.

Motivation for creating SCRIPSIT is to provide a robust and practical option for the

creation of trustable and secure peer-centric information collectives (or meshes). The

terms collective and mesh are used to distinguish the result from the familiar and well

understood concepts of networks and webs. These terms are used interchangeably. In

truth, the architectural outcome is not far from either, but a clear distinction is
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necessary for purposes of clarity.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) models abound and are formally and soundly established. Napster,

GnuteUa, Freenet and EduteUa are well-known examples ofP2P networks. All rely

to greater and lesser extents on serverside processing (even where the server is

constituted on the peer node with which the communication is established) and on less

lightweight and secure local applications which exist distinct from the data.

This chapter demonstrates the rationale behind the structure of SCRIPSIT entities.

SCRIPSIT entities are subsequently presented in a linked or meshed view, as part of

the description of the model itself.

This is followed with a series of application scenarios for SCRIPSIT. SCRIPSIT is,

not uncoincidentally, Latin for 'he or she wrote' - this is intended to indicate the user

centric nature of envisaged application areas. The user is intended to be owner,

custodian, arbiter, censor, manipulator and mentor to their own data. Roles are

expanded on in the scenarios outlined later in this chapter. Before outlining the

proposed model, the concept of encapsulated peer entities is described in the context

of the World Wide Web, independence at entity level and peer centricity/server

independence are discussed.

5.1.2 Positioning SCRIPSIT in the context of the World Wide Web

At a conceptual level, the World Wide Web (WWW) is not dependent on any single

set of servers or network paths. This very independence forms the basis of the

resilience and near-indestructible attribute of the WWW. Within this decentralised

and resilient model, it is possible to create client-server, peer-to-peer and any number

of variations on these themes. Typical use of the WWW is in the context of a thin

client client-server model. There has been a dramatic surge in popularity of peer-to

peer (P2P) models in recent years, with the legally questionable sharing of online
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music via Napster being one of the most publicly visible examples. Subsequent

developments have included Gnutella, which is one of the purer P2P networking

models to be made publicly available. Resources in a P2P model exist across many

peer nodes in a network and are usually interrogated via an overlaid query

mechanism.

The Internet was an association of computers, almost all of which both served data to

others and requested data from the same. In other words, a resource sharing paradigm

where contribution and consumption tended to balance out.

A significant consequence of the World Wide Web was the broadening of the data

consumer base. Consequent to this has been a deviation from the load-balanced and

resource-fair early Internet. A great reliance has been placed on serverside data

storage, querying and script execution. Consider the back-end processing on almost

any website - the client simply submits a page request to the server and all of the data

processing functions occur on the server end. A necessary flaw in the public access

client-server model is that the privacy and security of served data is specifically

compromised at one stage or another in the process, even where a secure (HTTPS)

link is used.

Even when considering a secure (HTTPS or SSL) link, the flaw lies in the fact that

data are served and, in an ultimately decrypted form, sent across a hopefully secure

link to requesting clients.

Where trustable privacies are considered, the fact is that unencrypted data flow across

links (encrypted or otherwise) raises the level of perceived risk on the part of the data

owner. Asking the bank to open your sealed envelope containing the PIN number for

your bank card and then asking an allegedly a trustworthy messenger to bring it to

you rather negates the point of the sealed envelope. In much the same manner, the

serverside processing of meaningful data is unhelpful where perceived risk and hence

trustability are concerned.
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The data owner's concern does not lie with the messenger, but with the broken seal on

the envelope. Breaking the seal dramatically raises the data owner's perception of risk

associated with the action. Raising perceived risk has the corollary of reducing the

user's ability to trust the mechanism.

The client-server model asserts resources existing on servers (or server-referenced

repositories). In order for a requester to gain access to these resources, the client (or

requester) requests resources from or through the server. Peer-to-peer models assume

that all nodes in the network are able to be both client and server. In describing the

basic architecture of Freenet, Clarke, Sandberg, Wiley and Hong (1999) argue

strongly in favour of equally capable and authorised nodes in a P2P network.

SCRIPSIT neither knows about, nor is affected by, the particular network topology on

top of which its entities and collections of entities reside. In the SCRIPSIT model, a

client only ever serves unwrapped or decrypted entity content to itself. Any inter-peer

traffic is at the level of an unintelligent transfer of an entity. Zhao et al. (200 I) propose

overlaid mechanisms for fault-tolerant routing and resource discovery. A self

organising and tolerant model built with existing web components and technologies

offers an open source alternative to proprietary architectures.

SCRIPSIT's mission imperative is to make available and accessible securely

encrypted packaged entities which bring the entire processing operation back to the

client (the requesting agent). The accreditation and decryption process occurs entirely

on the client side. A complete and untampered entity is served by whatever server

node on the underlying network responded to the request. The ability of a node in a

P2P network to be self-descriptive, via metadata, is crucial to its ability to be found

and used appropriately.

Distinguishing data and metadata is problematic in some instances. Metadata may be

used to select entities when discovery is in progress; the data within an entity may be
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used refererentially by the SCRIPSIT engine when navigating an entity collection. In

this instance, the data and metadata are difficult to distinguish. An example of a

problematic distinction may be classification of the originating research institution.

This may be data, as it is aggregated with the actual research data and this constitutes

a definable part of the whole. It may also be interpreted as metadata as it describes

the institution responsible for the research referred to in the entity or entity collection.

Megginson (1999) comments that the distinction is created primarily by the

application of the data.

It is axiomatic that metadata may have metadata. Taken a step further, metadata

metadata provide a basis for alternative and richer ways in which metadata may be

discovered. Berners-Lee (1999) notes that "metadata is found when it is looked up in

another document". This statement succinctly describes the self-descriptive character

of metadata and, consequently, of the Semantic Web and of the fundamentals of

resource discovery within loose associations of metadata-enhanced data nodes, such

as would be found in collections of SCRIPSIT entities. Taking a working definition of

resourcevii to be "anything that has identity", SCRIPSIT is required to be able to

accommodate constant identity with changing context and location.

SCRIPSIT asserts a requirement for combining data and service provision in the

entity structure and function. The only services which are exposed (i.e. are external to

an entity) are discovery services and literal serving of complete SCRIPSIT entities.

Ahlborn, Nejdl and Siberski (2002) propose a P2P open archive model (OAI-P2P)

which stresses the need to separate data and service provision in order to simplify the

model and its implementation. Ahlborn, Nejdl and Siberski (op.cif.) crucially

introduce a limited hierarchy with the provision for provider peers to aid in the

discovery process. SCRIPSIT embeds resource descriptor information and pointers at

vii
Examples include documents, images, services (news reports, weather information) Not all resources are retrievable (people,

institutions and printed papers) across the WWW. The resource is the conceptual mapping to an entity or set of entities, and not

necessarily the entity corresponding to the mapping at a specific time. A resource can therefore remain constant whether or not

the entities to which it corresponds change over time. This is predicated on conceptual mapping remaining constant.
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both the exposed and concealed levels of the entity.

It is the intention that a SCRIPSIT entity may be discovered by almost any search

capable WWW tool. Much of the ease of discovery depends upon what is exposed

and on how (if at all) entities are indexed or referenced by external agencies.

Nejdl et al. (2000) comment that "metadata are useful and important, for Peer-to-Peer

(P2P) environments metadata are absolutely crucial".

The lack of simple navigability of P2P information networks is highlighted by Nejdl

et al.(2000), and underpins the argument presented in favour of externally supported

and mediated search and discovery mechanisms. SCRIPSIT relies on two classes of

metadata. The first is metadata which is unencrypted and publicly visible and

accessible. This is essential for primary access to a SCRIPSIT collection - if data

cannot be found, then data cannot be used. The second class of metadata is that which

exists on an encrypted level within a SCRIPSIT entity. Purposes of the encrypted

metadata are specific to the nature and application of the data carried within the

entities and entity collections being addressed.

Without metadata, P2P networks are unable to function at any level beyond that of

random connections and messaging. Without metadata contained in RDF triples

SCRIPSIT is little more than a novel variation on an encrypted data element, existing

within an arbitrarily selected network environment.

The primary goal of this research is the presentation of a model which not only

includes appropriate metadata and support mechanisms at network node (or entity)

level, but which encapsulates security and accreditation support at the same time.
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The WWW is an inherently untrustworthy place. In this vein, Metzger (2004) notes

that trust is

... the degree to which an organisation is perceived to be reliable, competent,

benevolent, and to have integrity.

(Metzger, 2004)

The same attributes and metrics referred to by Metzger (op. cif.) apply to all models

and mechanisms which are asserted as being trustable. The WWW is reliable in that it

is resilient and persistent. Reliability at the level of individual messages and

transactions is not at all guaranteed. For perceived and realised reliability to be

possible, a model or mechanism must acknowledge and use the existing architecture

and characteristics of the WWW.

Individual and institutional benevolence, integrity and competence are applicable at

the level of any overlaid applications and mechanisms in the WWW. SCRIPSIT

removes the requirement for dependence on organisational benevolence and integrity

through its peer-centricity and independence from institutional support for

preservation of integrity and its resilient nature. SCRIPSIT is an integrity enabler.

Organisations perceive a lack of control to be threatening and untenable for

organisational survival, perceived or real as this lack of control may be. Consequential

to this is the organisational imperative to regulate, to police and ultimately to interfere

in the unfettered exchange of information. On a governmental level, this is realised in

the form of imposition of ideological frameworks on repositories and data exchanges.

It is inevitable that ideologies shift and that what was acceptable or protected under

one ideological environment is no longer acceptable under another. The ability for the

vulnerable individual to determine levels of acceptable risk in, and hence the inherent

trustability of, data storage facilities is therefore severely compromised in

conventional P2P solutions.
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The concept of trusted third parties is flawed when issues of ideological shifts come

into play. On a personal level, there is only one trustable party, and that party is self.

Given this cynical view of the risk oftrusting on an organisational level, it is essential

that the control of risks associated with storage of confidential data is placed directly

in the hands of the data owner.

An understandable if limiting attribute of P2P network implementations tends to be

that of field or domain specificity. This is largely with respect to the model's zone of

effectiveness. This zone of effectiveness may be expressed as the potential breadth of

effective applicability of the architecture achievable without substantial evolution or

modification of the original architecture. One example of a mutated model is Edutella

(Edutella, 2003), a development of Gnutella (Gnutella, undated). The narrower the

zone of effectiveness, the greater the tendency to lean towards a plethora of P2P

models and variations on these models, each one suited to a narrow domain, a limited

zone of effectiveness.

Whilst accepting the statement that there is no universally complete and suitable

architecture, the search must be for a model which allows both great flexibility of

application and infrastructural portability.

The philosophical core of SCRIPSIT is built around the concept of trustable privacies.

There is a layered pyramid which starts with the actual resources at the URI level and

is capped by the intangible stone of privacy and trust. It is not the focus of this

chapter to concentrate on definitions of privacy and trust; suffice to say that building a

solid foundation for trustable privacies requires a number of areas to be addressed.

Figure 4 illustrates the layers in the trust pyramid. For a document to be trustable, the

requirement exists for it to be self-describing and able to withstand scrutiny according

to archival criteria.

In other words, the following questions apply:
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• Is the document inviolate? Can the discoverer be certain that the

document returned is as originally posted?

• Is the document universally available (if not universally readable

without appropriate accreditation)?

• Is the document originator/source verifiable? How do I verify that

the document in front of me is the same document posted by

myself?

Starting at the URI and XML layers, no attributable trust elements are apparent. There

is no verifiability other than the literal face value of the structures and references

visible to the discoverer. Moving onto the metadata and ontological layers, a degree

of relevance and resource verification starts to become apparent. There is still no

strong and direct indicator of reason to trust the document 'as discovered'. Arriving at

the policy and accreditation layers, the option for the discoverer to attribute reduced

or no risk to the authenticity of the document allows a degree of trust to be

established.

Accreditation

Access and logic

Ontologies

RDF and RDF schemata

X1v1L and XML namespaces

URls

Figure 4 - Building logical layers of privacy and trust support
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It is apparent from Figure 4 that the self-describing nature of the document becomes

more complete the higher the examined layer in the model pyramid. And hence the

closer the document moves to being able to build and claim trust in the perceptions of

the discoverer. Note that the discoverer is any user who may find the document,

ranging from the originator to archivist (if any), accredited user and ending with the

least accredited discoverer, the casual browser.

5.1.3 Independence at entity level

SCRIPSIT independence exists at a unitary level. This is a logical independence

simply because an entity requires a host on which the self-contained engine may

execute.

In the SCRIPSIT domain, the host is always the client which requested the entity.

SCRIPSIT itself is an equal peer P2P architecture. Traditional servers have no

specific place or function in this environment other than as unintelligent repositories

or staging posts for transitory SCRIPSIT nodes.

Any network nodes identified as servers function purely as holding points from where

SCRIPSIT entities may be requested. No intelligence is attributed or allowed to the

serving host in respect of entity processing.

5.1.4 Peer-centricity and server independence

SCRIPSIT's architecture is peer-centric. An important distinction is drawn between

peer-to-peer (P2P) and peer centricity. The function of serving requested SCRIPSIT

entities is essentially supported by any appropriate underlying P2P arrangement.

Considered in isolation, SCRIPSIT entities may exist within non-P2P environments

with degraded ability for resource discovery and URI-following functionality.
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SCRIPSIT entities, in contrast, are all equal in ability, in security options, and in

mobility. These entities demonstrate many of the attributes of nodes in an equal peer

P2P network, without being bound by topological and architectural dogma. Server

independence is supported by simple diminution of the role of the (network) server to

unintelligent staging area.

5.2 Outline of proposed model

A high level outline of SCRIPSIT, the required functionality, and the amalgam of

published standards is described as the first part of this section A SCRIPSIT entity is

built up as a compound element from XML, P3P, RDF and secure script engine

components.

Compound entities of arbitrary complexity may be built up from any number of

SCRIPSIT entities. These arbitrarily complex structures serve the purpose of building

complexes of SCRIPSIT entities. SCRIPSIT is a self-contained repository entity

architecture, described in terms of existing published standards.

5.2.1 Standards and components

Standards used and referred to are described briefly in this section. The reader is

directed to the relevant published standards websites for further detail and expansion.

P3P, RDF and XML are described in the Chapter 2 (Literature Review).

• P3P

• RDF

• XML

Platform for Privacy Protection.

Resource Description Framework.

eXtensible Markup Language
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Additional notes on the Semantic Webviii and OWL (Web Ontology Language) are

also to be found in Chapter 2.

Further to formally described standards are references the embedded engine and link

models used by SCRIPSIT are the embedded script engine and links to other

SCRIPSIT elements:

• ENGINE The embedded script engine key to SCRIPSIT's

peer-centric model

• links Links to any resource, usually a SCRIPSIT entity but

may be any legitimately referenceable resource. These may be

logical (at a metadata level) and/or literal (at URI level).

5.2.1.1 Encapsulated/embedded engine (SCRIPSIT)

The encapsulated engine (s) present in every SCRIPSIT entity and wholly responsible

for formal and trustable processing of all requests and presentation of unwrapped data

to the user or his/her agent applications.

5.2.1.2 Resource linking

Links are Universal Resource Information (URI) pointers to any resource internal to

or external to the SCRIPSIT entity. A distinction is drawn between Plain Text Links

and Secured Links. Plain Text Links are as described, a link which is not encrypted

nor hidden from direct viewing in any application capable of displaying the raw

contents of a SCRIPSIT entity. Secured Links are those URls which are contained

within an encrypted portion of a SCRIPSIT entity and which therefore require

viii Semantic Web and OWL references are not expanded in this chapter as they are not fundamental to
the structure of the model.
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permission to be viewed or used as navigational links. Both variants are literal links as

they point directly to a resource or resource location. Implied resource links exist at

the metadata level, at both exposed and concealed levels. Implied linking of resources

is possible at a metadata level. Debate as to whether or not this is to be included in

the embedded functionality of the SCRIPSIT engine is an area for future research, not

covered in this dissertation. It is arguably a function which may exist outside of the

entity (partly or completely) and hence require exposed metadata to make this

possible.

5.2.2 SCRIPSIT described at entity and collection levels

The simplest structural description of a SCRIPSIT entity is:

• An XML document core, limited to plain text and Base64 data, which is enhanced

through metadata tagging and embedded URI data. This corresponds to a 'well

formed document' at the RDF syntactic and structural levels. This document core

also contains concealed (except from accredited users requesting access) P3P

assertions and concealed URI data.

• Wrapped around this is a publicly-exposed layer containing P3P-derived access

and accreditation assertions, and RDF content. This is the publicly visible face of

a SCRIPIT entity and, as such, is the only entry point into any SCRIPSIT

collection of entities.

• The outermost wrapper ofa SCRIPSIT entity is the (optional) HTML layer,

allowing presentation of publicly-visible parts of an entity as a simple Web page.

This layer is not required if the entity is a proper well-formed XML document and

is compatible with appropriate resource discovery tools.

• Embedded in the well-formed XML document is an encrypted engine which

provides the key to concealed data, metadata, access mediation mechanisms and

URIs within the document.
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A SCRIPSIT entity, simply stated, is an encapsulated and layered assembly of

permissions and accreditations, semantically explicit resource descriptors, tagged and

structured documents and embedded security/access engine. A limited example of an

expansion of the SCRIPSIT entity structures in this chapter is shown in Appendix C.

All of the preceding exists within the confines of an HTML document or well-formed

XML document requiring no more than an unsecured HTTP link for all operations

legitimately allowed to requestors and custodians. A collection of SCRIPSIT entities

may consist of one or both of:

• Compound entities which are two or more SCRIPSIT entities wrapped by a single

SCRIPSIT entity.

• Linked entities which are two or more SCRIPSIT entities linked either by URI or

by metadata. The URI link is self-explanatory. Metadata links are logical links

only, where metadata existing in one entity are used to facilitate discovery of one

or more other SCRIPSIT entities. The facility for a properly diasporic collection of

related SCRIPSIT nodes exists as a consequence of the metadata logical links.

Metadata links are explained diagrammatically in Appendix B with reference to

edge-directed RDF graphs. See Figure 20 in Appendix B.

5.2.3 Simple SCRIPSIT entity

A simple SCRIPSIT entity has a plain HTML outer wrapper as its basis. Unencrypted

P3P-based accreditation fragments provide a public confirmation of access and simple

trust-based assertion of right to access and propagate by the discovering agent(s). In a

similar manner, public assertion ofRDF metadata at this unencrypted level aids

discovery and discriminatory selection of SCRIPSIT entities.

The XML document embedded within the HTML wrapper constitutes the functional
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core of the SCRIPSIT entity and is expanded in the subsection following. Conceptual

rooting of the SCRIPSIT entity in unique data triples (see B.2 in Appendix B) is

illustrated in Figure 5 following:

Node graphs describe the [diasporic]
structure and nature of the

distributed SCRIPSIT entity(ies).

1 to many graphs with are described at

semantic definition(s)

Data Triples

I

RDF Semantic level \

t

Well-formed XML
documents

describe the i
I------I~i RDF Syntax level

\[ Entity definition based upon notion
of 'Data Triples'. Redundant

entities (in terms ofcontent) will still
be unique triples.

Figure 5- Conceptual basis of SCRIPSIT entity definition

5.2.3.1 Structure, function and instantiation

The SCRIPSIT entity structure is straightforward and is described diagrammatically

in Figure 6 below. The HTML outer is the completely exposed and inert base which

carries accreditation and permission elements (P3P-based), resource description and

location attributes (RDF) and actual SCRIPSIT document structure (XML) and

content. The embedded SCRIPSIT engine exists within the confines of the XML

document. The XML document data types used are limited to String and Base64

(XML, undated) for the purposes of this initial SCRIPSIT proposal. It is not the
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intention at this point to expand upon or argue the case for extension or adaptation of

XML data types.

Figure 6 - SCRIPSIT entity structure

A SCRIPSIT entity is only able to function upon instantiation of a virtual machine

(VM) on the requestor. The embedded engine referred to in the entity structure

description requires a host on the requestor (a simple example would be a Java

enabling browser plugin or similar) in order to examine accreditation profiles,

assemble or solicit decryption keys, display entity contents or perform any other

processing. The implied hierarchical layering of RDF within the P3P accreditation

layer above is not absolute. Both the P3P and RDF layers are exposed and are
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therefore valid resource discovery routes. It is conceivable that an entity may be

discovered on the basis of data content fit (as described in exposed metadata) or on

the basis of accreditation fit (as described in exposed P3P accreditation fragments). A

mixture of both discovery options is not precluded. Moving into the encrypted

contents of the XML core document in an entity, all of the preceding points are

repeated, albeit with restrictions applicable to the level(s) of accreditation existing on

the requestor host.

HTML outer

session and process
management

semantic data
abstraction

authentication I

--;:;-;;;-~::-~:::::?'\11--~ accreditation
(P3P

RDF

Referencing
P3P fragments &

aggregations

SCRIPSIT entity

Figure 7 - SCRIPSIT processing and functional instantiation

The access instance referred to in Figure 7 is primarily concerned with being able to

generate or access keys for the encrypted data contained in the XML entity core

document. Along with this, the facility exists to manage the display of session

relevant data based on asserted accreditation fragments and aggregations present at a

P3P level. Further to this, semantic data mapping and abstraction is the primary

responsibility of the embedded engine.

A more general expansion of a SCRIPSIT access instantiation is shown in Figure 8

following:
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Figure 8 - Generalised attributes of SCRIPSIT access instantiation

Access instantiation via the office of the embedded engine is the only legitimate route

available for SCRIPSIT entity access.
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5.2.3.2 Communication and security for simple and compound entities

A partial handshake sequence is described in Figure 9:

Accreditation
Profile (P3P
based) locally
referenced by

Agent
Processes

Compare
Profiles

Accreditation
Profile (P3P

based) returned
from SCRIPSIT

entity

3 Agent process compares
local accreditation profile
with returned profile.

4a If entity returned profile a
match or subset of local profile,
access to decrypted data
possible as local decyption key
can be generated.

4b Failing 4a, a partial key
may be generated and/or an
accreditation request
generated and transmitted to
the identified entity owner or
custodial authority.

Figure 9 - Peer-local level comparing entity and hosted fragment profiles

The SCRIPSIT entity, requested by the Agent Process (see Figure 9Figure 9) in step

1, is returned in step 2. The P3P-based accreditation profile returned with the

SCRIPSIT entity is compared with locally-referenced accreditation profiles. If there

is a successful match (steps 3 and 4a) then a local decryption key can be generated

and used to access the encrypted contents of the SCRIPSIT entity_ Where this is not

achieved (step 4b), a partial key is generated and the option of generating an

accreditation request is opened. This request may be transmitted directly or via a

custodial authority to the entity's data owner.
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5.2.4 Compound and linked SCRIPSIT collections

Moving a step beyond simple SCRIPSIT entities, there are two varieties of SCRIPSIT

aggregations:

• Compound SCRIPSIT entities - consist of two or more fully-formed SCRIPSIT

entities wrapped in SCRIPSIT-compliant P3P and RDF outer shells. The outer

shells define the outermost layers of accreditation requirement and discovery.

• Collections of SCRIPSIT entities - these consist of two or more fully-formed

SCRIPSIT entities (which may be simple or compound) and are associated via any

number of embedded links. A collection may also be defined purely through

common discovery-enabling elements, avoiding the (assumed) requirement that a

network or collection of related entities explicitly reference one another.

All have plain HTML outer wrappers, or may be discovered within a more complex

XML document. Unencrypted P3P-based accreditation fragments provide public

confirmation of access and simple trust-based assertion of right to access and

propagate by the discovering agent(s). In a similar manner, public assertion ofRDF

metadata at this unencrypted level aids discovery and discriminatory selection of

SCRIPSIT entities. Alternate discovery routes apply equally to compound entities and

entity collections as described for simple entities.

5.2.4.1 Structure of compound entity

SCRIPSIT compound entity structure is a little more complex than the simple case

and is described diagrammatically below. The compound entity's HTML outer is the

completely exposed and inert base which carries accreditation and permission

elements (P3P-based) applying to the whole publicly visible part of the compound

entity. Also at this level are the resource description elements. Below this are found

the SCRIPSIT entities making up the compound element itself. Note that the

encapsulated SCRIPSIT entities may legitimately enjoy differing levels of exposure
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and concealment. They may also provide links to each other within the compound

SCRIPSIT entity. This is illustrated in Figure 10 following:

SCRIPSIT engine
XML entity core content (Base64 / UTF-7)

( Resource links )""

RDF, P3P (concealed)

Figure 10 - Simple example of a compound SCRIPSIT entity

5.2.4.2 Structure of entity collection

A given SCRIPSIT entity collection may be structured in any manner which conforms

to the basic requirements of the WWW. There are no limits or restrictions on the

number or types of links included, save those imposed by the WWW itself. The

following illustrates a simple SCRIPSIT entity collection. Figure 11 illustrates the

structure of a compound entity.
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SCRIPSIT engine

Figure 11 - Example of a SCRIPSIT entity collection

5.2.4.3 Function and instantiation

Refer section 5.2.3.2. Requirements are as for a single SCRIPSIT entity.

5.2.5 Topological and architectural considerations

Peer-ta-peer models tend to be best suited to specific varieties of application. The

major architectural variants and typical uses are briefly described here, and

SCRIPSIT's ability to be used in the given context is addressed.
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5.2.5.1 Centralised access

Of the many flavours of P2P networking, some are only loosely P2P in nature and

rely on a single point of routing and access. Distributed computing is an instance of

this where the peer aspect is realised as a large, dynamically accessed array of

voluntary computing resources. A central server parcels out processing work and the

peers have no actual communication with one another, save for that routed or

facilitated by the server. All routing and allocation is via the hub. Here a high degree

of control exists, although the central point remains a vulnerable single point of

failure. SCRIPSIT entities have no functional or data restriction with respect to

existing in such a context.

5.2.5.2 3rd Party routing (or brokering) access

There may be one or more servers which are tasked with managing the peer links.

Peers rely on having to identify servers and themselves in order to successfully link to

other peers. Once P2P links are established, servers are functionally disengaged and

no longer required by the peers. SCRIPSIT entities may successfully make use of

such a link brokering service without compromising their ability to be found (RDF as

an element of a discovery mechanism for the entities).

5.2.5.3 Decentralised and Equal Peer access

Decentralised and equal peer access is defined by a serverless environment where

peers actively engage directly with each other. The only server involvement in this

instance is as pure entity routing points. Edutella (a conceptual development of

Gnutella) is one example of a decentralised access P2P network. The notion of equal

peers is a step beyond a decentralised P2P architecture. In this instance, any node (or

SCRIPSIT entity, in this case) may be used as a point of entry to a particular

SCRIPSIT collection.
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5.2.5.4 Hybrid access (Super Peer)

Mixing the attributes of 3rd party routing and decentralised equal peer architectures

results in an architecture which allows some SCRIPSIT entities to become super

nodes through which a smaller SCRIPSIT collection may be accessed. Without the

super node, the subordinate SCRIPSIT entities within the collection will be almost or

completely impossible to find via most resource discovery mechanisms. This is

subverting somewhat the pure intent and application of SCRIPSIT but remains a valid

option.

5.2.6 SCRIPSIT accreditation mechanism

Three basic flavours of SCRIPSIT accreditation request mechanism are outlined

sections 5.2.6.1 through 5.2.6.3. These are the simple accreditation case (5.2.6.1)

where the requesting agent possesses at least the minimum required accreditation

authority needed to generate or acquire decryption keys required. Following on from

the simple case is the accreditation case where the requesting agent does not have

sufficient accreditation (5.2.6.1).

In this case, a request for additional accreditation (via appropriate P3P profile

fragments - for both the request and the accreditation) is generated and routed to the

data owner or issuing authority identified by the requesting agent. The last case

presented is the passive/active accreditation issuing and retraction (5.2.5.3). A

previously valid level of accreditation may prove invalid on subsequent access by a

requesting agent. In this instance, the data owner/custodian has amended the

accreditation profile and/or permissions encapsulated in the SCRIPSIT entity. This is

in effect an extension of the case presented in 5.2.6.2.
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5.2.6.1 Simple accreditation verification case

The elementary case presented for accreditation is the static instance. A SCRIPSIT

entity or agent places a request (Step 1.) with a SCRIPSIT serving instance. A copy of

the requested entity is returned (Step 2.). P3P accreditation fragments (P3P-based

profiles) and collections are checked against each other and, in this instance, sufficient

accreditation is established. The required decryption keys are generated by code

executed on the local virtual machine (VM) and then the decrypted data are pushed to

the presentation layer (Step 3.), managed by the VM engine. This is an uncached,

transient instance of the data with the aim of preserving the trustability of the entity's

encrypted content. Figure 12 illustrates the process.

1. R~guest SCRIPSII enti!L
r
~
I

Requestor
2. SCRIPSIT~nti!y~ returned

Sufficient accreditation
established

SCRIPSIT
serving
instance

3.

Uncached transient -.
display (unless otherwise
processed/authorised by

P3P accreditation)

Local (client-side) decrypted
data for display

fvirtual Machin?
scripting

environment
controlled event
~ ~-

Figure 12 - Sufficient accreditation available to process SCRIPSIT entity
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5.2.6.2 Accreditation request case with optional outcomes

The simplest accreditation case presented is the static instance. A SCRIPSIT entity or

agent places a request (Step 1.) with a SCRIPSIT serving instance. A copy of the

requested entity is returned (Step 2.). P3P accreditation fragments (P3P-based

profiles) and collections are checked against each other and a state of insufficient

accreditation is established. Here (Step 3.), a P3P fragment containing an

accreditation request is generated by the requesting agent and passed to the issuing

authority for the requested entity. This authority may be an automated agent or a

human agent, and may do one of the following (Step 4.):

• Issue a P3P accreditation fragment (Step 4a.), actively routed to the requesting

agent

• Issue an explicit P3P denial (Step 4b.), actively routed to the requesting agent

• Remain inert and issue no response (Step 4c.)

The response (Steps 4a & b.) may be returned to the requestor via any route or

mechanism able to convey a P3P-based accreditation fragment back to the requestor.

Refer to Figure 13 following for a diagrammatic expansion.
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l
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L

Implied reference to
SCRIPSH entity/ies by
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Figure 13 - Accreditation request with optional outcomes

5.2.6..3 Passive and active forms of accreditation issue and retraction

A SCRIPSIT entity is requested in Step 1 in Figure 14 by an agent previously

possessing adequate accreditation. In the time between the last request event and the

current request, the accreditation profile of the entity has been changed by the entity

data owner/custodian. The returned SCRIPSIT entity brings P3P fragments which

modify accreditation profiles on the requestor. At Step 3, the requestor may issue a

request for rescinding or reinstating of the new or superseded profiles.

Step 4a may result in an explicit granting/pending/refused response from the issuing

authority. A passive result (Step 4b.) is obtained where the issuing authority updates

P3P accreditation fragments included with the originally requested entity. These are

cases of passive and active issuing and retraction of accreditation.
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Figure 14 - Passive and active accreditation issue and retraction

5.3 Resource concealment and exposure

Resource concealment and exposure mechanisms are the composite of SCRIPSIT's

P3P-based accreditation/token mechanism and the embedded encryption engine.

Exposure is extant at the level of publicly discoverable information at the P3P level

(in terms of accreditation), at the RDF level (in terms of discovery of relevant

resources and at the unencrypted XML content level.

Concealment in SCRIPSIT terms is simply the negation of all or any part of the

exposure options. At the very minimum, a SCRIPSIT entity will identify itself as

such and expose no additional information to public view.

A crude process of wide, shallow resource (or entity) discovery constitutes the most

elementary level of discovery and access. More realistically, a minimum level of
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discovery data (RDF) is expected to be visible and useable as basic relevance

selection criterion.

SCRIPSIT requestor accreditation - a SCRIPSIT accreditation profile consists of one

to many P3P-based accreditation fragments. These may be assembled in any P3P

valid construction. A valid RDF triple or set of triples may attach to any properly

formed accreditation fragment. At this point the basis of a discovery and access

mechanism is established.

There are variations on this basic requestor accreditation structure:

• Cookie or transient accreditation - the SCRIPSIT entity engine may be instructed

to create a transient accreditation profile instance on the requestor. As with

website cookies, this accreditation profile may have a validity period ranging from

a limited session period to permanent or indefinite duration. Risks associated with

this accreditation strategy are minimal. The transient accreditation profile is of

little discernable value without a SCRIPSIT entity against which to perform profile

validation.

• URI-based accreditation - access to the resource(s) referenced by the URI is

limited to accredited agents and/or classes of agent. The agent requests access to a

URI-referenced resource and requires access permission to be granted not only by

successful accreditation profile matching but also by an agent nominated by the

URI-referenced resource.
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Figure 15 - Exposure and concealment - elements and processes

Flow through the exposure and concealment mechanism is described in Figure 15

above.
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5.4 Creation of collections of SCRIPSIT entities

Creating a collection of SCRIPSIT entities may be done via a number of routes,

including but not limited to:

•

•

SCRIPSIT-enabled authoring or data publishing tools, combine one or

more of the following:

• Web publishing

• Data annotation and markup

• Accreditation policy wizards

• SCRIPSIT engine publishing (the ability to insert a

validated SCRIPSIT engine into the published

SCRIPSIT entity)

• Entity validation

• Resource discovery wizards or markup tools

• Graphical layout tools for indicating entity links and

relationships

Simple SCRIPSIT entity creation, requiring the author to manually

perform many of the operations. This simple level of entity creation

may be achieved via script-based tools or SCRIPSIT-enabled browsers

and/or word processing tools. In both ofthe preceding cases,

SCRIPSIT authoring functionality may be achieved via plugins which

enable an author to create entities in a familiar software environment,

though without the facility for creating complex meshed collections of

entities.
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5.5 SCRIPSIT engine embedding and execution

Fundamental to SCRIPSIT is an ability for the peer-local processing to support a

sandbox-style iX Java VM or similar environment. The embedded, encrypted script is

concealed from the public interface of the SCRIPSIT entity. Access to the embedded

engine is possible only when the locally held accreditation profile at least matches

that required to generate a key to access the concealed document content's outermost

secure layer. There is scope for complex partial access mechanisms which may be

further developed in future work.

A trivial piece of script is required to be embedded at the publicly visible interface of

the SCRIPSIT entity in order to process the accreditation fragments and generate the

access profiles required to execute the embedded SCRIPSIT engine.

An alternative approach required no trivial script at the public interface, but requires

this processing logic to be built into SCRIPSIT-enabled tools and applications.

Included in such applications would be CAQDAS tools (e.g. QSR NVivo, Atlas. ti) and

SCRIPSIT plugins for web browsers and email clients.

IX
To realise the sandbox model, Java applets are controlled by three consecutive processes:

• Byte Code Verifier. This checks if the code presented fits the rules.

• Applet Class Loader. Ensures that important parts of the Java runtime environment are not replaced by code

masquerading as legitimate code, thereby preventing class spoofing.

• Security Manager. Performs runtime checks on suspect or dangerous methods written into the presented code.

The sandbox model history runs thus:

JDK 1.0. (Local) Java applications are completely trusted, with Java applets running in a sandbox.

• JDK 1.1 added the concept of code signing. This is to say that if an applet is digitally signed, and if the signer is

trusted, the applet is treated as a local application and does not run in the sandbox. This is not a desired state for

SCRIPS IT

JDK 1.2 no longer distinguishes system code, applications and applets. All code runs in controlled

environments. More importantly, there is the facility for several customised sandboxes where privileges each

piece of code gets may be con figured according to differing security policies. Location and/or signer of the code

hereby identity what security policy should be used. Thus, Java 2 gives the ability to grant exactly these

privileges that are needed, and only when they are needed. This converges very well with SCRIPSIT's

requirements.
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5.6 Peer-local handling of data

The handling of data embodied in a SCRIPSIT entity is always at a peer-local level.

Peer-local refers to the fact that decrypted data only ever exists in a transient form on

the requesting client. Fundamental to this is an embedded engine in the SCRIPSIT

entity which decrypts and displays the data at client level (see Figure 16). This

happens out of sight and out of reach of any browser caching operations to avoid

leaving any unintentional trace of data.
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... eJements/declarationslpolicies.!exchangeable

./.... keys
./.-

/
/
/

P3P I

,/
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Figure 16 - Overview of peer-local data and process handling in an entity

5.7 Proposed model in situated contexts

Setting the background for SCRIPSIT's subversion ofP3P's intended application, a

common usage scenario is outlined, based around an imaginary company's website.

Considering the proposed subversion of P3P in the context of SCRIPSIT, a simple

online shopping scenario is described below. This is not a SCRIPSIT-appropriate

application. It serves only to illustrate the switch in usage ofP3P from policy
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statement to accreditation facility. From passive statement to assertion of right to data

and its usage.

An online shopper seeks a discount notebook sales site. A site is found,

http://www.cheapknockoffs.co.za. and our shopper visits this site.

CheapKnockOffs have graciously published P3P policies on its site, on each

page in the website. It is a prerequisite that our shopper has a browser which is

P3P-aware.

With the shopper's P3P-enabled browser, any policies published on the site are

automatically fetched and checked against the preferences which our shopper

has set up before starting to browse. CheapKnockoffs has a policy statement

that data found in HTTP access logs will be collected, and placement of an

unlimited duration cookie on the shopper's computer will be requested. The

shopper's browser checks these stated policies against existing preferences and

finds that there is no objection to interrogation of standard HTTP logs. It also

finds that the shopper is absolutely unwilling to allow placement of unlimited

duration cookies containing sensitive personal information.

The site's P3P policy states that the requirements of CheapKnockOffs

corporate rules are that all customers and potential customers surrender data

about themselves to allow the company to engage in consumer profiling. This

falls outside of our shopper's default preferences and triggers a warning from

the browser. The shopper responds by allowing this data collection to take

place as a one-off exception for this site. Having passed this user hurdle, the

website entices the shopper to proceed to the purchasing page of the website.

After selecting a suitable KnockOffNotebook, the payment section of the

website is visited. More sensitive personal information is gathered here,

including biographic data, details on the means of payment and delivery

address.
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All of this falls outside of the shopper's usual comfort zone and a warning is

flagged by the browser. CheapKnockOffs promise that they will only use the

data supplied to confirm and complete the online order. Here the shopper is

faced with a major trust hurdle. There are absolutely no guarantees that

CheapKnockOffs will adhere to their stated data retention and discard policy

with respect to the personal data recently harvested.

Assuming that our shopper assesses the risk of personal data being retained

and used for unauthorised purposes, the transaction may be confirmed. Failing

an assessment of acceptable risk, our shopper decides not to trust the website

and cancels the transaction.

It is important to note that this scenario relies heavily on levels of assumed honesty on

the part of the policy publisher. Other than checking stated preferences against stated

data policies, the user has no guarantees whatsoever. Coyle (1999) comments that P3P

... is an engineer's vision ofhow humans decide who to trust and what to tell

about themselves.

(Coyle, 1999)

Coyle goes on to conclude the point by noting that P3P

... has a set ofdata elements and neatly interlocking parts, and it has nothing

at all to do with how people establish trust.

(Coyle, 1999)

There are numerous critiques of P3P, and Coyle succinctly addresses the primary

concern held with respect to establishing trust. Thibadeau (2000) observes that P3P

"lacks the ability to negotiate with the Web Server on a contract, and to make a

contract with the Web Server", effectively dismissing P3P as a toothless privacy tool.

Thibadeau continues and comments that P3P fails to account for or provide any

remedy for the transitivity and openness of data on the WWW. The transitivity issue,
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according to Thibadeau (ibid.), is that of how to assert protection and control over

data after it has been put out into a public space.

SCRIPSIT attempts to address this by removing the promissory assertion from the

hands of the data harvesters and placing it in the hands of data owners. The proposed

model's use ofP3P is an inversion of the original, published form. This is crucial for

the mobile and assertive control over personal data which forms the basis of

SCRIPSIT. Other usage scenarios will now be outlined to situate SCRIPSIT in the

mind of the reader.

5.7.1 Secondary reuse of archived qualitative research data

A researcher (academic, governmental, public naive user) has a requirement to access

archived qualitative research data stored as a collective (or mesh) of SCRIPSIT

entities. The researcher has a basic, predefined, set of academic research SCRIPSIT

credentials which allow a level of access commensurate with being able to determine

the likelihood of the SCRIPSIT entity mesh under interrogation being suitable for the

asserted academic research requirements. Should the researcher find that access to

potentially useful data is needed, SCRIPSIT allows for a P3P fragment representing

the requested access and the researcher's specific credentials to be submitted to the

controlling (custodial/ owner/ archival) entity for consideration. Should the request

be granted, a P3P fragment containing the appropriate partial key information (and

any other relevant elements) allowing the requested access is returned to the

requester.

The requester must then incorporate the received P3P fragment into their own

credential/profile for use in any further requests for access to data. A facility for

reciprocal credential exchange is also supported by this mechanism. In this sub-case,

researcher A requests access to data custodially managed by researcher B. A submits a

request to B and proposes a credential exchange at a nominated level which, if

granted, will allow A and B mutual access to a larger, aggregated pool of data on a
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trust basis. Revocation may be unilaterally pushed from either side and may not be

challenged at a SCRIPSIT level.

5.7.2 Context-sensitive enrichment of publicly available third party data

SCRIPSIT is perhaps less effective in the area of context-sensitive enrichment or

marking up of publicly available third party data. Issues of fundamental privacy are

seldom an issue with data which have been explicitly released in the broadest possible

domain. Here questions of negotiated access are not points of debate with respect to

the publicly-available data.

Negotiated and/or requested access to data may flow from the publicly available

(unencrypted) data where a data user discovers reference to data which has not been

made publicly available. In such instances, the data user may be presented with the

option to request access to further data. Such requests need to satisfy the following

criteria:

• The data user has SCRIPSIT-aware/enabled software tools at his or

her disposal.

• Publicly-available data initially investigated is SCRIPSIT-enabled,

at least as far as possessing a SCRIPSIT (P3P-based) accreditation

request fragment which may be submitted by the SCRIPSIT

aware/enabled software.

Such requests fall under the general scope of information/data discovery and as such

will not be expanded upon here.

5.7.3 Creation of dispersed trustable personal data archives

Trust cannot be bought, legislated or demanded. Being an intangible, which can only

be given by an individual, trust is dramatically abstracted and removed from the realm
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of the specifiable. Trust is perhaps the single aspect of human relationships which

cannot be commoditised.

A child removed from a family environment and placed in a social care system finds

the establishment of trust particularly challenging. Loss of the natural human right to

care and nurturing within a stable family and broader social environment severely

damages a child's ability to trust individuals or institutions.

Children in care experience a great number of adult contacts, most of which are

transient and/or sparsely episodic. Very little rich continuity is experienced and

therefore a great many opportunities to build relationships layer by layer are missed.

Trust and the ability to trust are amongst the first and most lasting of the casualties.

In many First World settings, there is the reasonable chance that personal history and

narrative information (or digital memories) will be preserved and made accessible to a

child in the care system. This is frequently true in the present and in the future tenses.

Third World settings cast an altogether more dismal light on the opportunities for and

trustability of preservation and access to personal history and narrative information.

Child A is in a care system and starts with a fundamental inability to trust as a direct

consequence of own experiences.

Central to the reseeding of the ability to trust is the placing of actual control and final

authority over personal history and narrative in the hands ofthe child and not in the

hands of any other institutions or individuals who claim (however genuinely) to be

'trustable third parties'. Without lending intentional support to the conspiracy

theorists of the world, it might be said that a child whose trust has been broken is

quite right to 'trust no-one'.
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5.7.4 Incorporating P3P profiles and requestors in open access applications

A derivation of the scenario in section 5.7.1 considers the inclusion of SCRIPSIT

accreditation fragments and aggregations from the perspective of enabled application

tools as used by academic researchers. The application is licenced for academic use

and comes with a basic, predefined, set of academic research SCRIPSIT credentials

allowing a level of access commensurate with being able to determine the likelihood

of the SCRIPSIT entity or collective mesh under interrogation being suitable for the

asserted academic research requirements.

Should the application find that access to potentially useful data is needed, SCRIPSIT

allows for accreditation fragment(s) representing the requested access and the

researcher's specific credentials to be submitted to the controlling (custodial! owner/

archival) entity for consideration.

On granting of the request, an accreditation fragment containing the appropriate

partial key information (and any other relevant elements) may be returned to the

application and then added to the application's SCRIPSIT accreditation aggregation,

thus allowing the requested access.

The reciprocal exchange of credentials may be supported programmatically. Here

application instance A requests access to data custodially managed by researcher B. A

submits a request to B and proposes a credential exchange at a nominated level which,

if granted, will allow A and B mutual access to a larger, aggregated pool of data on a

trust basis.

This potential application of the SCRIPSIT model centres around the inclusion of P3P

fragments and aggregations in compliant applications. An instance of this might be

academic use of a qualitative data analysis tool such as QSR NVivo. In short, this

mini-scenario considers research data which has been appropriately tagged. This data

may be made available or removed from accessibility to a wider and appropriately
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accredited community of researchers. This access need not only be on a simple data

access basis, but also from within academically licenced applications which grant a

basic level of access to research data by default. Greater access would of necessity be

by agreement/application with the data owners and custodians.

This is a special case version of the browser-based local access to a SCRIPSIT entity.

Further to this, the facility for submission of access and accreditation requests may be

built into the application thereby providing a formalised route for access, accreditation

and annotation outside of the simple, general case of browser-based access.

Research data (SCRIPSIT entities and collectives) may be assigned unique identifiers

(see RDF triples in Glossary) in order to allow the enabled application(s) to

target/browse/graze specific SCRIPSIT collections and/or research domains in a semi

automated or scripted manner.

5.7.5 Community memories in public spaces

Publishing on the Web carries the persistent notion of a small voice having global

presence and reach. Preservation of individual and community memories in a public

space such as the Web carries enormous benefit and equally great risk. There are

many threats to the preservation and privacy of elements and entire collections of

published memories where these are placed in a public space. All of the solutions

proposed to date rely on one or the other trusted third party, be this for cryptographic

purposes, secure storage or resilience. Existence on the Web is at a number of levels 

personal, community, institutional and/or national. Each of these is characterised by

different degrees of risk and exposure.

Privacy and trust issues are intimately involved with all. Community memories all

have one attribute in common. This attribute is that contributions and access to the

community memory are not time limited. There is no fixed endpoint after which a

memory (shared) ceases to exist or becomes invalid. A community is defined by a
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shared sense of purpose, location or interests. In the case of a dispersed community,

members may not even be aware of one another's existence. Here SCRIPSIT becomes

of arguably significant value. A community may establish many initially unlinked

online presences and, through resource discovery and a propagation of granted

accreditations, gradually coalesce into a complex and self-selecting aggregation of

community resources. This is not a variation on the search engine theme but

something rather more powerful and universally applicable, which does not rely on

any specific service or ideological support.

5.8 Testing of hypotheses

This chapter described the model and frameworks within which the model and its

objectives may be achieved. The central hypothesis presented is that a model enabling

the creation of trustable privacies in online public spaces is architecturally feasible

and practically implementable. This has been done by:

• Describing the social and perceptual aspects of privacy and trust.

• Critiquing past and current praxis with respect to archival and retrieval of

qualitative (research) data.

• Considering ethical and social consequences of qualitative research from the

perspective of the research subject.

• Considering the requirements of individuals in the care of social enterprises.

• Building a model centered around the privacy and trust requirements of the

user/research subject firstly, and secondly around existing technical and

computing platforms.

• Considering practical applications of the proposed model in a number of

situated scenarios.

The secondary and supporting hypothesis is that it is possible to abstract the model

from the constraints and impositions of the communications networks (WWW) and

make technically feasible the construction of logical and actual collections of data
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(personal and research data aggregations) which are not dependent on serverside

processing or any trusted 3rd parties for any purpose other than simple storing of the

proposed encapsulated data entities.

Situation of the model in scenario-based real world applications completes this

statement and discussion of the initial hypothesis. Subsequent to this, potential gaps

in the model provided the basis for additional hypotheses concerning trustable

privacies in public spaces.
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Chapter 6

Discussion, conclusions, observations and future work

Conclusions and recommendations with respect to the adequacy of existing models

and praxis, apparent fitness of the proposed models and mechanisms and potential for

further research in this direction.

[a]
Start with 'real world'

problem statement

[g]
Act to improve the
real-world problem
(apply the research)

[f]
Note

possible/required
changes in model

.,. thinking about the real world

[cl
Formulate definitions
of solution domains

[e]
Situate conceptual models

from [d] with problem
statements in [a].

[d]
Build conceptual model

of elements in [e].

"Real World"

[b]
Describe problem
statement at high

level

Analysis of problems
by practitioners and

researchers, review of
literature

Development of
solutions with a

theoretical
framework

Technical and
philosophical
evaluation of

proposed solution

Documentation and
reflection to produce

design principles
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6.1 SCRIPSIT and the Web

Berners-Lee (2001) observed in Scientific American that:

Knowledge representation ... is currently in a state comparable to that of

hypertext before the advent ofthe Web: it is clearly a good idea, and some

very nice demonstrations exist, but it has not yet changed the world. It

contains the seeds ofimportant applications, but to realize its full potential it

must be linked into a s.ingle global system.

(Berners-Lee, 2001)

Extend this statement and SCRIPSIT might contribute a step towards realising the

benefits of the Semantic Web on a level which is accessible to the individual and to

primary and secondary qualitative researchers and users.

This chapter summarises issues addressed, key questions asked, conclusions drawn,

and potential for future research.

The results of this dissertation lie in the proposed model supporting the creation of

trustable privacies in public spaces. Conclusions drawn from the research and

development are discussed in this chapter. The initial scope of the research was

defined by broadly perceived requirements of, and solutions to, issues surrounding

secondary reuse of qualitative research data. A broader set of applications emerged

during the literature review and model development process. These are discussed later

in this chapter under sections 6.4 and 6.5.

6.2 Review of original aims and rationale

This dissertation presented results of research that aimed at models for the support of

privacy, ownership, trust and anonymity, along with context and intended meaning, in

archived or published qualitative data.
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6.2.1 Original aims

Considerations of privacy, of trust and the mechanisms which might support these

will pivot on the central question asked in this dissertation, derived from Bromseth's

(2002) posing of the question of who ought to be responsible for the protection of an

individual's privacy.

The central question asked, therefore, is who has the right and responsibility of

protecting the privacy of the individual. Following on from this question are those

which arise from investigations into mechanisms and models which might support

such user-centric rights and responsibilities. These questions guided selection of much

of the supporting literature reviewed.

6.2.2 Review of rationale

The rationale and motivation for this research was based on the following

considerations:

• Addressing fundamental requirements of secondary access to qualitative

research data, especially in the social sciences. These requirements were

identified as centering on issues around privacy, trust, confidentiality and

ethical use. Out of this requirements list emerged a requirement for perceived

support of privacy and trust from the perspective of the individual.

• Apparent unsuitability of knowledge management systems and existing peer

to-peer models as models addressing the requirements identified during the

exploratory enquiry into secondary access to qualitative research data.

• Identification of domains and applications outside of the initially stated.

Regional research interests, displaced persons and societies (including

refugees and war and HIV orphans) were amongst those identified. This was

done in order to better inform the model development process and thereby

result in a model with sound general applicability.
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These considerations were further broken down into:

• Challenging situations in the social sciences with respect to data access and

reuse (Corti, 2000).

• Issues around collaborative access to and use of qualitative research data.

• A requirement for a self-contained and robust means of mediating, controlling

and managing access to qualitative data.

• Addressing of issues around expert mediation required by KMSs in general.

• Challenging of the status of trusted third parties (TTPs) in existing models

addressing some of the issues around trust and privacy.

• Applicability on regional and global levels.

The early rationale for this research was expanded to identify a wide range of

application domains, and subsequently, to use these domains to test aspects of the

model as development proceeded.

6.3 Reflections on the research

The research methodologies employed in this dissertation were selected as being best

suited both to the model sought as research product and to the requirements and

approach of the author. Arriving at the initial model concept was key to achieving

subsequent progress in the iterative model development process. This initial concept

relied on a description of the perceived problem domain and identification of

technological supports required for realisation of a model supporting both the initial

and generalised requirements.

A drawback of the iterative model development process is a lack of certainty over

where limits are set with respect to the iterative process. A persistent challenge was

keeping to the scope of research and development defined in Chapters 1 and 2.
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6.3.1 Limitations encountered

• A model supporting trustable privacies in online public spaces was not

achievable within the time and cost constraints of this research project.

• Difficulty in restricting scope of investigation and work

• Time constraints precluded development of prototype implementations of

SCRIPSIT.

6.3.2 Empirical reflections

Scientific method was used in the development of SCRIPSIT. The specific problem

statement described at the start of the dissertation evolved into a generalised statement

and model. The process of iterative development and reflection resulted in a model

which fits both the original specific problem statement and the generalised case.

6.3.3 Theoretical reflections

This dissertation considered technological and perceptual questions arising from the

specific and general problem statements. Interview and questionnaire techniques were

introduced to test convergence of philosophical and technical threads of enquiry

which formed the large part of the research. Synthesis of theoretical approach in this

dissertation was strongly influenced by the constructivist school, asserting that

knowledge, privacy, trust, and many other areas of enquiry are individual experiences

and constructs affected by shared experiences and information.
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6.4 SCRIPSIT as contribution to privacy and trust tools

SCRIPSIT contributes to the public collection of privacy and trust tools through:

• Returning elective control over access and availability of qualitative data to

the original data owner.

• Proposing a peer-centric alternative to the mainstream and well-known models

based on peer-to-peer and client-server technologies.

• A novel combination of existing, published standards already in the public

domain.

• Demonstrating catholic applicability across domains and user communities.

6.5 Recommendations and future research

• Further studies in this direction pursue lines of enquiry based on the

perceptions of the individual. The reference to "individual" is at the broadest

level to be inclusive in terms of community and purpose of study.

• Further study using assessments of diverse targeted user communities is

required to further refine statements of individual perception and need.

Examples of targeted communities include academic researchers, research

data users from NGOs and commercial entities, displaced persons and casual

users including "bloggers" (Web log users).

• A set of working prototypes of SCRIPSIT be developed and used to refine the

model through empirical testing and evaluation by a selection of user

communities. This has strong potential to provide the basis for a significant

amount of further investigation.

• The results of this dissertation be placed in the public domain, with a GPL

style statement of open technology. The model is intended to place enabling

technologies in the hands of data owners. Hence the technology and concepts

in SCRIPSIT cannot be licenced nor be subject to any proprietary control.
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6.6 Conclusions

The research questions posed at the start of this dissertation were the following:

• Where is the most appropriate place for vesting ofcontrol over private data?

This question was answered progressively more certainly over the course of

the research and model development. The point at which it was clear that the

model was required to support retention of user control marked a defining

moment for the conceptual basis of SCRIPSIT. This clear definition of

requirement allowed investigation around the question following to proceed in

a directed manner, yielding results which strongly supported the assertion

inherent (in the question).

• Is it feasible to develop a model supporting creation oftrustable privacies,

with application across multiple domains? Pursuing this line of enquiry

resulted in an early emphasis on literature around issues of privacy and trust.

Concentration on these was key to extending the specific question into the

general and, therefore, developing the conceptual basis for the resulting

model.

This dissertation has demonstrated the initial feasibility of a model supporting the

creation of trustable privacies in online public spaces. SCRIPSIT requires extension

and testing through prototyping and implementation to prove its suitability in a

practical manner. It is hoped that funding may be found to support further research in

this direction.

- 0 -
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Appendix A - Questionnaire

Access to qualitative data archives and repositories
(Short pilot questionnaire on access, control and privacy)

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS IS A PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE AND AS SUCH, IS NOT A FULL DATA
GATHERING EXERCISE.

This questionnaire is part of a pilot assessment of perceptions on access to qualitative data. This data
may be primary or secondary research data, personal and private data with a restricted audience, or
community memories held in public spaces. Please email me(PauIRodda)onroddap@ukzn.ac.za.
should you have any queries or concerns. There is ONE PAGE only to complete. Thank you for your
time

Durban, 25th of November
NAME:

INSTITUTION:

CONTACT DETAILS: ..

Question 3 - Please indicate your perception of the degree of control appropriate to place in the hands
of research subjects, with respect to access to data specific to individual subjects. Check ONE BOX
only to indicate.

Request via
Mediated by

Full FullNone trusted 3rd

researcher
party

(mediated) (autonomous)

Question 4 - Please indicate your perception of the degree of control which you feel appropriate for
your own control over your own private (non public, non research-related) data. Check ONE BOX only
to indicate

Request to agency
Mediated byNone holding data

trusted 3rd party
Full (mediated) Full (autonomous)

personal to you

Question 5 - Please describe briefly your views on the general usefulness of a model supporting
distributed, user-controllable granting and rescinding of access rights in [a] the qualitative research

d [b] . f . f I'"arena an In terms 0 preservatIon 0 persona pnvaCIeS In public spaces.

[a] Qualitative Research

[b] Personal Privacies
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Appendix B - RDF and data triples

Resource Descriptor Format (RDF) in more detail

B.1 RDF characterised and defined
• RDF is machine-understandable information
• Describes properties of resources on the Web. Uses include resource

discovery, sorting and categorisation, management of library resources.
• RDF statements specify both properties and values of Web resources
• RDF is defined in terms ofXML

See Figure 17 and Figure 18.

Resources pointed to by RDF may be real or virtual. These may be defined as:
• Real resources - anything named by an URL (Web pages (* .htm and so forth),

email, server locations) and
• Virtual resources: references (electronic) to representations or links to real

world resources including books, journals, paper records, people, places and
so on.

B.2 RDF statements / RDF data triples
RDF statements are otherwise known as RDF triples (see Glossary) which uniquely
define a subject-predicate-object data triple. Examples are illustrated below and in:

Resource / Subject Property / Predicate Value / Object
"Dissertation" About "Privacy and Trust"
http://ukzn.ac.za MIME type "text/HTML"
"Dissertation" Author P.Rodda

Properties are simple defined as relationships between Web resources and values.
Values may be strings of characters or another resource reference. Properties of a

• person include age, height, mass, hair colour, gender, ...
• journal article include word count, author, topic, journal issue, ...

B.3 XML Namespaces
An XML namespace is a collection of names, identified by a URI reference, used in
XML documents to specify element types and attribute names. XML namespaces are
distinguished from namespaces used elsewhere computing disciplines by the fact that
the XML versions have internal structure and are not sets in mathematical terms.

• RDF namespaces use "rdf' prefix
• RDF Schema namespaces use "rdfs" prefix
• Properties are declared in other namespaces and are hence unique in web

terms
• Namespaces changes are driven by rule changes
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Simple RDF-only sample

<rdfRDF xmlns:rdf="..." xmlns:roddans="...reference to ns definition ... " >
<rdfDescription about="Draft v26.doc">

<roddans:title>Privacy and Trust</roddans:title>
<roddans:author>Rodda</roddans:author>

</rdfDescription>

df D ., b ""<r : escnptlOn a out= ... >

</rdfDescription>
</rdfRDF>

Proxy Resource reference in RDF:

<rdfRDF xmlns:rdf="..." xmlns:roddans="...reference to ns definition ... " >
<rdfDescription ID="Rodda">

<roddans:identitynr>1512040001 081 </roddans: identitynr >
<roddans: gender>M</roddans:gender>
<roddans:public resource=http://me.org/rod99</roddans:public>

</rdfDescription>
</rdfRDF>

Nested descriptions - if a value is a virtual resource, it may exist inside the property
element, thus:

<rdf:Description about="...">
<roddans: gender>

<rdf:Description ID="G">

</rdf:Description>
</roddans: gender>

</rdfDescription>

B.4 RDF Containers
RDF defines containers which are virtual resources including one or more web
resource references or values. The common containers defined are:

• Bag - an unsorted collection (citizens of Utopia)
• Seq - a collection with implied ordering (chapters of a book).
• Alt - a set of alternative resources for addressing one requirement, with the

preferred resource listed first (UKZN e-library location of a journal, followed
by alternative sources for the journal)

• Elements - named properties
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Examples of bags follow:

A bag which refers to an external type resource:
<rdf:Description ID="committee">

<rdf:type resource=''http://www.w3 .org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag"/>
<rdf: l>Rodda</rdf: 1>

- -
<rdf: 2>Clarke</rdf: 2>

- -
<rdf:_3>Urquhart</rdf:_3>

</rdf:Description>

A better implementation of a bag is as a list:
<rdf:Bag ID="committee">

<rdf: li>Rodda</rdf: li>
<rdf: li>Clarke</rdf: li>
<rdf: li>Urquhart</rdf: li>

</rdf:Bag>

It is implicit in the use of "rdf:Bag" that the value of "type" is
http://www.w3.org/1999f02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Bag

A property can appear more than once with different values - "age" is a property
which simultaneously has different values for different people. It also has constantly
increasing (changing) values for each person.

B.5 Reification (or, recasting of statements)
Reification is simply recasting of statements from the direct to the referential. "Rodda
is the author of this dissertation" is a direct statement. "Clarke commented that Rodda
is the author of this dissertation" is a reified version of the first statement and asserts a
property of Clarke and not of the dissertation or of Rodda. See Figure 19 following in
this section.

Reification properties
<rdf:Description about="...">

<roddans:originator>Rodda</roddans:originator>
</rdf:Description>

is reified thus:

<rdf:Statement>
<rdf:subject resource="..."f>
<rdf:predicate resource="...#author/>
<rdf:object>Rodda</rdf:object>

</rdf:Statement>

B.6 RDF Schemas
• Describe rules for using RDF properties and are expressed as RDF
• Are NOT XML Schemas, which are meant as ultimate DTD replacements
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B.7 RDF Classes
RDF classes are

• groups of Web resources
• identified by URLs

Additionally, there is a special class consisting of all possible RDF strings - stated as
"rdfs:Literal".

Property-centric classes
The majority of Object Oriented classes specify completely what properties they have
and what types are included. Extended into RDF, each property specifies what classes
of subjects and objects it relates. This permits addition of properties without altering
the class.

Specifying a class is done by creating an RDF resource of type rdfs:Class: <rdfs:Class
id="RoddaClass">

<rdfs:label>Rodda Personal Class</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Rodda personal data class</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

Further, specifying a property is done by creating an RDF resource of type
"rdfs :Property"

<rdfs:Property id="RoddaPropertyOne">
<rdfs:comment>Rodda security assertion</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:domain resource="#RoddaClass"I>
<rdfs:range resource=",,#Literal"l>

<rdfs :Property>

B.8 Schema URIs
Ordinary XML namespace URls only guarantee uniqueness. No assertion or
assumption of useful reference may be made at all. Where used in RDF, namespaces
ought to refer to an RDF schema document. Those RDF schemas which are referred
to at the hidden or concealed level within a SCRIPSIT entity may additionally refer to
schemata and namespaces carried within SCRIPTSIT entities.

Following are diagrammatic representations of aspects of RDF as described in the
first part of Appendix B.
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RDF model as a statement

property R-----..·U
• simple triple-based model (resource - property - value)
• resources represented by nodes with URI(s)
• property is an attribute of the resource
• values literal or pointers to other statements
• statements (l to n) about a resource forms the description

RDF expanded in an example

located
Rodda family records

•
•

The Rodda family records are located at Vault number 16 at The Bank.
There is nothing preventing multiple values pointing at one resource, nor to
prevent multiple resources from being pointed at by one value.

Figure 17 - RDF model as statement
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RDF - structured example

Back room of house

family name

alt. location of

accredited
accessor

Rodda fam i Iy records

Alfred E Neumann

•
•
•

•

structured metadata realised by replacing text value with value of another node.
The Roddafamily records are located in Vault 16, The Bank.
Further, Alfred E Neumann is an accredited accessor of the contents of Vault 16, The
Bank.
The back room of(the) house is an alternative location for a copy of the contents of
Vault 16, The Bank.

Figure 18 - RDF structured example
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RDF - reification

visible

1 January 2005

researchers

• Reification is making statements about statements
• In this example, mysecrets are visible to the group of users known as

researchers, but only after the Ft ofJanuary 2005.
• Changing either ofthe values (researchers or 1 January 2005) leads to the

overall meaning and implication of the RDF statement changing.

Figure 19 - RDF reification example
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RDF - edge directed graphs

•

•

A number of edge-directed assertions are made above:
• (belong to, mysecrets, paul) - mysecrets belong to paul
• (has, paul, colleagues) - paul has colleagues
• (teach, colleagues, undergraduates) - colleagues teach undergraduates
• (take, colleagues, holiday) - colleagues take holiday

This is a trivial example of an edge-directed graph of RDF nodes. In
SCRIPSIT's case, nodes are SCRIPSIT entities, with RDF elements making
up the edges.

Figure 20 - RDF edge directed graphs
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Appendix C - Entity skeleton

P3P exposed
XML exposed wrapper

XML wrapper
P3P concealed
XML partial key
[ Engine sits here inline with encrypted
[ content. Also required java classes present.
[ After this, execute SECURE engine with the
[ following binary base64 encoded content. All
[ data is UTF-7/Base64.
<encxml:binary xmlns:encxml="http://www.scripsit.org/encxml">

7E57A909B9C9D9449DA5F51A907A5F51A
909B9C9D9449DA5F51A909B9C9A907A5F
51A909B9C9D9449DA5F51A909B9C7E57A9
09B9C9D9449DA5F51957A909B9C9D9449D
A5F519A907A5F51A909B9C9D9449DA5F51
</encxml:binary>

LINKS
end P3P concealed

end wrapper
LINKS
PLAIN

end exposed wrapper
end P3P
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<?xml version="l.O" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<'-- ------------------------- -->
<!-- Uninodal form of SCRIPSIT -->
<'__ -->
<'-- 1 July 2004 -->
<,-- -->
<'-- ------------------------- -->

<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF
<!ENTITY rdf
<!ENTITY rdfs
<!ENTITY p3p
<!ENTITY pubnote
<!ENTITY privnote

1>

"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
"http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
"http://www.w3.org/2002/01/p3prdfvl#">
"http://www.scripsit.org/2004/pubsecurity#">
"http://www.mydiary.org/2004/mysecurity#">

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf ="&rdf;"
xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;"
xmlns:p3p ="&p3p;"
xmlns:scripsit =&scripsit;">

<p3p:Policy rdf:ID="web browser">
<p3p:disclosure

rdf:resource="http://www.displacedpersons.org/secure.htm"/>
<p3p:entity rdf:parseType="Resource">

<p3p:authority.name rdf:value="University"/>
<p3p:contact.email rdf:value="library@ukzn.ac.za"l>

</p3p:entity>

<p3p:access rdf:resource="&p3p;AccessClass-nonident"/>

</p3p:Policy>
</rdf:RDF>
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o Abstract C) Distinguishing expert management from authentic encoding o Expected outcomes and 'nterlm comments

..-
t"--..-
I])
bI)
ro

O-i

What Is? (ontology)

Rlght/Wrong (ethics)

A distinction is drawn bel'w"een kn()'o.lllledge management and contextually authentic
archival and accessing of qualitative (social science) reseo/ch dato I.). KnOYofledge
management tools ore well known and accepted in commercial and norrowly-defined
domoins (usually created and accessed by domain experts only).

Qualitative research logs behind the quantitative w()(1d with respect to archival and reuse
of reseo/ch dolo. Issues around occess to and reuse of qualitative reseolch dota hove
come inCfemingly la the lore in leeen! yea/s. Centlel to 0 ,elevan! ond universally
applicable archival and reuse strategy is accommodation 01 qualitative and quantitolive
dala. Collobo,olive research between quontitatively-chiven science and technology and
the qualitatively-driven social sciences is particularly relevonllocolly (and globallYl - with
particular lelerence by this lesearch to Indigenous Knowledge Systems (lKS). Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) and Societies in hansformation INRF research focus
aleas - Distinct Opportunities].

Captule. encoding. classifICation and multi-level, multi-party reuse of qualitative research
data hove distinct requirements in telms of access. confidentiality, ethics, security and
ownership. It is not sutflCienlto capture and encode quolitative leseorch data: such dato
must be accessible. Technology underpinning these requilements exists in lelatively well
defined XMl. RDF 12,•.1.&) and related technologies, As crucial ore the means of securing,
accessing and preselving the archived dato +questions of [J1 confidentiality, ownelShip.
anonymisation, seculity and secondary enrichment of original data require consideration.

@ Research Tree

The inverted tree below' has on ontological base. Belore it is possible to archive context
and meaning, concepts and complex lelotionships need to be defined. A representation
of concept and 0 means ol/epresenting the existence of context is /equired.

Knowtedge (epistemology)

~
Generic methods .. tools

Development of contextual
representation paradigm(s)

Preservation of conlext and meaning in archived data is greatty dependent upon explicit
encoding of relationships (simple and complex schemata) and the eventual creation of
super-schemata lepresenting multiple contexts and perspectives. Context existing in Ihe
minds of the OIiginal/eseorchers and subjects is largely inoccessible by secondary users
(including academics. public and plivate organisations. communities and cmual data
browsers).

Third-party access to archived social science research is an extreme situation with /espect
to data reuse. Collaborative access to and reuse of archived data consists of 0 mix of
ploducers and users of knowledge. Appropriate application IHIOf expert domain
knov.1edge and preservation of contextual prompts is the norm. The cleation 01 nel'w"orla
01 multi-level accessible and cost-effective Qualitative research dota oppeon la be a
challenge which can only improve understanding and opplication of oft+repeated
Qualitative research. Methodologies and models to promote greatel collaboration
bel'w"een the natural and social science domains is on expected outcomeof this research.

A significant shift in priorities and problems is found with research data reusels who ore not
domain experts, seeking expert and contextually lelevant results hom investigations.
Formulotion of queries. identifICation of oppropriate resources are a f€"N 01 the challenges
laced.

The premise on which this research was started is simply this: [t is possible to successfully
preserve conlext and relevance in Qualitative research data in such a manner os to
facmtote JId party access and reuse. It is the objective 01 this research to add 10 Ihe
overall body of knowledge with particular refelence to the needs of Qualitative research
/eusobility in an African context.

Data

// ..

Data collection (Informal statemeoh) from
o svbJ.cts

1
Us. resources from· Oto build base context

e domains

•AssIgnment/determination of attributes and
C) charactltflstlcs

•o Identtly & create rel.atlonshlps. models

Critical review of cltext and relationshIp
e bases (opflonallterallon back to 0)
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Widespread adoption of interoperable metadata standards is pursued by the Dublin COIe
Metadata Initiative IDeMl) 1&1. This is not the only metadata initiative in the international
arena, though it is one of the better examples. Central is the development of specialised
metadata vocabularies for desclibing resources, enabling bettCl' targeted data recovery
tools ond methods. Feeding into this ore the epistemological and ontological domains
horn different areas of content. SpecifIC'Africanised' metadato definitions ore essentiol to
the fUltherance of qualitative data alchiving and reuse in 0 local context. Further
research into the creation of such metodato sets is expected.
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Metadafa (or Mdata about data M

) con be used to label and categorise doto fOl
sealching and processing by computer. A formol alternative is Mstructured
descriptions of resources". Metodota form the rnolfix enabling Iorge collections of
data to function as organised librarie~which seldom exist as single instances.

,

P3P uses ROf schema defined
according to requirements of the
environment, A proposed ROF schema
is availa_ble on the w3c.Ofg website

Resource Description Framework (RDF) data consists 01 nodes and properly/value
pairs describing nodes. A node is any object which con be pointed to by a URl.
Properties are attribules ot nodes, values ale either atomic values for the attribute
or other nodes.lnformolion about a research topic fa node). may include the
property "ONner". The value for the ONner property may be a string of fexl, 0 URI
pointing to another document or a persona definition. RDF defines rnetodata
processing frameworks and data models based on triples (subject/resource.
predicate/property, object/property value). Dota graphs with unique identifiers
may be fOfmed with these data triples. RDF forms the basis of tools able fa link.
classify and exlend data and add subjective value. An example is the oggregafion
01 a collection of XMl dacumenh into on RDF model. Document collections may
be complete and fully-formed, they may be dolo liogrnents and they may also be
networks of mulliply-Iinked XMl documents. This forms the essential basis of
RDF/XMlused os dynamic and extensible repositories. Semanficolly-dependent
queries against knowledge encoded in on ontology ore available via ROf/XMl
document networks.

Ull (Uniform l1esoUfce Idenlilie<I,lhe W3C's cOdlticotion of/he name ond oddrelllyntQllof preJenl ond
fulUfIl otlie<:ll on lt1e Inrerner. UI1I IJ Ine umbrelo tllfm for URNs. Ul1ll, and cl olhe'r Uniform ReJO\Jfce
!dentilieu.

t
eXtensible Markup language (XMl) is on approPfiate medium for metodata
because it is widely undel5tood and Pfocessoble. XMl provides a facility to define
togs and the structulol relationships between data 01 metadata forming a
syntactic (and later. 0 semonticJ tree. There is no predefined tag set and no
prescribed semantics. The semantics of on XMl document ore defined by the XMl
itself, Interpretive semantic operations ale imposed upon the data ond are not
inherent in it. XMl is a nalutal formal for transmitting metadota independent of
platform and application, Goldfarb {2000) succinctly defines XMl os MXML dolo is
smart data HTML tells how the data should look. buf XML fells you what it means but
XML data isn't just smart data. it's also 0 smart document and you don't hove to
decide whether your information is data or documents: on XML if is always both at
once You con do dolo processing or document ptocessing or both at the some
time~.
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ROF provides the
basisfOf
embedding 01
simple to complex
structvlSS.
semantic networks
and elements.

Profiles, personae
and other
authenfication
data inclvded in a
P3P~bosed 'dota
passport' refer
both passivefy and
actively to the
embedded
porlCiesand
authorisations
embedded os P3P
in the document
matrix making up
the (qualitative)
data repositOlles.

Access medioion
and conlfol
requirements of
qualitative
lesearch dota ore
signifICantly
comprlCated by
the requirements
fOl shicl
observance of
confldentiorrfy. of
anonyrnisotlon. of
ethical use and
the need to allow
distinction and
control of
custocflOoship and
O'NIlefShip of data
to be effected in a
decenhalised
monner Figure 2
diagfamsan
access mediation
model based on
P3P/RDF with
bilateral
exchange of P3P
based poflcies
and data
authority.

Where there is na
P3P data passport
available or
offered, access
defaults to a
maximum 01
wtlotever
unrestricted public
access is al1O'Ned
by any port of a
repository.

P3P is aimed
primarily at open
odvertisment of
website data
privacy policies.

It also forms palf of
the basis of P3P
policies and
passports os
proposed in this
poster.
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Figure I ; Service and Usel Agenl os P3P block boxes (Conven'ionol opp~colion
of P3P for website poky odvef/isment and occeplance}

Figure 2: P3P/RDF High-level orchiteclure for secure mullilevel, mulliuser dolo
feposltories

Figure 3; P3P embedding / functional generohollon 01 data wilh respecllo
access medofion

Figure 4 : RDF os semanlic support for embeddng of 'intended meaning' in
orchiveddoto

Decreasing
authOfity and
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control and
mediation
level

Casual User
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Reseorcher (Academic)
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Increasingly
poO<

distinction of
roles and

authorities.
especially with

quarrtative
reasealch

data

Collaborative research between quantitativety-driven science and technology and the
qualitativ~y-drivensocial sciences has become especially relevanllocally and gk>bolty.
Allican foci ore found in the areas of Indigenaus Knowledge Systems (IKS). Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) and Societies in transformation INRf. South Africa).

Figure 0; Authorities cndr~

Secure multievel. multiuser access to Qualitative Research Data faRO) requites rigorous
Implementation of polides and mechanisms which not only secure access to QRO portals.
but also conllol the depth and breadth 01 the QRD returned. Qualitative lesearch may be
deHned os an intet'disdplinory and tronsdisciplinolY domain which tronsects and traverses
the humanities cnd the social and nolVlol sciences. ()....Inershlp. ethics. secondary
enrichment of original dolo, conrrdenUo~tyand ononyrT'lisation 01 QRD hove the potential
to be addressed via the structures and mechanisms afforded by the PioIfOfm lor Privacy
Preferences Project (P3P). P3P is oimed primarily at online repository privacy practices in a
form suitable for automated retrieval and interpretation by user agents. P3P user agents
ollO'N users to be informed of repository pfOclices and to automate decision-making based
on these practices when appropriate, eCommerce and public access to records hove
been the primary oreas of interest with P3P to date. It is proposed that P3P may constitute a
workable and trustable basks for mediating occess to alchived QRO.

Questions arising from requi"ements f04' access la Olchived (qualitative) research dota:

As subjects of qualitative reseorch, do we hove any control over who or whot hos
access to ospeck of the archived losearcM
As qualitative researchers, hovoI do we selectively and specifICally olJer.,v and/or
disallow access to ports {any or all) of the archived research dato~

As interested third parties. what access do we have to any given lssearch dota
repository1 May greater or altered access be requestedi
As users of research dota repositories, hO'N much anonymity is avoilablei What
altention to confldentiorrfy Is ossured~

Role definitions and authorities ore greatly compicated by the requirements of:

Conftdenliarrty
Anonyrnisotion
Ownership and custodianship
Selective access on individual. group, Institutional or any other domain levels

The figure following alludes to two of the areos of procedural and ethical dilernma
laced by architects of qualitotive research repositories with target audiences
covering 0 wide range of roles and types of data interest:

An initial mechanism fOf QRn access mediation Is proposed in this poster. This is based upon
P3P and ROF from the perspective of open access to ORO. This is in contrast fa the
eCommerce and public record driven impJementotions and proposals present in current
lite.-atUfe. The some occess model appears to be applicable where ORO content is to be
alchived and mode available for reuse. This poster describes the brood access control and
management structures and relationships envisaged os port of the extemal support for
archived qualitative research data. This has its origins in the pursuit of a set of methods to
lacifitate the reuse of qualitative research dota. Models included in this poster OIe
applicabJe beyond the originat motivation for the /eseorch into leuse of qualitative resealch
data. Semantic and ontOOgical questions arising from this OI'e beyond the scope of this
presentation.
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